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Abstract 
Improved projections of future climate trends, climate extremes and ecological responses 
are critical to inform policy and natural resource management aimed at sustainability and 
preparedness. Considerable attention has been focused on understanding drought, due to 
concerns over crop yield and forest mortality. However, some regions, such as the eastern 
US, have experienced increased summer precipitation over the past half century and the 
causes and ecological implications are not well understood. Greenhouse gases and 
regional effects of agricultural irrigation have been shown to be primary drivers of 
precipitation enhancement, although far-downstream effects of irrigation on moist, forested 
regions remain unclear. In addition, correctly anticipating forest responses to increasing 
precipitation, and other aspects of a changing climate, requires understanding the 
interaction of long-term successional processes across regional-to-continental spatial 
scales. Here I, 1) investigated how agricultural irrigation enhances regional and far-
downstream precipitation; and, 2) developed a new data-driven model of forest dynamics 
that quantifies compositional and structural response to competition, disturbance, and 
climate anomalies. This work combined modeling experiments using the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) community earth system model (CESM) and analysis of 
large long-term datasets from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) and US Forest Service (USFS) forest inventory and analysis (FIA). Results indicated 
that moisture advection from irrigation in the western U.S. enhances stratiform precipitation 
in the densely populated greater New York City region, where very-heavy precipitation 
events were 11% more intense and occurred 23% more frequently. Forest modeling 
provided validation and quantification of fundamental ideas underlying forest succession 
(e.g., self-thinning, resource limitation tolerance) and revealed increased summer 
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precipitation may enhance forest net primary productivity up to +32% (+0.52±0.08 Mg C 
ha-1 yr-1). However, climate warming was associated with increased occurrence of weather 
disturbances and disease resulting in reduced productivity by as much as -29% (-0.55 
±0.08 Mg C ha-1 yr-1). Well-known successional shifts in species-group dominance were 
attributed to disturbance susceptibility and a gradient of tolerance to resource limitation. 
Collectively this work provides new insight for climate mitigation efforts, robust 
comparisons for global vegetation models, and context for water resource and forest 
management.  
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Introduct ion 
Precipitation patterns are changing globally, prompting widespread interest to 
understand anthropogenic drivers and ecosystem impacts. These precipitation changes 
have been superimposed on increasing temperatures and increasing frequency of extreme 
events1 and are unusual in the context of paleoclimate records2,3. Droughts in the western 
US and increased moisture in the eastern US have induced billions of dollars in damages 
through severe crop damage, forest mortality, and flooding4,5. Recently observed 
precipitation trends, increased frequency of extreme events and ecosystem impacts may 
foreshadow those projected by climate and vegetation models, although model 
uncertainties remains high6,7. Disentangling the complex mechanisms underlying observed 
climatic change and ecosystem response is needed to better anticipate future changes in 
these systems. In this dissertation, I examined 1) the widespread influence of agricultural 
irrigation on precipitation; and, 2) characterized the structural and compositional response 
of forests to changing climate, disturbance, and resource limitation. 
This work relied on two models: National Center for Atmospheric Research 
community earth system model (NCAR-CESM) and an empirical model that I developed 
utilizing the US Forest Service forest inventory and analysis (USFS-FIA), which I refer to as 
Empirical Succession Mapping (ESM). CESM was ideal to test the role of agricultural 
irrigation on precipitation due to the recent incorporation of irrigation functionality into this 
widely used model. Previous studies have demonstrated that numerous regions around the 
world have experienced changes in temperature and total precipitation as a result of 
irrigation8-14; however, resolving whether and to what degree irrigation can influence far-
downstream precipitation is debated15,16. Notably, irrigation spatial expansion and 
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intensification are an expected response to climate change17,18. While agricultural irrigation 
is essential to maintain for global food supply, characterizing and quantifying its influence 
on climate can inform preparedness in assessing water availability issues and changing 
ecosystem services.  
The response of forests to changing climate is of wide concern4,19. Predictions of 
future terrestrial carbon uptake projected by CESM and global vegetation models show 
substantial uncertainty7. Forests occupy 30% of the land surface globally and are generally 
limited in growth by a dynamic mix of sunlight, temperature, water, and nutrients19,20. 
Several studies have suggested enhanced forest growth in response to increased 
temperature, growing season length, CO2 and nutrient fertilization, influx of pioneer species, 
and increased disturbance21-23. More accurate projections of carbon uptake require 
quantification of complex forest structural and compositional successional processes24, 
particularly with consideration for disturbances and changing climate20,23. I developed the 
ESM to quantify average trajectories of structural change in stem density, radial growth, 
and carbon accumulation relative to forest mean diameter and relative stocking (see below) 
to form robust empirical models of modern secondary succession. Using a comparative 
approach, I then quantified the influence of climate anomalies, disturbance agents, and 
plant functional types (PFTs) on forest structural trajectories. 
Relative stocking is an expression of stand density, or the extent to which growing 
space is effectively utilized by live trees, relative to an optimum, as estimated by the FIA. 
The relative comparison of tree volume across forest types nationwide is a core mission of 
the FIA. Methods of comparison were first widely adopted in the 1950’s and have since 
been revised to incorporate the area occupied by an individual tree, species, and crown 
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class relative to plot size and site quality. The associated algorithms were derived from 
observation-based forest studies, timber yield tables, and size-density relationships25,26. By 
design, relative stocking allows comparison across forest types, which the ESM utilizes as 
a grouping variable to bin forests along a gradient of site utilization at initial forest plot 
census. Relative stocking is renamed relative density (Chapter 2) and relative resource 
limitation (RRL; Chapter 3) to be more context appropriate. 
Recent climate changes are expected to become more severe in the future6 and 
mitigation efforts are underway5,27. Identifying why precipitation patterns are changing and 
how ecosystems have started to respond is critical to anticipating future consequences. As 
such, the following three chapters specifically address: 1) how observed intensification of 
summer precipitation in the northeastern US, widely attributed to greenhouse gas 
emissions, is in part due to the far-downstream influence of irrigation on very-heavy 
precipitation (Chapter 1); 2) development and application of the ESM to quantify how 
temperate forests in the eastern US respond structurally to changes in precipitation and 
temperature (Chapter 2); and, 3) how disturbance and resource limitation underlie 
successional species transitions (Chapter 3). 	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Chapter 1. Very-heavy precipitat ion in the greater New York City region and 
widespread drought a l lev iat ion t ied to western US agr iculture  
 
Summary paragraph 
Observed intensification of precipitation extremes, responsible for extensive societal 
impacts, are widely attributed to anthropogenic sources, which may include indirect effects 
of agricultural irrigation. However quantifying the effects of irrigation on far-downstream 
climate remains a challenge. I used three paired Community Earth System Model 
simulations to assess mechanisms of irrigation-induced precipitation trends and extremes 
in the conterminous US and the effect on the terrestrial carbon sink. Results suggest 
precipitation enhancement in the central US reduced drought conditions and enhanced 
regional carbon uptake, while further downstream, the heaviest precipitation events were 
more frequent and intense. Specifically, moisture advection from irrigation in the western 
U.S. and recycling of enhanced local convective precipitation produced very-heavy storm 
events that were 11% more intense and occurred 23% more frequently in the densely 
populated greater New York City region. 
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Precipitation extremes are deadly, damaging to infrastructure and ecosystems, and 
have prompted widespread interest in identifying anthropogenic drivers, including 
greenhouse gas emissions and the role of agricultural irrigation. Recent studies suggest 
irrigation may enhance regional precipitation1-4, although far-downstream effects remain 
uncertain. In recent decades, New York City and the northeastern US have experienced 
many extreme precipitation events from extra-tropical storms that have caused 
catastrophic flooding and impacted the millions who live in the region5,6. From 1958-2012 
very-heavy precipitation events in the northeastern US region increased by 58%7 and 
extreme precipitation is projected to further increase by 8-9% by mid-century5. In contrast, 
central US climate has trended slightly drier over the last century and drought is projected 
to increase under all future emissions scenarios8. Drought reduces carbon uptake by 
vegetation and represents a positive feedback for anthropogenic climate change8. To better 
understand historical climate trends, I quantified the role of irrigation to separate it from 
other possible anthropogenic influences, particularly the direct effects of climate change 
due to elevated CO2. Evapotranspiration from irrigation represents a driver of, and response 
to, anthropogenic climate change that is expected to expand spatially and increase 
intensity in some regions9,10. Determining connections among commercially important 
activities like agricultural irrigation, with climate change and ecosystem services, can inform 
policy and natural-resource management aimed at sustainability.  
Agriculture in many regions is dependent on tremendous amounts of irrigation with 
implications for the global-water cycle. In 2005, agriculture in the United States resulted in 
the irrigation of 24 million hectares (roughly the area of the Great Lakes) with 182 km3 of 
water, an average application rate of 0.7 m Ha-1 year-1, of which, roughly half is lost to the 
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atmosphere through evapotranspiration11-13. Globally, the location, timing, quantity of water 
vapor emitted, and atmospheric residence time are largely known for agricultural irrigation; 
however, the pathway from irrigation to precipitation and the magnitude and likelihood of 
changes associated with climate extremes, have not been fully assessed in far-downstream 
regions.  
Areas of widespread irrigation have been demonstrated to impact global and 
regional temperature, precipitation climatology, and monsoon intensity1-4,14-16. For example, 
Lo et al. (2013) found that water vapor introduced by irrigation in California's central valley 
is transported by wind resulting in a 15% enhancement of monsoon precipitation in the 
southwestern US, that could contribute up to 30% of Colorado River summer streamflow. 
However, Sorooshian et al. (2011) suggested that although irrigation from this region 
increased relative humidity 9-20%, it had little influence beyond the irrigated area. Previous 
model-based studies of irrigation also relied on a single experiment rather than an 
ensemble of experiments useful to assess variability17. Resolving mechanisms by which 
irrigation can influence downstream precipitation is critical to fully understand observations 
and plan mitigation strategies. Generally, global and large-scale regional studies suggest 
summer precipitation in the central US has increased due to irrigation1-4. The primary 
mechanism for this precipitation enhancement was thought to be enhanced convective 
precipitation as a result of increased convective available potential energy (CAPE) of the 
atmosphere from moister surface conditions4,18. At the site of irrigation, surface cooling 
associated with increased latent heat flux has a stabilizing effect on convective systems, 
which may direct convective precipitation downstream where surface temperatures are not 
cooled4,18. However, in semi-arid regions summer convective fronts can be highly unstable, 
in which case additional surface moisture will increase CAPE even with cooling4. While 
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convective precipitation directly increases, the fate of old convective cells19 and moisture 
advection into stratiform cloud systems has not been examined. 
Non-convective precipitation can occur when warm moist fronts override cooler air 
masses to produce stratiform conditions. As the warm air mass rises, the air gradually 
cools and forms grey featureless clouds that lead to precipitation events ranging from mist 
to extreme extended events20. Across the US, stratiform precipitation occurs least 
frequently in the desert southwest and becomes more frequent approaching the 
northeastern US21. Stratiform precipitation is associated with large-scale precipitation in 
mid-resolution atmospheric general circulation models20,21. Due to the large size and energy 
of these systems, they have potential to move moisture long distances and deposit large 
amounts of precipitation21. Identifying a relationship between western US irrigation and 
enhanced stratiform precipitation events in the northeastern US may inform understanding 
of causes contributing to observed extremes. 
One curious aspect of studies that suggest substantial increases in convective 
precipitation in the central US from irrigation3,4,13,18, is that the region has not been getting 
wetter during the past half century and many areas have had severe drought conditions22. 
Here I use a historical perspective and compare the water added by irrigation to longterm 
precipitation trends. The amount of area irrigated in North America has increased 
somewhat exponentially over the last 150-years, expanding from approximately 1.5 million 
hectares in 1888 to approximately 20 million hectares in 198418,23. Similar trends also 
occurred in Mexico and Canada, where the irrigated area in 1984 was approximately 5 
million hectares and 300,000 hectares, respectively23. Since the 80’s the expansion of 
irrigated land has generally slowed, due in part to groundwater constraints. The Ogallala 
aquifer, a major source of irrigation water, has decreased by about 333 km3 (8.5%) 
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between 1950 and 200718,24. Projections suggest agricultural production may continue to 
grow using engineered water-efficient crops until 2040 at which point groundwater 
limitations will become severe25.  
 
Here I synthesize an ensemble of three-paired Community Earth System Model (CESM) 
experiments to quantify the influence of irrigation in the US on:  
1) Total precipitation, where I expect the mean ensemble results will corroborate previous 
regional studies and better assess sensitivity to model conditions.  
2) Alleviation of central US drought. I compare simulated precipitation patterns to observed 
trends to provide a new perspective on future water resources in the Great Plains region. 
3) Changes in terrestrial carbon uptake. If irrigation induces regional drought relief I expect 
enhanced productivity and carbon uptake in associated semi-arid ecosystems. 
4) Far-downstream influence on precipitation in the northeast U.S. Finally, I investigate a 
region where my experiments show significant agreement in large-scale precipitation 
enhancement and identify changes in the frequency and intensity of convective, stratiform, 
and total precipitation events.  
Models and Methods 
Models :  I performed three experiments with paired global simulations using the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Earth System Model (NCAR-
CESM) with a 1.9 x 2.5 degree resolution to minimize complexity yet allow for 
downstream effects and feedbacks between the land and atmosphere. The model and 
resolution were chosen to identify potential effects of large-scale processes (i.e. 
irrigation) across continental spatial scales; rather than precise intra-regional effects 
identified with high-resolution regional climate models used by Sorooshian et al. (2011), 
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Qian et al. (2013), and Huber et al. (2014), as noted by Lo and Famiglietti (2013). CESM 
is a state-of-the-art fully-coupled global model of the land, atmosphere, ocean, and sea 
ice. The Community Land Model version 4.0 (CLM4) has been extended to incorporate a 
carbon-nitrogen (CN) biogeochemical model that considers the effects of nitrogen 
limitation on terrestrial carbon cycles. CLM4.5 was not available when the 
computationally-intensive spin-up of the CN model, required for irrigation effects in 
CLM4.5, was started. Improvements in nitrogen dynamics in CLM4.5 may reduce 
ecosystem transpiration and the magnitude of downstream effects, similar to the effects 
found in experiments using CLM4.0 without the CN model (discussed below). I ran CLM 
coupled to Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) versions 4.0 and 5.0, the Community 
Sea Ice Model (CSIM), prescribed sea-surface temperatures, and prescribed sea-ice. 
Prescribed model components are based on the Atmosphere Model Intercomparison 
Project26 rather than prognostic model computations. CLM version 4.0 incorporates an 
interactive irrigation model that dynamically responds to climate27. With irrigation 
activated, cropland area of each grid cell is divided into an irrigated and unirrigated 
fraction28. The model checks if water is limiting for photosynthesis the first time step after 
6 AM local time and calculates target soil moisture. This amount of water is applied at a 
constant rate to the ground surface over the following four hours. Ground application 
was chosen because it mimics flood irrigation, the most common form of irrigation15. 
Sacks et al. (2009) experimented adding irrigation as precipitation with canopy 
interception and found the model “relatively insensitive” possibly because ground 
evaporation was determined to be unexpectedly high. Water for irrigation is removed 
from nearby rivers. Annual irrigation amounts are validated with observed gross irrigation 
water use around the year 2000 (2500 – 3000 km3 year-1)29.  
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Exper iments:  Model experiments compare CESM results for scenarios with and 
without global irrigation (herein referred to as control and irrigation simulations, 
respectively) for the year 2000 using three different CESM versions and scenarios so 
that the effects of irrigation and natural variability on precipitation climatology and other 
earth-system characteristics can be partitioned and compared. Western US irrigation 
application is known to peak in July and remain high through August, so I examined climate 
changes in these two months for all analyses. Early exploratory studies of total precipitation 
changes in June and September suggested weakly defined differences, whereas winter 
months showed no difference. Experiments are summarized in Table 1.1 and as follows: 
Experiment-1: CAM4 and CLM4 coupled to the CN model with monthly output data to 
determine the influence of global irrigation on ecosystems with carbon and nitrogen 
feedbacks. The use of CLM-CN with irrigation has not been described before in the 
literature, nor has it been validated by NCAR. Therefore an equilibration spin-up (~1600 
model years) and validation with global irrigation values was required before evaluating 
model outputs. Equilibrium was determined once global net ecosystem productivity (NEP) 
was not trending in any direction and was near zero, indicating the carbon and nitrogen 
cycles were equilibrated, at which point, the models were run for an additional 100 years to 
calculate climatological averages. The model spin-up used year 2000 land use conditions 
and thus included irrigation effects and was insensitive to the long-term influence of paleo-
ecosystems on soil carbon and nitrogen. Minor differences between initial soil 
carbon/nitrogen in the control and irrigation equilibrium conditions may alter ecosystem 
productivity and transpiration. In part to compensate for potential overestimation of 
transpiration by the CN model, the results of this experiment were averaged with two that 
excluded CN dynamics in Figures 1.1 and 1.3.    
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Experiment-2: CAM5 coupled to CLM4 with monthly output data to determine the influence 
of global irrigation. This experiment excluded the carbon-nitrogen model coupling and was 
spun up for 10-years to allow control and irrigation runs to differentiate, then run for 100 
years to calculate climatological averages. 
Experiment-3: CAM5 coupled to CLM4 with monthly and daily data output, and irrigation 
limited to the western US (rather than global) for more detailed investigation into the timing 
and downstream reach of irrigation from the western US. Irrigated areas were between -
125W and -95W longitude or roughly from California to eastern Kansas including small 
areas of irrigation in southern Canada and northern Mexico. Following a 10-year spin up, 
the experiment was run for 100 years to calculate monthly climatological averages as well 
as to identify daily precipitation extremes and storm tracks from the daily output data.  
Table 1.1  








Output Model Version 
Irrigation Yes Global Monthly CAM4/CLM4CN 1 
Control Yes None Monthly CAM4/CLM4CN 
Irrigation No Global Monthly CAM5/CLM4 2 
Control No None Monthly CAM5/CLM4 
Irrigation No Western N. America Daily CAM5/CLM4 3 
Control No None Daily CAM5/CLM4 
 
Data analysis: All statistical analyses were performed using R version 3.1.230. I calculated 
the mean differences between paired simulations to identify the influence of irrigation and 
then determined significant correspondence between mean effects in the three 
experiments with a t-test (n = 3). From the 100-year July and August daily data 
(Experiment 3), I categorized large-scale, convective, and total precipitation intensity into 
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none-median, median-heavy, heavy, and very heavy using 0-0.5, 0.5-0.99, 0.99-0.995 and 
0.995+ quantiles of 1-day precipitation quantity, respectively. Change in storm frequency 
was calculated as the difference between total number of events in the irrigation and 
control simulations that occurred within intensity categories (i.e. a range of storm 
precipitation quantities) defined by the control simulation. Storm frequency standard error 
was calculated by bootstrapping the full datasets and recalculating change (1000 
iterations). Storminess was quantified from the daily data using the bandpass filtered (2-6 
day) standard deviation of the atmospheric 500 mb pressure height for all days and for 
days with very-heavy stratiform precipitation. Individual storm tracks were manually 
identified from the daily data output of the irrigation simulation (Experiment 3) using low 
atmospheric surface pressure and/or precipitation, tracked four days before and one day 
after very-heavy precipitation events that occurred within the 4-grid area encompassing 
Northern New Jersey, New York City/Long Island, Upstate New York, Lehigh Valley, 
Pennsylvania and adjacent areas (NYC region).  
Historic precipitation comparisons were based on University of Delaware compiled 
and modeled historic monthly precipitation 0.5x0.5 degree gridded data 
(esrl.noaa.gov/psd), spatially averaged to match the CESM model resolution. An east-west 
transect centered on 40.5o N latitude (± 0.75o latitude) was chosen to capture the degree of 
precipitation enhancement in the Great Plains region and the NYC region. Decadal means 
for the 1930’s and 2000’s were compared to mean precipitation from 1901-1930. The 
1901-1930 comparison period was chosen to represent a 30-year climatological mean with 
minimal influence from irrigation. The 1930’s decade was an exceptionally dry period in US 
history and was used for comparison. The 2000’s represent modern climate with full 
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irrigation influence and are expected to be the closest comparable climate to the irrigation 
simulations. 
Results and Discussion 
Convect ive precipitat ion: All three experiments showed July and August (peak-
summer) precipitation enhancement spanning from western to southeastern states (Fig. 
1.1). The enhancement was dominated by convective precipitation, which has been 
attributed to increased surface-based CAPE from irrigation-associated evapotranspiration 
(iET; Deangelis et al. 2010, Lo et al. 2013, Huber 2014). However, location of greatest 
enhancement did not overlap between experiments with precipitation focused over either 
the central, northern or southern Great Plains region in experiments 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively (Extended Data Fig. 1.1). Experiment 1 produced the greatest precipitation 
enhancement in western Kansas, likely attributable to a simpler atmospheric model (CAM4) 
and carbon and nitrogen cycle feedbacks. Experiment 3 produced the largest quantity of 
added precipitation in the northwestern Texas panhandle, similar to previous work by Lo et 
al. (2013) that attributed this large precipitation anomaly to moisture advection from 
irrigation in the Central Valley of California. Experiments 2 & 3 had the largest difference in 
the location of enhanced precipitation. I interpret this to indicate western US iET primarily 
enhances existing convective systems, as suggested by Huber (2014), and the location of 
these convective storms may be influenced by global irrigation through slight changes in 
global circulation patterns. Overall, I expect iET is likely to rain out across a large area of the 
Central US and therefore the average of the three experiments should best capture this 
distribution (Fig. 1.1). Surprisingly, I find the amount of enhanced precipitation in the central 
US is equal to approximately 17% of the total amount of moisture added to the 
atmosphere through iET, suggesting the majority of iET rains out further downstream.  
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Histor ical perspect ive: With the simple assumption that historic regional climate would 
have been similar except for the addition of precipitation attributed to irrigation, I projected 
how climate would have changed if irrigation continued at early 20th century levels in the 
western US. This projection can provide a reference for water resources management if 
future irrigation intensity were reduced. Peak-summer precipitation anomalies (divergence 
from 1900-1930 mean precipitation) suggest the central US has had slightly below-average 
precipitation recently. By subtracting the amount of modeled precipitation due to irrigation 
from the observed means, drying in the Great Plains region ranged from unchanged to drier 
than extreme dryness of the 1930’s. The range of model results highlights the sensitivity of 
precipitation enhancement to global circulation patterns and vegetation feedbacks. On 
average, the central US would have be subject to a more intense drying trend without the 
widespread influence of irrigation. While many observed records over the past few decades 
are thought to represent the early onset of greenhouse gas-driven climate change6,22, I 
suggest in the Great Plains the early onset of climate change has been partially masked by 
the effects of irrigation. Therefore projected future water resource limitations in the Great 
Plains region would not only directly reduce irrigated crops but it would also have 
implications for regional food security and ecological sustainability in non-irrigated lands. 
Inf luence on the terrestr ia l  carbon sink: Reduced drought effects in the central US 
from enhanced convective precipitation also influenced temperature, wind and cloudiness, 
and resulted in substantial changes in ecosystem transpiration, net primary productivity 
(NPP), and net ecosystem exchange (NEE; Fig. 1.2). NPP and NEE carbon sequestration 
were enhanced in the central US, consistent with semi-arid vegetation and agricultural crop 
response to increased moisture; despite increased cloudiness and lower temperatures that 
generally impede plant growth in the CLM-CN model. Irrigation had an overall cooling effect 
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during peak-summer that extended across the surface of the entire continental US (Fig. 
1.2) and well into the atmosphere. This cooling from increased latent heat flux and 
increased cloud cover generally stabilizes the atmosphere and slows convection4,13,15. 
Overall, irrigation resulted in a net uptake of carbon in the central US during peak-summer 
(i.e. negative NEE), and a net loss of carbon from parts of the eastern US and Canada. 
Reduced NEE in Canada relates to reduced net primary productivity (Fig. 1.2a) and 
increased microbial decomposition (not shown) likely due in part to warming.  
Strat i form precipitat ion: Total precipitation change in the northeastern US due to 
irrigation in the western US varies between experiments and is negligible on average (Fig. 
1.1); however, large-scale stratiform precipitation occurred more often, was more intense, 
and was consistent among experiments in the NYC region (Fig. 1.3). Within this region, 
daily precipitation statistics suggest extreme stratiform systems occurred 31.0% more 
often and were 15.8% more intense in peak-summer (Table 1.2). Storms that produced the 
most total precipitation were generally a mix of stratiform and convective precipitation, and 
occurred 23.1% more often and were 11.3% more intense in the NYC region (Table 1.2). 
Overall storminess and cloudiness was reduced in the NYC region (Fig. 1.4a & Fig. 1.3d) 
reflecting the significant reduction in frequency of median-heavy convective storms (Table 
2). However, intensity and frequency of storms that produced very-heavy stratiform 
precipitation was higher in the northeastern US and western Great Lakes region (Fig. 1.4b). 
These results correspond to the above calculations for the NYC region (Table 1.2) and 
suggest the area of increased downstream storminess extends to other regions under the 
conditions of Experiment 2 (limited irrigation area and daily data output). 
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Table 1.2  
Change in storm frequency and intensity in the NYC region. Note, the none-median 
category includes days that had zero precipitation, while very-heavy events are the top 
0.5% of daily precipitation that occurred in July and August during the 100-year simulation. 
Significant difference from the control simulation (p < 0.05, bold values) was determined 
using bootstrapped standard error (1000 iterations) for storm frequency, and a t-test for 
storm intensity. 

















none-median 0.490 -1.9  0.01 +0.0003 +4.0 
median-heavy 0.490 +0.7  0.73 +0.01 +1.0 
heavy 0.005 -7.1  14.13 +1.59 +11.3 
Stratiform 
very-heavy  0.005 +31.0  25.65 +4.05 +15.8 
none-median 0.500 +1.4  0.12 -0.01 -12.3 
median-heavy 0.490 -1.6  3.77 -0.01 -0.1 
heavy 0.005 +19.0  14.57 +0.24 +1.6 
Convective 
very-heavy  0.005 +0.9  18.06 +0.24 +1.3 
none-median 0.500 +0.8  0.11 -0.01 -6.8 
median-heavy 0.490 -1.1  4.67 +0.02 +0.4 
heavy 0.005 -4.9  20.71 +1.17 +5.6 
Total 
Precipitation 
very-heavy  0.005 +23.1  30.97 +3.49 +11.3 
 
Storm tracks of the 20 most intense stratiform storms in the NYC region traversed 
the continental US most commonly from west to east, often initially producing some degree 
of convective precipitation in the Great Plains region and then changing to large-scale 
stratiform precipitation as the storm approached the northeastern US. This storm pathway 
suggests a mechanism where by “vigorous” convective storms transitioned into “older” 
convective systems and eventually formed stratiform precipitation, as originally described 
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by Houze (1997). Specifically, results suggest iET and regionally enhanced transpiration 
(due to vegetation feedbacks; Fig. 1.2c) advection directly increased the size of convective 
storms over the Great Plains region, however as theses storms moved downstream iET no 
longer enhanced CAPE and the energy and updrafts supporting these convective systems 
was reduced resulting in a collapse of residual moisture into large stratiform systems. 
Similarly, convergence and convective lift of Great Plains moisture into low pressure warm 
fronts moving downstream and interacting with cold air masses would set up enhanced 
stratiform precipitation without the convective storm precursor. Large stratiform storms 
with unclear trajectories or those with warm low pressure fronts that tracked through 
Canada or along the eastern US coast may not have been influenced by irrigation. 
However, stratiform precipitation can also be enhanced when precipitation falls through a 
cool air masses with increased moisture. Further when large-scale systems move over 
moist regions with high surface humidity, such as the northeastern US, enhanced 
condensational heating intensifies the energy in these systems31. These mechanisms are 
based on changes in energy and moisture fluxes that CESM should be able to adequately 
model.  
Conclusions 
Agricultural irrigation is critical to maintain global food supply and knowing its 
influence on climate can inform preparedness in assessing water availability issues and 
changing ecosystem services. This work adds to mounting evidence that irrigation 
enhances regional precipitation and also finds far-downstream effects. In the Great Plains, 
additional summer precipitation may 1) slightly reduce ground/surface water withdrawal 
needed for irrigation (up to ~8%), and 2) conceal otherwise drought-trending conditions. 
However the location of greatest total precipitation enhancement varied between 
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experiments. Further investigation into the controls on spatial variability may inform climate 
prediction and preparedness for changes in global irrigation patterns. Agreement of 
experiments in far downstream large-scale precipitation enhancement suggests a 
consistent mechanism. I attribute the far-downstream effect of irrigation to have caused a 
substantial portion of the observed intensification of very-heavy precipitation events the 
NYC region7. As agriculture continues to intensify over then next few decades, downstream 
residents should prepare for more extreme precipitation and flooding. Of the numerous 
positive effects of irrigation, I speculate cooling associated with iET and evaporation of 
enhanced regional precipitation stabilizes the central US atmosphere in mid to late summer 
and would make conditions for tornado formation less favorable. To assess controls on 
variability and extremes, future work should utilize a greater number of ensemble 
simulations run for longer periods at variable resolution. 




Three-experiment mean difference between paired irrigation and control simulations in 
peak-summer (July-August) total precipitation (a). The amount of irrigated water applied 
within the grid-cell is shown with grey circle size. The A-A’ transect shows the location of 
the precipitation anomalies investigated in (b). Inset b shows observed US mean peak-
summer precipitation anomalies for an east-west transect at 40.5oN latitude, compared to 
1901-1930 climatological mean, for the decades of 2000-2010 (solid grey line) and 1930-
1940 (solid orange line). Projected 2000's precipitation anomalies without the influence of 
irrigation (dotted brown line; 3-model mean) are shown with the 3-model range (shaded 
area); where the modeled precipitation enhancement associated with irrigation was 
subtracted from 2000’s observed precipitation.   




Mean difference between the paired irrigation and control simulation of Experiment 1 
(CLM4 with coupled carbon and nitrogen cycles), in select ecosystem and climate 
parameters during peak-summer (a-f). Note, for net ecosystem exchange (e), ecosystem 
uptake is negative.   




Three-experiment mean difference between paired irrigation and control simulations in 
peak-summer stratiform precipitation, with significance correspondence between models 
shown with hatching (df = 5, 2.0 > t < 2.4, p < 0.1) and cross-hatching (df = 5, 2.7 > t < 
5.0, p < 0.05). The four grid cells that compose the NYC region are outlined with an orange 
box.  
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Figure 1.4  
Mean difference in the 500 mb pressure height standard deviation between the paired 
irrigation and control simulations in peak-summer from daily data (Experiment 3) for (a) 
overall climate, and (b) days with very-heavy large-scale precipitation in each grid cell. 
Higher values indicate more frequent and/or intense storm events. 
 	  




Extended Data Figure 1.1 
Mean difference between paired irrigation and control simulations in peak-summer (July-
August) convective precipitation for (A) Experiments1, (B) Experiment 2, and (C) Experiment 
3.  
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Chapter 2. Cl imate or disturbance: temperate forest structural change and 
carbon sink potent ia l  
 
Summary paragraph 
Terrestrial ecosystems are the single largest flux in the global carbon cycle1 but correctly 
anticipating forest responses to changing climate requires understanding the interaction of 
long-term successional processes and integrating these processes across regional-to-
continental spatial scales2,3. Estimates of existing forest structure and biomass are 
improving globally4; however, vegetation models continue to show substantial spread in 
predictions of future land carbon uptake1,2,5 and the roles of forest structural change and 
demography are increasingly being recognized as important6. Here I reveal a coherent, 
cyclic pattern of change in temperate forest mean tree size, density and carbon predicted 
by successional theory and identify significant sensitivity to climate anomalies using large 
datasets. For example, in the eastern US above average temperature (+1.0oC) was 
associated with a -29% (-0.55±0.08 Mg C ha-1 yr-1) reduction in net primary productivity 
attributed to higher rates of disease (+31%) and weather disturbance (+42%). Projections 
of future C sink potential suggest vegetation carbon would be lowest on managed lands 
(72±2.2 Mg C ha-1) and highest when larger trees survive in undisturbed conditions 
(152.7±20.6 Mg C ha-1). Therefore, I find direct effects of changing climate can alter forest 
productivity but the long-term carbon sink potential of temperate forests would be 
determined by factors that cause mortality of larger trees, such as natural and 
anthropogenic disturbance.  Results provide robust comparisons for global vegetation 
models, valuable projections for carbon mitigation efforts, and context for management.  
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Structural changes in forests have long-term implications for the terrestrial carbon 
sink6, but remain a challenge to predict due to the complex interactions of succession, 
disturbance, and climate sensitivity3,5-7. To identify mechanisms that drive change in tree 
size, density and carbon, I need a better understanding of forest structural trajectories and 
the factors that affect those trajectories. As succession proceeds, resource limitation 
bounds the possible combinations of stem density and mean tree size, though the relative 
influence of disturbance remains poorly constrained3. Given this uncertainty, even 
anticipating relatively simple climate-induced structural changes in forests, such as 
changes in density or carbon accumulation, are challenging using traditional ecological 
approaches, which have often been spatially and temporally limited8. Furthermore, spatial 
heterogeneity in land use has led to considerable variability in forest ages4,9. Climate 
change will play out against this variable mosaic, which for much of the world is not at a 
landscape-scale steady-state10.  
 Here I empirically quantify successional processes and identify the influence of 
changing climate and disturbances on tree growth, density and carbon accumulation. 
Ecological succession is one of the most enduring concepts of forest ecology, describing 
how resources, competition, and disturbance influence tree establishment, growth, and 
mortality. To quantify successional structural change I used the US Forest Service Forest 
(USFS) Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) database to map how stem density, radial tree 
growth, and net primary productivity (NPP) change as a function of mean diameter and 
relative density (stocking) over time for a broad range of common temperate forest 
densities. I refer to the methodology used to quantify these relationships as empirical 
succession mapping (ESM). The large FIA dataset was filtered to 38,857 forest interior plots 
composed of ~1.0 million trees (minimum diameter 12.7 cm) in the US east of -95W 
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longitude, resurveyed at a 5.0±0.01 (mean±SE) year census interval between 1998-2012 
(see Supplementary Methods). These forest plots were then grouped by mean diameter 
and relative density at the initial survey as proxies for successional status and to facilitate 
comparisons across species and environments. Relative density integrates stem density, 
tree size, tree species, and site index (environmental quality) relative to an optimum at that 
location for timber production, and can be estimated using USFS algorithms11. The ESM 
incorporated the breadth of eastern US tree species, successional change, and 
environmental conditions measured by the FIA; and as such, represents reasonable 
estimates for average change occurring across the eastern US, and is likely broadly 
representative of temperate forests. The ESM was then used as the basis for comparative 
and predictive models to assess the influence of climate and disturbance on forest 
structure and carbon accumulation.  
Within the ESM, resource limitation influences all tree species to follow size-density 
relationships, although the specific maximum constraint on this relationship remains 
debated14,24. The ESM quantified structural change approaching maximum size-density 
constraints; and, despite a wide variety of temperate forest species/locations a coherent 
pattern of independent structural change vectors emerged that indicated average change 
was robust and predictable at a regional scale. While individual forest plots had a wide 
range of structural responses (i.e. recruitment, mortality, and radial growth), when grouped 
into large samples sizes by both mean diameter and relative density, there were strong 
mean trajectories across species and locations. Embracing this variability of structural 
trajectories and identifying mean change utilizing the large FIA dataset is the basis of the 
ESM framework. The drawback is unique species specific responses are incorporated into 
error and results describe the net regional effect. In other words, the ESM predicts the 
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regional response but not the exact response at specific locations and for individual 
species, which are well known to be variable. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 The ESM reveals mean tree diameters and stem density change in a coherent, cyclic 
pattern predicted by successional theory (density model, Fig. 2.1A). Patterns generally 
highlight the primary processes likely driving change, including early successional 
establishment and growth, self-thinning, and gap filling (Fig. 2.1A inset). The majority of 
forests in the eastern US are recovering from past disturbance and/or management and 
increased stem density and accumulated carbon during the census interval (+4.2±0.1 
stems ha-1 yr-1, +1.7±0.01 Mg C ha-1yr-1; respectively). In Fig. 2.1, vectors with the largest 
vertical component represent the maximum average early successional tree recruitment 
(i.e. crossing the 12.7 cm diameter threshold) and carbon accumulation (Fig. 2.1B) 
occurring in forests with small mean diameters (+73.6±15.4 stems ha-1 yr-1, +2.4±0.7 Mg C 
ha-1yr-1; respectively). At larger mean diameters (i.e. > 18.5 cm), rapid recruitment 
(+10.3±0.3 stems ha-1yr-1) in forests with low stem densities (relative density < 20) resulted 
in sharp reductions of mean diameter over the census interval. At higher stem densities (i.e. 
> 60% relative density), mortality exceeds recruitment and these forests begin self 
thinning12. As one of the earliest quantified relationships in ecology, the -3/2 self thinning 
power law describes the upper boundary of plant size-density relationships13. The overall 
ESM density distribution closely approximated this power law (equation 1) with a scaling 
exponent, b = 1.4±0.1, using a 0.99-quantile regression. I suggest more constrained 
thinning (e.g. Fig. 2.1A dashed line, b = -1.75; and as related to metabolic scaling14,15) best 
delineates exceptional forests at the tails of the size-density distribution but poorly 
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describes the bulk of thinning relationships that maintain the center of this distribution 
through continual density cycling. Forests with the largest mean diameters (i.e. > 35 cm; 
1.8% of the dataset) have slowed or reversed mean diameter change and carbon 
accumulation, as existing tree growth, resource limitation, disturbance, and recruitment 
were roughly balanced during the census interval.  
 Of the many factors that influence forest structure and carbon accumulation, the 
response of forests to changing climate is of particular concern1-4,7,16.  For example, higher 
temperatures are widely associated with drought stress, increased pathogen and insect 
infestations, increased tree mortality and selective recruitment7. To assess the ESM 
sensitivity to climate, I examined structural change that occurred during anomalous 
moisture and temperature conditions. The climate conditions experienced by each forest 
over the 5-year census interval were derived from 0.5o x 0.5o gridded mean summer (June, 
July, and August) historic climate data for 5-year mean precipitation and surface 
temperature, and 1-year maximum/minimum soil moisture (Extended Data Table 2.2, 
esrl.noaa.gov/psd). From the climate data associated with each forest census interval, I 
utilize the difference between conditions over the different census intervals (1998-2012) 
that occurred within each grid cell to determine the median and difference from the median 
(anomalous climate; see Extended Data Table 2 for condition values). I compare forests 
that experienced near median conditions (50th ±20 percentile; null model) spatially weighted 
to match forests that experienced the top or bottom 17th and 3rd percentile of climate 
conditions (chosen to correspond with +0.5oC and +1.0oC warming respectively), or as 
noted (i.e. Fig. 2.2 & Extended Data figs. 2.1-2.5).  
 Temperature and moisture anomalies were associated with significant change (p < 
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0.05) in carbon accumulation, stem density and radial tree growth in eastern US forests 
(Fig. 2.2). Forests that experienced summer temperature anomalies +1.0 oC (SD: ±0.15 oC) 
above average over the 5-year census interval were associated with higher rates of disease 
(+31±12%), weather disturbance (+42±16%) and were nearly twice as likely to also 
experience anomalously wet or dry summers. These warmer conditions correlated to a 
reduction in NPP by -29% (-0.55±0.08 Mg C ha-1 yr-1, n = 378). Cool and wet climate 
conditions were associated with large positive influences on forest carbon accumulation, 
with 5-year wet periods substantially increasing NPP by up to +32% (+0.52±0.08 Mg C ha-
1 yr-1, n = 513) with +0.68 (SD: ±0.11) mm day-1 more summer precipitation. Over 5-year 
periods NPP was substantially reduced in dry conditions and less substantially to 
insignificantly reduced with 1-year dry summer conditions, in part because sapling stem 
density had the opposite response of larger trees. Stem density and radial growth were 
generally more sensitive to moisture than warming; excluding disturbances and saplings, 
warming had little effect on carbon accumulation (Extended Data Fig. 2.1). Deciduous and 
coniferous dominated forests had similar relationships between NPP and relationships to 
climate conditions (Extended Data Figs. 2.2 & 2.3). Results suggest near-term direct forest 
growth response to moderate warming will be limited compared to indirect responses 
through intensified disease, insect infestations, and sapling dynamics in the eastern US. 
Notably, increased disease and insect infestations had a stronger association to warming, 
rather than drying conditions as commonly suggested7 (Extended Data Table 3), potentially 
because eastern US forests are not generally moisture limited17 despite growth being 
sensitive to drought and pluvials18.  
 A challenge for climate mitigation planning and forest management is to predict future 
carbon sequestration and density of forests recovering from historic land use in the context 
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of climate change4. I used ESM as a basis for projecting current forest change into the 
future under different disturbance regimes and climate conditions. Here I take a simple 
approach and connect all plot level vectors by matching the ending density (mean diameter 
and relative density) of each plot to the starting density of a similar plot, in a space for time 
substitution. When run forward in 5-year increments, the density of every plot changes to 
follow the trajectory of the connected plot and the average of all plots progresses toward 
steady-state (Extended Data Fig. 4). Notably these projections do not include future CO2 
fertilization. Under current conditions, average unmanaged forests of the eastern US would 
reach a steady-state density in ~145 years gaining +43.5 Mg C ha-1 for a maximum 
vegetation carbon sink of 112±7 Mg C ha-1, with a density of 281±10 stems ha-1, and 
mean tree diameter of 34.2±0.7 cm (Figs. 2.1 & 2.3). Management (i.e. logging), changing 
climate, and disturbance regimes produced substantial differences in future sink potential 
ranging from 72.2±2.2 Mg C ha-1 with current eastern US logging regimes (excluding 
permanently unmanaged forests) to 152.7±20.6 Mg C ha-1 in undisturbed forests 
(Extended Data Fig. 2.4). I found that the future carbon steady-states were primarily related 
to the size of trees that died in self thinning forests (p < 0.001, r2 = 0.98; Fig. 2.3). This 
relationship applied to scenarios that both enhanced forest growth (e.g. wet summers) and 
reduced forest growth (e.g. 5-yr dry periods), which suggests mortality influences long-term 
carbon storage in living biomass more than growth. Much work remains to understand why 
disturbances and climate changes are associated with variable tree mortality size in a 
global context and how these relationships will change in the future.   




Empirical Succession Mapping for a) density and b) carbon. Measured changes in the 
number, size, and carbon stored in trees (n = 38,857) were independently averaged at 
increments of initial mean diameter and initial relative density (bold vectors) with 
bootstrapped error (±2SE; 1000 iterations, solid black lines); except for forests with initial 
mean diameters greater than 32 cm, where moving averages were used due to high 
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probability of mortality (30%) and recruitment (35%) making forests with these large mean 
diameters unlikely (4.5% of dataset). Inset A on panel A compiles mean density change 
vectors and highlights likely ecological processes driving observed changes. Grey points 
show projected mean steady-state density and carbon under current conditions with model 
uncertainty.  





Influence of changing climate on forest structure. Change in net primary productivity, stem 
density and radial tree growth in forests that experienced unusually wet, dry, warm or cool 
summer (June-August) climatic conditions relative to a comparison null model (represented 
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by the horizontal dotted line showing mean conditions of the null model). Points are a 20-
percentile moving average (n > 350) with bootstrapped error. Sapling stem density is 
shown when relative change trends diverge with y-axis values shown in parentheses. 






Projected vegetation carbon steady-states relationship to tree mortality size. The mean 
diameter of trees that die in self thinning forests (Dmortality; relative density > 60) under climate 
and disturbance conditions with error (±1.96SE) and the vegetation carbon steady-state for 
each scenario projected by the forward model (Csink; Extended Data Figure 2.4) with model 
uncertainty (±1.96SD) were linearly related (Csink = -9.24*Dmortality + 327; r2 = 0.98).  




All data filtering, statistical analyses, and figure creation were performed using R 
version 3.1.219. The commented R code and filtered dataset used for all analyses are 
available on Github (github.com/wanderswest/ESM-FIA). All raw data is publicly available 
with links provided below.  
 
FIA data description  
 The US Forest Service has measured or calculated hundreds of characteristics 
associated with millions of trees in a regular gridded sampling of forests across the US. 
Over the last decade these measurements have been standardized and repeated for forest 
plots on an approximate 5 year cycle. Measurements are made for trees larger than 12.7 
cm diameter at breast height (DBH) on 0.067 ha plots (subplots). FIA surveys are 
performed at the state level and due to the high quality standards, Louisiana, Florida, and 
West Virginia have less dense sampling than adjacent states, which is not expected to 
impact analyses presented here. Environmental characteristics (e.g. soil quality, 
microclimates) are expected to have a consistent influence on forest structure during the 
census interval. 
 I filtered the FIA (downloaded on 7/2013 from http://apps.fs.fed.us/fiadb-
downloads/datamart.html) using the criteria in Extended Data Table 2.1, to 38,857 forest 
interior plots composed of ~1.0 million trees (minimum diameter 12.7 cm) in the US east of 
-95W longitude, resurveyed at a 5.0±0.01 (mean±SE) year census interval between 1998-
2012. I excluded seedlings, planted forests, and forests with edge effects (see criteria in 
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Extended Data Table 1). Saplings (2.54-12.7 cm diameter) were excluded except for 
carbon calculations and as a response variable to climate conditions. Harvested plots (n = 
4452) were used only in one future carbon sink projection. Vegetation carbon was 
estimated in the FIA for above and below ground portions of living trees greater than 2.54 
cm in diameter, excluding foliage, and for dead trees greater than 12.7 cm in diameter, 
based on allometric relationships20. Carbon in saplings that die during the census interval is 
not estimated by the FIA, and instead was approximated using the initial survey carbon 
estimate, thereby making no contribution to net primary productivity (NPP) during the 
census interval. Therefore in plots with extensive sapling mortality, NPP is conservatively 
estimated. NPP was calculated for each plot over the census interval as the difference 
between carbon stored in living biomass at the initial survey and living and dead biomass at 
the second survey. 
 Relative stocking: Relative stocking is an expression of stand density, or the extent to 
which growing space is effectively utilized by live trees, relative to an optimum, and is 
estimated by the USFS within the FIA11. The relative comparison of tree volume across 
forest types nationwide is a core mission of the FIA. Methods of comparison were first 
widely adopted in the 1950’s and have since been revised to incorporate the area 
occupied by an individual tree, species, and crown class relative to plot size and site 
quality. The associated stocking algorithms, derived from observation-based forest studies, 
timber yield tables, and size-density relationships, are available11. By design, relative 
stocking allows comparison across forest types, which the ESM utilizes as a grouping 
variable to bin forests along a gradient of site utilization at initial forest plot census. Relative 
stocking is renamed relative density in this manuscript for broader understanding beyond 
the forestry community. 
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 Disturbances: Identification of tree mortality causes can be both difficult and 
subjective, and previous studies have identified the drawbacks and value of FIA 
determinations21,22,23. Similarly to previous studies, I identified relative change in disturbance 
estimates associated with climate anomalies; and, the relative change in forest structural 
trajectories (forward modeled) that had: 1) mortality attributed to disturbance agents, 2) any 
mortality, or 3) no mortality except that attributed to unknown causes or vegetative 
competition. Uncertainty associated with identification of mortality agents was expected to 
increase analysis error, yet I found significant changes in the frequency of disturbances and 
structural characteristics of forests with disturbances (Fig. 2.3 and Extended Data Table 2). 
Also, our main conclusions regarding the influence of climate and carbon sink potential did 
not require high levels of disturbance-identification accuracy, rather I used this additional 
disturbance information to suggest that, 1) warming impacts were associated with a 
relative increase in weather and disease disturbance frequency; and, 2) disturbances are 
associated with mortality of larger trees, which appears to reduce carbon sink potential (i.e. 
Fig. 2.3). Furthermore, excluding forests with unknown disturbances had minimal influence 
on structural changes associated with climate anomalies shown in Fig. 2.2. 
 Plot-scale disturbance is denoted in the FIA as AGENTCD, identified by technicians in 
the field. Here I include disturbances that caused mortality of one or more trees during the 
census interval associated with insects, disease, fire, animals, weather. Specifically, 
disturbed trees were alive at the initial survey and dead at the resurvey with the AGENTCD 
identified as the cause of mortality, which impacted 31.0% of all forest plots and 34.3% of 
self thinning plots. Mortality associated with vegetative suppression/competition and 
unknown causes were expected to be largely associated with autogenic succession and 
were not considered disturbance. Notably, unknown disturbances were common, 
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attributed to 45.4% of tree mortalities.  Since disturbances (fire, insect, disease, animal, 
weather) may be difficult to identify and attribute to mortality in the field, undisturbed forest 
thinning rates may be conservatively estimated. FIA surveys are run at the state level and I 
expect local knowledge of hurricane impacts or extensive droughts, for example, would aid 
technicians in identifying weather related mortality. 
 
Climate condition data description  
I used monthly 0.5o x 0.5o gridded datasets of historic climate data for 5-year mean 
precipitation (PREC/L) and surface temperature (GHCN_CAMS 2m), and 1-year 
maximum/minimum soil moisture (CPC), produced by NOAA from land-based instrument 
records spanning the last century (esrl.noaa.gov/psd). In the Eastern US, rolling 5-year 
average June, July, and August (JJA) summer climate conditions over the past two 
decades were identified for each grid cell. Summer climate was chosen as the most 
relevant period of growth and climate induced stress for forests of the Eastern US. 
Additionally, wet and dry 5-year water-year (years start November 1st, prior to winter 
snowpack, rather than January 1st) averages were also considered, and results were similar 
to those shown in Figure 2.2 except less significant. For the one-year summer wet and dry 
anomalies, soil moisture was chosen as a more accurate measure than precipitation to infer 
forest water stress during extreme events. The soil moisture data is derived from a simple 
bucket model that integrates observations of temperature and precipitation to model water 
height equivalent in the top meter of soil. Soil moisture z-scores were calculated for each 
grid cell using the period from 1991-2012. Specific definitions of climate conditions used in 
each analysis are in Extended Data Table 2. Numerous additional climate condition 
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comparisons, such as temperature variability and nighttime temperatures, could be 
assessed in future work.  
Climate conditions during the census interval were assigned to each forest. Due to 
the dense and on-going nature of the FIA program, within each 0.5o x 0.5o grid cell, several 
forests have been surveyed over several different time periods. Here I exploit differences in 
climate between different survey periods within each grid cell to determine climate 
anomalies. Anomalies are differences of plot climate conditions from the median climate 
conditions of all forest plots within the grid cell. Anomalies were selected as quantiles of the 
overall dataset. The top and bottom 17th and 3rd percentiles (chosen because they are 
associated with 0.5oC and 1.0oC warming) were generally used to describe conditions 
associated with the climate anomalies (Extended Data Tables 2 & 3) except in Fig. 2 that 
uses a 20-percentile moving average and in the future projections steady-state model 
where approximately the top and bottom 30th percentile were used for increased data 
density.          
 
Analysis Methods 
Empirical Succession Mapping (ESM) models: The ESM density model averages 
changes in forest plot mean diameter and stem density along increments of mean diameter 
and relative density over the census interval of approximately 5.0 ± 0.005 years. Mean 
diameter is related to stand age however it is expected to be a superior proxy for 
successional status, particularly in mixed age forests. Notably however, the 500 forests 
believed to be the oldest, 122-255 years old, had a wide range of mean diameters, which 
suggests the steady-state density of an individual late successional forest follows a long-
term, large-scale circulation of densities. Early testing of the ESM included building the 
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density model using density change measured over two consecutive resurveys, which 
produced a similar but less well defined ESM due in part to a smaller dataset. 
Figure 2.1 is the visual portrayal of ESM density and carbon models primarily valuable for 
displaying forest ecological concepts. The bold dashed lines on Figure 1 are the best fit to 
delineate the boundary between fully-stocked and overstocked forests. In the density 
model, the best fit power law in the form of equation (1), is b = -1.75 and Y0 = 189632. The 
function was identified using a linear quantile regression through log-transformed self-
thinning forests (i.e. relative density > 60). The 0.9 quantile was chosen to visually delineate 
the fully-stocked boundary best.  
 
Stem density = Y0 · Mean diameter(b)          (1) 
 
Early successional forests were generally defined by small diameter trees and a 
rapid recruitment into the 12.7 cm minimum diameter size class (Fig. 1A inset) and rapid 
carbon accumulation. Because recruitment and carbon accumulation transition gradually 
throughout the ESM, without clear boundaries between successional phases, stem density 
and carbon accumulation change associated with early succession provided in the main 
text were the maximum mean change rates found in the ESM models. Surprisingly, simply 
considering all forests with small diameters (i.e. <18.5 cm) as early successional, resulted in 
carbon accumulation rates nearly identical to the average of all forests, which may suggest 
rapid carbon accumulation is more common at mean diameters smaller than 12.7 cm and 
that many small mean diameter/low density forests accumulate carbon slowly.  
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The best fit line for Fig. 2.1B is linear with a slope of 5.6 and intercept of -19.4. The 
line represents the combined allometric equations for forests of the eastern US. 
Climate sensitivity analysis: The ESM models were created as a basis for 
comparison of density and carbon change under specific conditions (conditional data). 
Generally, comparisons of thinning rates were robust across temperate forest types and 
mean temperatures, however, magnitude of density change is sensitive to these factors. 
Specifically, building ESM null models for magnitude comparisons of small influences, such 
as observed climate anomalies, required a few additional considerations to maximize 
sensitivity and minimize biases. Null models were based on forests that experienced non-
anomalous climate with conditions between the 30th to 70th percentile. I expect climate 
anomalies had a consistent effect across microclimates. Null models used mean change 
vectors at even 2-cm increments of mean diameters and even 10 unit increments of relative 
density, with a minimum mean vector sample size of n > 25, which produces a model 
nearly identical to the general pattern in Fig. 2.1 with some exclusion of fringe vectors due 
to small sample sizes. Data for null models is selected from the same 0.5ox0.5o grid cells 
with the same weighted frequency of sampling as in the conditional data. Spatial weighting 
was based on a simple weighted average using the proportion of conditional data to null 
data within each grid, such that change in null model variables better reflected change 
associated with the condition rather than spatial covariates such as temperature. For 
example, the average 0.5o x 0.5o grid cell had 10 plots measured with median climate and 
a smaller number of plots that experienced anomalous climate. ESM structural change 
averages (i.e. bold vectors in Fig. 2.1; ESM bin) were then weighted by the proportion of 
conditional plots to median climate plots within each grid cell (grid cell proportion) divided 
by the mean grid cell proportion within each ESM bin. The result is an ESM with mean 
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change vectors that are weighted by the spatial distribution of the conditional plots in order 
to minimize biases associated with environmental conditions (e.g. latitudinal gradients), as 
summarized below: 
• Grid cell proportion = Number of conditional plots / total number of plots; within 
each latitude/longitude grid cell 
• ESM bin proportional mean = mean(Grid cell proportion); within each ESM bin 
• Within each ESM bin: (median climate plot structural change * Grid cell 
proportion)/ESM bin proportional mean 
• Structural changes of each conditional plot was then compared to this spatially 
weighted ESM.” 
 
Analyses were also run without spatial weighting, which produced similar results 
with larger uncertainty. A separate warming climate sensitivity analysis was also run 
comparing change in NPP at each conditional plot to change in the three closest plots (in 
distance) without warming that were of similar mean diameter, relative density and forest 
type (deciduous or coniferous). Results of this analysis showed reductions in NPP 
associated with warming were within error of the previous results.       
Rates of change are generally calculated per year by dividing change by the census 
interval. Note however, linear rates of change likely oversimplify the impact of dry and wet 
summers that are 1-year events within a 5-year census interval. Bootstrapped confidence 
intervals (1.96SE, 1000 iterations) were applied to the difference between the trajectories of 
all the conditional data from the associated null model. Conditional datasets were smaller 
than null models with larger standard error, and as such, significance was determined if 
conditional data confidence intervals did not overlap the null model mean represented by 
the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 2.2. Radial tree growth is featured in Fig. 2.2 as a useful 
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measure that exclusively looks at the influence of climate conditions on diameter growth of 
living trees rather than mean diameter change that integrates growth, mortality and 
recruitment. 
Climate conditions are expected to influence forest change through direct 
mechanisms (e.g. Q10 relationships) and by correlating with disturbance and other climate 
conditions (e.g. drought during warm periods). In Extended Data Table 3, for each climate 
condition, the likelihood of also experiencing specific disturbances or alternative climate 
conditions relative to the likelihood of occurrence in the null dataset is given (“Difference 
(%)”) with the number of occurrences (“n”). Null dataset values were weighted to match the 
spatial distribution of the conditional dataset. Here the ESM was not used as the basis for 
comparison. The difference between the datasets indicates whether the disturbance agent 
or climate condition is more or less common in the conditional dataset.   
 
Forward steady-state model: Future vegetation carbon and structural projections 
were made using a forward modeling-type method. The forward model is merely a 
computationally intensive weighting process of existing empirical data and no new data 
were manufactured. The method starts by connecting the end of all resurvey vectors that 
underlie the ESM carbon model to the start of a nearby vector; then repeating the 
connection process with the new vectors for the desired number of iterations. Nearby is 
defined as within a gridded bounding box with increments of 0.5 cm mean diameter and 10 
relative density up to overstocked forests that were grouped together as the largest relative 
density increment. To avoid missed connections in forests with mean diameters larger than 
32 cm, the grid was enlarged to increments of 2 cm mean diameter and 20 relative density; 
and all forests with mean diameters greater than 40 cm were put into the 40 cm mean 
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diameter bin. The 40 cm truncation was determined to be the largest mean diameter that 
allowed all vectors to connect with each other. Without this truncation, the carbon 
trajectory and sink potential of average forests was similar although there was a 
considerable loss of data where vector ends had no nearby starting vector. Lumping 
forests with diameters greater than 40 cm assumes these forests have similar likelihood for 
growth and disturbance. Within each connection grid, start vectors were randomly 
selected. If more vectors ended in the connection grid than started, start vectors were 
randomly repeated. Finally, in the rare occurrence that any vectors ended without trees, 
they were started in the grid cell with the smallest mean diameters and lowest relative 
density. This process of restarting forest growth assumes the presence of large saplings, 
which if saplings are not present or if the land will not return to forest, may slightly 
overestimate or underestimate average eastern US forest density, respectively. Starting 
with the whole forest dataset, each scenario was implemented by connecting exclusively to 
forests with that condition. Climate scenarios were ramped up in intensity and the 
maximum intensity that reached a steady-state were used. Climate conditions were 
generally mild because extreme conditions (e.g. +1.0oC warming) did not have enough data 
to cycle density and therefore did not reach steady-state. The model was run for 60, 5-year 
iterations and most scenarios reached a density steady-state within 150 years. Model 
uncertainty was assessed by running each scenario 10 times using equal sized data sets 
(n=7202; i.e. 95% of the smallest dataset) randomly selected at each iteration and then 
taking the standard deviation of the final steady-state densities (each based on the final 10 
iterations).  
Each of the climate scenarios were implemented gradually over the first four 
iterations (20-year linear ramp) to mimic slow projected change in climate over the next few 
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decades. Climate scenarios were considerably less extreme than those expected in the 
distant future but were useful to assess controls on steady-state density. 
 
How are species/locations/succession incorporated into future projections? Eastern 
US forests are largely recovering from historic land use. Disturbances, mortality and 
recruitment of late succession species are also ongoing, which effectively cycles forest 
densities to produce a landscape-scale steady state10. Taking an average of all FIA plots, 
as is done at the start of the future projections (Extended Data Fig 2.4), underestimates 
forest carbon sink potential due to the overabundance of plots recovering from land use 
change relative to those recovering from natural disturbances. Thus in simplest terms, the 
forward model intends to select forest plots that represent part of the natural density cycle 
(or with logging), from which it calculates the average mean diameter and carbon of the 
selected forests. In each scenario the model found approximately 1/3 of FIA plots (i.e. 
13,000 of the 34,405 starting plots in the “all forests” scenario) represent a steady-state 
cycling of density, however, at each iteration, plots are selected randomly within the ESM 
mean diameter/relative density bins; and thus the full range of modern species/locations 
should be represented in the final steady-state equilibrium average error (Fig. 2.3). Notably, 
plots with the same relative density may vary widely in growth rate depending on species 
and site quality. Connecting plots with rapid growth to those with slow growth (and vice 
versa) would be a poor model for an individual forest, however, the average of all structural 
changes should remain an accurate representation of the average for the projected eastern 
US (i.e. the average growth is the same if plots are connected as: [slow->slow and fast-
>fast] or connected as [slow->fast and fast->slow]).   
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While steady-state carbon sink projections represent the range of FIA sampled 
species/locations, the distribution of plot structures shifts to accommodate the structural 
implications of succession. For example, the ESM has more early successional forests than 
large disturbances that reset succession; and thus, through iterations of the forward model, 
the distribution of plots shifts to follow the cyclical pattern of the ESM (Fig. 2.1A), from 
recruitment through self-thinning and reduction in density followed by recruitment typical of 
gap dynamics in later successional forests. The ESM density model subtly indicates gap-
infilling proceeds toward mean diameter growth with less thinning at lower relative densities 
than idealized mid-successional forests at maximum relative density. However structurally, 
size-density scaling relationships should broadly apply independent of tree size distribution 
and successional status14, although specific examples have found this relationship to be 
imperfect21. Overall, if mid and late successional type forests overlap in ESM mean 
diameter/relative density bins, the forward model would select either type indiscriminately, 
potentially adding some uncertainty to projections. However, I found forests dominated by 
mid successional species, have larger mean diameters but similar carbon content as 
compared to late successional forests with similar relative densities (i.e. within an ESM bin, 
mid successional forests would tend to have larger mean diameters than late successional 
forests but the change in carbon content would be similar). Therefore any mix between mid 
and late successional forests in the forward model may overestimate equilibrium mean 
diameters but should remain an accurate predictor of forest carbon sink potential.   
 





Extended Data Figure 2.1 
Change in net primary productivity for forests without disturbances and excluding saplings 
for climate conditions relative to a comparison null model (represented by the horizontal 
dotted lines). Points are a 20 percentile moving average (n > 5) and rates of change are per 
year with bootstrapped error (±1.96SE; 1000 iterations, solid black lines. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.2 
Deciduous forest change in net primary productivity for climate conditions relative to a 
comparison null model (represented by the horizontal dotted lines). Points are a 20 
percentile moving average (n > 10) and rates of change are per year with bootstrapped 
error (±1.96SE; 1000 iterations, solid black lines). 
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Extended Data Figure 2.3 
Coniferous forest change in net primary productivity for climate conditions relative to a 
comparison null model (represented by the horizontal dotted line). Points are a 20 
percentile moving average (n > 10) and rates of change are per year with bootstrapped 
error (±1.96SE; 1000 iterations, solid black lines. Notably, a dominant forest species was 
not attributed by the FIA to 15% of the dataset. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.4 
Eastern US temperate forest vegetation carbon forward steady-state model results for 
unmanaged forests (all forests), all forests under moderate climate conditions, forests with 
mortality, forests with plot-level disturbance, and all forests including those harvested 
during the census interval (all forests w/ logging). Scenarios are run forward 300 years and 
each vector represents change over 5-years with salmon colored vectors indicating 50-year 
increments. Each scenario reaches steady-state where density remains fairly constant. 
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Extended Data Table 2.1 
FIA data filters used to select forest plots for density change analysis.  
Data filter goal FIA filter method FIA/R reference 
Sample forest interiors and 
exclude sharp edge ecotones Plots have only 1 condition CONDmax = 1 
Plots have tree(s) that have been 
resurveyed Plots had at least one tree at first survey 
PREV_STOCKING > 
0 
Exclude plots with previous 
survey error(s) 
Exclude plots with reconciled trees i.e. 
RECONCIDCD>4  STATUSCD ≠ 0 or 3 
Exclude plots with trees unknown 
to be alive or dead All trees must have a status STATUSCD = 1 or 2 
Plots are all the same size Plots are all national standard FIA design DESIGNCD = 1 
Plots resurveyed after ~5 years 
and outliers removed 
Exclude plots resurveyed over less than 3 
years or more than 9.5 years 
REMPER ≥ 3 and ≤ 
9.5 
Exclude saplings and seedlings Exclude trees with DIA<5in. (12.3 cm) DIA ≤ 5 
Eastern US defined as east of -95 
W longitude Exclude trees west of -95W LON <  -95 
Only plots used by USFS to 
calculate growth 
Merge subset data with all live trees from 
the TREE_GRM_ESTN table  ESTN_TYPE = AL 
Use only breast height tree 
diameter measurements 
Use DIA measurements from 
TREE_GRM_ESTN table DIA = DBHcalc 
Exclude artificially regenerated 
forests Select only naturally occurring forests  STDORGCD = 0 
Exclude trees not part of the 
resurvey plot 
Exclude any trees not used in the 
TREE_GRM_ESTN table  P2A_GRM_FLG ≠ "N" 	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Extended Data Table 2.2 











4970/ Wet 5-year period 
Anomalously high mean June-
August precipitation during the five-
years prior to forest resurvey.   





4110/ Wet summer 
Maximum z-scored mean June-
August soil moisture that occurred 










5541/ Dry 5-year period 
Anomalously low mean June-August 
precipitation during the five-years 









4568/ Dry summer 
Minimum z-scored mean June-
August soil moisture that occurred 










4945/ Warm 5-year period  
Anomalously high mean June-
August temperature during the five-
years prior to forest resurvey.   
+0.33oC +0.50oC +1.0oC 
378 
8593/ 
5023/ Cool 5-year period  
Anomalously low mean June-August 
temperature during the five-years 
prior to forest resurvey.   
-0.35oC -0.36oC -0.62oC 
1161 
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Extended Data Table 2.3 
Comparison of disturbance and climate condition binary frequencies that occurred in 
forests with top/bottom 17th or 3rd percentiles of climate conditions relative to forests with 
30th-70th percentile of climate conditions (null model). Bootstrapped standard error (1000 
iterations) of the difference calculation is provided and bold values indicate significance (p < 
0.05). 






(%) SE n 
Difference 
(%) SE 
5-yr Dry period 56 32.9 40.5 17 219 243.1 
5-yr Wet period 47 15.9 31.2 10 10 76.1 
Cool period 48 48.2 49.7 15 103 1036 
Fire mortality 
Warm period 59 94.2 68.9 20 122 508.6 
Dry summer 169 -52.2 14.5 - - - 
Wet summer 218 -37.5 25.9 - - - 
5-yr Dry period 246 -17.6 8.1 54 -5 18.4 
5-yr Wet period 335 36.8 13.9 67 84 39.7 
Cool period 312 24.8 12.1 86 44 25.8 
Insect 
mortality 
Warm period 254 -1.2 8.7 55 -3 19.9 
Dry summer 844 -28.4 16 155 -26 26.3 
Wet summer 849 -12.7 17.6 - - - 
5-yr Dry period 1091 7.5 5 251 10 9.9 
5-yr Wet period 1031 25.2 6.2 201 36 14.0 
Cool period 866 7 5.8 207 22 13.3 
Disease 
mortality 
Warm period 1299 37.8 6.5 342  31 11.8 
5-yr Dry period 49 6.3 29 8 -4 56.3 
5-yr Wet period 61 35.1 34.5 16 31 55.9 
Cool period 39 15.3 29.5 10 242 272.1 
Animal 
mortality 
Warm period 51 56.4 37.2 - - - 
Dry summer 614 -51.5 10.4 122 -59 12.3 
Wet summer 751 -41.6 13 153 -60 18.2 
5-yr Dry period 775 10.1 6 136 10 13.4 
Weather 
mortality 
5-yr Wet period 869 41.5 8 202  90 21.5 
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Cool period 854 21.8 6.6 197 27 14.0  
Warm period 927 31.0 7.4 238  42 16.6 
5-yr Dry period 1829 100.4 9.3 452 176 25.0 
5-yr Wet period 795 -10.9 5.2 166 -9 9.7 
Cool period 1086 86.4 10.8 269  140 36.3 
Dry summer 
Warm period 1432 142.3 13.8 294  121 27.4 
5-yr Dry period 555 5.5 6.6 75 -4 14.4 
5-yr Wet period 2098 391.6 25.5 516 748 95.9 
Cool period 1471 156.6 15.2 369 205 36.0 
Wet summer 
Warm period 1324 104.4 11.3 345 94 20.1 
Dry summer 1742 236.9 79.6 518 619 389.9 
Wet summer 468 -73.7 4 46 -48 23.8 
Cool period 820 103.9 11.8 283 349 60.7 
5-yr Dry 
period 
Warm period 2224 379.5 25.3 531 623 78.0 
Dry summer 416 -64.6 5.1 77 -52 12.9 
Wet summer 1719 -35.8 7.2 385 -47 9.2 
Cool period 1699 137.1 12.3 260 93 22.3 
5-yr Wet 
period 
Warm period 455 -42.6 3.5 7 -97 1.2 	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Resource limitation is a fundamental factor evoked by forest succession models and size-
density relationships to explain community compositional and structural change1,2, yet a 
quantitative link between these concepts remains unclear3. Classically, as succession 
proceeds, species more tolerant of lower resources (e.g. sunlight, moisture, nutrients) 
outcompete established species4. However, the relative roles of resource limitation and 
disturbance induced mortality5 in influencing competitive outcomes and compositional 
change are debated and difficult to quantify3. Here I expand analysis of the Empirical 
Succession Mapping (ESM)6, that was based on large datasets of temperate forest 
structural trajectories, to identify how plant functional types (PFTs) change structurally 
relative to resource limitation; and use these relationships to better understand competition 
and successional community change. Tolerance was quantified as, btransient, the log-
transformed balance of mean diameter change, recruitment and mortality in forests with a 
range of resource limitation, over a period of ~5-years. The observed lower tolerance of 
early successional forests was attributed to higher disturbance susceptibility, whereas, mid 
and late successional forests had higher tolerances and mortality attributed to competition. 
Successional species transitions were explained by differential PFT tolerance to resource 
limitation, and its influence on competitive interactions and disturbance susceptibility.  
Results quantitatively support the tolerance model of succession and provide a predictive 
link between resource limitation and structural change of plant functional types that can be 
used to infer forest compositional change.       
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Introduct ion 
Resource limitation drives successional species transitions in the classic tolerance 
model4 and similar resource-based competitive models including Gleasonian succession7, 
the resource ratio hypothesis8, and r/K selection9, among others2. These concepts 
generally make two predictions that are difficult to measure in forests, specifically: that 
mortality in early successional species is primarily density-independent; while late 
successional species live closer to their carrying capacities and tend to experience density-
dependent mortality1,5. Inability to quantify these general characteristics of early versus late 
succession species is a main reason that other life-history models have been developed5. 
In order to create realistic vegetation models of successional change, the effects of 
resource limitation must be disentangled from mortality attributed to disturbances 10,11.  
Successional change can be decomposed into changes in forest structure (tree 
sizes and densities) and changes in species composition.  Structural change under 
resource limitation can be inferred from size-density relationships but the influence of 
compositional change on these relationships remains unclear12. The self-thinning rule13,14 
and more recently metabolic scaling theory15 both seek to describe successional size-
density relationships in forests and have been considerably debated3,16. These models 
indicate forests compensate for resource limitation through thinning such that mean 
diameter (D) growth is offset by a constant proportional reduction in stem density (Stems), 
thus following a power law relationship (Stems = Y0 * Db; eq. 1) with a scaling exponent (b) of 
-1.5 or -2 for the self thinning rule or metabolic scaling, respectively. Y0 is an ecosystem 
dependent constant. The scaling exponent describes the balance of recruitment, radial 
growth, and mortality on forest structural trajectory. Greater negative values of b predict a 
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higher thinning constraint where mean diameter growth is offset by more mortality (or mean 
diameter reductions are offset by greater recruitment). Empirical tests have found a wide 
range of scaling factors12, generally ranging from -1 to -3, and researchers argue 
competition, disturbance or stand age are primary sources of this variance3,17,18. Resolving 
the relationship between b and competition may provide a quantifiable mechanism to 
describe successional composition change.           
The large US Forest Service Forest (USFS) Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) 
dataset is well suited to investigate the relative roles of successional tolerance, disturbance 
and resource limitation in driving successional changes in community composition. Recent 
investigation of size-density relationships utilizing the FIA has quantified temperate forest 
structural trajectories by mapping change in stem density as a function of mean diameter 
and relative density (relative stocking), in a method referred to as Empirical Succession 
Mapping (ESM)6  The ESM was recreated here (Fig. 3.1A) and relative stocking, a species 
specific measure of site utilization, was renamed relative resource limitation (RRL). RRL 
integrates stem density, tree size, tree species, and site index (environmental quality) 
relative to an optimum at that location for timber production, and was derived by United 
States Forest Service (USFS)19 for relative comparison of tree density across forest types 
nationwide. RRL and mean diameter are independent of each other, in that, a forest with 
any mean diameter can have any RRL (0-120). Forests with different species and 
environmental conditions but similar RRL should have structural trajectories with 
comparable slopes (i.e. slope = log10(change in stem density)/log10(change in mean 
diameter); see Fig. 3.1B and further explanation below). For example, thinning occurs in 
forests with high RRL (i.e. radial growth is offset by mortality), where slow radial growth of 
an alpine spruce forest would induce less mortality over time than a southern pine forest 
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with fast radial growth; and the ESM structural trajectory slopes of each forest would be 
similar.  
Coherent trajectories of stem densities and mean tree diameters relative to RRL 
displayed by the ESM reflect gradual change in the balance of primary successional 
processes, including recruitment, mortality and radial growth. At high resource limitation 
(i.e. RRL > 60%), mortality exceeded recruitment, on average, and density trajectories had 
a negative slope indicating these forests are “self-thinning.” Size-density relationships were 
also influenced by a large-scale cycling of densities such that forests with the highest mean 
diameters are rare (i.e. > 32 cm; 4.5% of dataset) and had an average reduction in mean 
diameter due to the high probability of mortality (30%) and small tree recruitment (35%) as 
predicted for a landscape density equilibrium20. I previously found the overall ESM 
maximum size-density relationship closely approximated the self-thinning rule and I 
suggested that the more constrained thinning proposed by metabolic scaling15 would best 
characterize forests at the tails of the size-density distribution. The challenge to identify a 
single scaling relationship may be due to the uneven distribution of PFTs across the ESM 
(e.g. early successional forests tend to have smaller mean diameters).   
By log-transforming the ESM, power law scaling relationships became linear (with a 
slope of b; dashed line, Fig. 3.1B). The slopes of mean structural trajectories become 
consistently more negative approaching maximum RRL, to roughly match the overall 
scaling relationship (dashed line; slope of -1.45). The slopes of these structural trajectories 
averaged across mean diameters represent how forest size-density relationships change, 
on average, relative to resource limitation over ~5-years. These averaged slopes define a 
transient scaling exponent (btransient) relative to RRL. Simply, in a growing forest the standard 
scaling exponent, b, describes the maximum overall constraint on possible size-density 
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relationships, while btransient describes the constraint an average forest experiences 
approaching maximum RRL. Specifically, resource limited forests (i.e. RRL > 60%), on 
average, should have a negative value of btransient indicating that mean diameter growth was 
associated with a reduction in density (i.e. thinning).  
However, temperate forest structural change is complex and individual plots within 
the ESM show a wide range of slopes. Hence, btransient represents an average constraint 
rather than a directional relationship. When the average btransient is negative, Table 3.1 
explains how individual plots can be successfully averaged to produce a consistent and 
comparable value that describes forest tolerance to resource limitation. Forests with higher 
tolerance will have higher (less negative) values of btransient (i.e. greater recruitment, radial 
growth and/or less mortality) relative to resource limitation; whereas, forests at the same 
RRL with lower tolerance would have less recruitment, less radial growth, and/or more 
mortality (Table 3.1). Again, btransient is the balance of these factors that, like RRL, can be 
compared across species and environmental conditions.    
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Table 3.1 
Conceptual influence of plots with a range of trajectories on the calculation of 
btransient for resource limited forests. For the examples below, btransient is negative indicating 
forests are thinning on average (i.e. density change is negative and mean diameter change 
is positive). To calculate btransient, individual plot density and mean diameter changes were 
averaged separately then the averages were divided to calculate slope. Note, indication of 
higher or lower tolerance were for a typical forest plot with the example structural trajectory 
and, generally, tolerance and btransient must be calculated with large sample sizes and 












Description Relationship between typical plot-level structural changes, tolerance and an average negative btransient 
average 









Average forests had mean diameter growth offset 
by a reduction in density. Forests with higher 
tolerance would have higher btransient (less negative) 





Greater recruitment and average mean diameter 
growth would indicate higher tolerance to RRL and 
would make density change and btransient less 
negative 






Average radial growth without net mortality or 
recruitment would indicate a higher tolerance to 
RRL and would make density change and btransient 
less negative 
+ - ⬁ Low density overstory 
recruitment 
Recruitment and mean diameter reduction would 
indicate average tolerance to RRL and would 
reduce both density and mean diameter change 
resulting in no change to btransient 
-  -  ⬃ Large tree mortality 
Greater mortality of large trees would reduce mean 
diameters and indicate low tolerance. This 
structural change would make density change 
more negative and mean diameter change less 
positive, resulting in a lower btransient 
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The calculation of btransient incorporates forests that have had mortality attributed to 
disturbance agents (insect, disease, fire, animal, or weather; 34.3% of plots with RRL > 60 
during the census interval; except for analysis groups labeled as “undisturbed”). The 
influence of disturbance on species mortality can be random (e.g. volcanoes, lighting), 
specific (e.g. Hemlock woolly adelgid), or selective of stressed trees (i.e. trees less tolerant 
of resource limitation)21. Here, disturbance of stressed trees effectively accelerates the 
tolerance model of succession by removing trees less tolerant of conditions; while, other 
disturbances add uncertainty to successional composition changes. Because disturbances 
can be difficult to identify, full separation of disturbance effects cannot be achieved; instead 
tolerance is defined by the combined influence of disturbance susceptibility and resource 
limitation. However, the role of disturbance can be better understood by examining the 
btransient of forests with and without mortality attributed to disturbances.     
To qualitatively test the tolerance model of succession, I have identified measures of 
forest tolerance (i.e. btransient) and resource limitation (i.e. RRL) that are comparable across 
species groups and environmental conditions. I hypothesize that within the ESM, forests 
composed of later successional species should have higher tolerances at high resource 
limitation than forests dominated by early successional species. Therefore in resource 
limited forests with a mix of successional PFTs, those earlier successional species with 
lower average values of btransient will have greater mortality, less radial growth, and/or less 
recruitment, and through time, will give way to more tolerant species with higher average 
btransient. Successional transitions will also be influenced by differential susceptibility of PFTs 
to disturbances. The results represent an initial step to quantify competitive interactions 
during forest succession.  
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Results and Discussion  
In temperate forests, on average, thinning became more constrained (i.e. btransient 
became more negative) as resource limitation increased (Fig. 3.2). Thinning initiated at RRL 
of ~60%, confirming previous work by Powell (1999), and gradually approached a 
maximum constraint that approximated the overall ESM size-density distribution (b = -1.48; 
Fig. 3.1A). In contrast, undisturbed forests approached a maximum thinning constraint of, 
btransient ≈ -1.0, similar to scaling relationships found for tree leaf area22. Separation of 
average forests into PFTs revealed forests dominated by early successional hardwood 
species had consistently lower btransient relative to RRL than mid and late successional PFTs 
(Fig. 3.2B). Both northern and southern mid successional hardwoods had similar btransient 
relative to RRL that generally fell between early and late successional tolerances, providing 
evidence that btransient is comparable across latitudinal gradients. The hydric PFT reached 
considerably higher stem densities than other PFTs relative to mean diameter (Fig. 3.1), and 
likewise began thinning at the highest RRL (Fig. 3.2C). Pines appear to have a higher 
btransient at the start of thinning and then transition to the lowest average btransient at maximum 
RRL. Planted pines (e.g. pulp plantations) had much higher btransient relative to RRL than 
non-planted, potentially due to ideal growing conditions (likely fertilized) with evenly spaced 
trees.    
Because many of these PFTs interact, btransient may be particularly useful to 
understand competitive relationships. Under the tolerance model of succession, tolerance 
to resource limitation, or btransient, should increase along a successional gradient of PFTs in 
order to describe the competitive interactions necessary to produce known transitions from 
early to late successional community composition. For example, at an RRL of 70%, late 
successional hardwoods were not thinning on average (btransient ~ 0) while mid successional 
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hardwoods had a thinning constraint of btransient ~ -0.75, which equates to the mortality of 
19 trees ha-1 yr-1 for the average mid successional forest. Therefore in a mixed forest with 
both late and mid successional species, as a forest grows and RRL generally increases, 
mid successional species would begin to thin first and would continue to have a higher 
mortality relative to mean diameter growth than late successional species. Similarly, early 
successional species have lower tolerance than mid successional species and therefore 
would have more mortality with increased RRL. Note, this work does not describe species 
establishment, an important precursor to potential competitive interactions. Results 
suggest differential PFT structural responses to resource limitation would drive forest 
successional composition changes, on average. Uncertainty in these averages suggests 
successional transitions may be slow or incomplete (e.g. due to large disturbances) and 
future work could investigate factors that influence rates of succession.    
The scaling power laws in Fig. 3.1 were based on a 0.99 quantile regression for the 
overall dataset (b = -1.48), late successional hardwoods (b = -1.0), and forests at maximum 
RRL (b = -1.9). I attribute the variation in maximum thinning constrains to changes in 
dominant underlying PFTs, and I expect btransient at maximum RRL should approximate 
overall scaling relationships for a PFT during succession. Within hardwood PFTs, early 
successional species were most constrained at maximum RRL (btransient ≈ -2.2), followed by 
mid (btransient ≈ -1.6) and late successional species (btransient ≈ -1.1). Therefore under seral 
succession, I expect forest scaling relationships would gradually transition on average, 
supporting evidence from Kohyama and Fujita (1981)17.  
The main components of tolerance (i.e. resource limitation and disturbance 
susceptibility) were examined at maximum RRL where trees have the highest resource 
stress (Fig. 3.3). Here, btransient of disturbed forests represented the average balance of 
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recruitment, radial growth, and mortality in forests with high disturbance susceptibility, 
whereas btransient of undisturbed forests should largely represent the structural balance with 
less disturbance and greater mortality attributed to competitive exclusion. At maximum 
RRL, btransient of PFTs that aligned with disturbed forests as a function of stem density 
suggests a common mechanism; namely, thinning occurred more frequently through 
disturbance and this quicker mortality of larger trees 6,12 resulted in less associated radial 
growth release. In contrast, btransient of PFTs that aligned with undisturbed forests as a 
function of stem density suggests competitive mechanisms allowed greater radial growth of 
dominant trees and rapid release of suppressed shade tolerant. The relationships to stem 
density likely reflects the number of neighboring trees that could have a growth response to 
mortality, thus more neighbors yielded more radial growth that increased btransient. Therefore, 
PFTs of the eastern US can be split into those with low or high disturbance susceptibility, 
which likely works in conjunction with the tolerance model to drive successional community 
change (i.e. the pines and early successional hardwood PFTs had more frequent 
disturbances and less radial growth response). 
Conclusions 
This work presents an empirical basis to quantify species compositional change in 
resource-limited forests. Differential PFT thinning supports tolerance models of succession 
and is expected to describe competitive interactions in mixed forests inclusive of 
disturbance and spacing-related competition. Thinning associated with density-
dependence suggests mid and late successional PFTs have a competitive advantage in 
forests that maintain high levels of RRL. Results should be widely applicable to large-scale 
change in temperate forests while plot-level changes over short census intervals appear to 
have high variability. Notably, RRL is simply a comparative estimate of resource limitation 
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that performed well grouping forests in the ESM with coherent slopes of structural 
trajectories. As a measure of site fullness, RRL likely represents primarily light limitation, and 
the role of other limiting resources, such as nutrients and moisture, may have a less clear 
relationship with RRL or manifest as disturbance (e.g. drought). Forest aboveground 
carbon for each PFT was briefly explored as an alternative measure of resource limitation 
and results were fairly similar; although minor differences suggested the measure would be 
more robust across homogeneous sites.  
 Overall, this work integrated fundamental concepts of size-density relationships and 
successional models to produce a quantitative relationship between resource limitation and 
species composition change. This methodology could be built upon by addressing 
variability and through application to gradients of PFT mixing and other forest types (e.g. 
tropical). Future work could also quantify the influence of changing climate on competitive 
interactions among PFTs or the overall sensitivity of succession to climate change. 
However, predictive applications remain a challenge, in particular because RRL would often 
be cyclic through time due to mortality, disturbance, and management.  
 
Supplemental Methods  
Size-density relationships were assessed for temperate forests using the USFS-FIA 
database (downloaded on 7/2013 from http://apps.fs.fed.us/fiadb-
downloads/datamart.html). The FIA dataset was filtered following the methods of Andrews 
et al. (“in review”)6 to 38,857 forest interior plots composed of ~1.0 million trees (minimum 
diameter 12.7 cm) in the US east of -95W longitude, resurveyed at a 5.0 ± 0.01 (mean ± 
SE) year census interval between 1998-2012. I excluded seedlings, saplings (2.54-12.7 cm 
diameter), harvested forests and forests with edge effects. I also excluded forest plots 
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composed of greater than 10% Northern white cedar (Thuja occidentalis) due to an 
apparent rapid densification at maximum RRL for unknown reasons; possibly as part of a 
long-term response to acid rain reduction, as the species grows best in neutral to alkaline 
soils23. Exclusion of Northern white cedar did not substantially alter any results but generally 
made interpretation more clear. All data filtering, statistical analyses, and figure creation 
were performed using R version 3.1.224. The R code used for all methods was annotated 
and made publicly available on Github (github.com/wanderswest/ESM-FIA). Disturbance 
identified by FIA field technicians was defined here as mortality of one or more trees during 
the census interval associated with insects, disease, fire, animals, or weather. Mortality 
associated with vegetative suppression/competition and unknown causes were not 
considered disturbance for these analyses. Notably, unknown disturbances were common, 
and attributed to 45% of tree mortalities.  Since disturbances agents may be difficult to 
identify in the field, undisturbed forest thinning rates may be conservative estimates. The 9 
PFTs used in these analyses were defined by Dietze and Moorcroft (2011)25, and were 
based on angiosperm/gymnosperm, successional position, and as noted here: Because of 
high abundance, mid-successional hardwoods were further split into northern and southern 
types. The mid successional conifers PFT (Spruce/Fir) were merged with evergreen 
hardwoods due to low abundance of both groups and associations with unique habitats 
(e.g. peatlands, sand, mountain tops)23 where succession is less well defined. Because 
PFTs are already groupings of species, thinning should reflect intra- and inter-specific 
competition, as well as overall PFT disturbance susceptibility. Therefore mechanisms 
inducing thinning within each PFT should be applicable to infer compositional change in 
forests that are mix of PFTs. 
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Tolerance (btransient) was only calculated using large data subsets (i.e. n >100) in 
order to capture the full range of forest structural dynamics across the range of RRL. 
Locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (loess; span = 0.75 [default] or 1.0; as noted) 
regressions were applied separately to define the average change in log-transformed stem 
density and mean diameter relative to RRL. The exponent btransient was derived by dividing 
the two loess regressions. This method was compared to calculations of btransient  using 
independent RRL bins (points on Fig. 3.2) and found to be similar. Calculating btransient for 
individual plots or at low resource limitation was not pursued due to mean diameter 
changes at or near zero (i.e. btransient -> ∞). Standard error (SE; propagated from the loess 
regressions) was generally large, which suggests individual plots have an expected, full 
range of thinning responses, from recent mortality, mortality recovery, no change, or 
recruitment over the census interval. Despite large SE, the mean thinning constraints 
should accurately represent average potential for forest change while uncertainty in these 
averages represents that succession can be slow, incomplete, or non-sequential. For Fig. 
3.3, btransient at maximum RRL (0.99 quantile for each forest grouping) was extracted from 
Fig, 3.2 and plotted against representative stem densities. Associated stem densities were 
extracted as the mean stem density for plots within the range of RRL from 0.95-1 quantiles 
for each forest grouping. This range allowed for sufficient plot sample sizes in all forest 
groups.  
 




Empirical succession model of stem density. Change in stem density and mean diameter of 
temperate forests over 5-years grouped by independent increments of mean diameter and 
relative resource limitation (bold vectors). PFT mean trajectories at maximum RRL are also 
shown as labeled bold vectors. Three scaling relationships are shown as dashed lines that 
represent best-fit power laws to the 0.995 quantile of forests at maximum RRL (b = -1.9), 
all forests (b = -1.45), and all late successional hardwood forests  (b = -1.0). 




Log-transformed empirical succession model of stem density. The power law scaling 
relationship (dashed line) is linear with a slope of b = -1.45). The consistent slopes of each 
mean change vector (btransient) relative to RRL were averaged as shown in Fig 3.2. Mean 
diameters over 35 cm had a less consistent pattern and were excluded from the figure for 
clarity but were included in computation of btransient as described in Table 1.   
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Figure 3.2C 
Loess smoothed relationship between RRL and btransient for all forests in the ESM grouped 
by disturbance category or PFT. A) shows all forests in the ESM (average) and groupings of 
those with/without mortality associated with disturbance agents; B) highlights the three 
main successional PFTs with greater smoothing (span = 1.0) and grey envelopes that 
represent standard error calculated by the loess smoothing function; and, C) shows all PFT 
groups together with default smoothing (span = 0.75). Forests are thinning, on average, 









Figure 3.3  
Density and disturbance dependence of thinning resilience. The relationship between 
thinning resilience and stem density at maximum RRL for PFT and disturbance groupings 
highlights the role of density and disturbance. 
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Conclusions 
The above chapters quantified the influence of several mechanisms associated with recent 
change in precipitation patterns or temperate forests relevant for climate mitigation efforts, global 
vegetation models, as well as, water resource and forest management. The mechanisms included: 
In Chapter 1, the masking of central US drying conditions by irrigation and associated downstream 
conversion of “vigorous” convective systems to more intense and frequent very-heavy stratiform 
precipitation events. Chapter 2 introduced a new method to quantify the influence of climate 
conditions on forest structural change and found a warming climate was associated with substantial 
increase in weather and disease disturbances in temperate forests. Increased disturbances reduced 
net primary productivity. However, long-term projections suggested moderate warming would have 
little influence on carbon sink potential of Eastern US forests; potentially relating to findings of 
Chapter 3 that suggest mid to late successional forests are more disturbance resilient. Chapter 3 
also found well-known successional species transitions followed a gradient of resilience to thinning 
relative to resource limitation, thus providing a method to quantify the tolerance model of 
succession. 
The goal of this work was to, 1) identify fundamental mechanisms associated with change in 
precipitation and forests in the US that could be applied to other systems. For example, it may be 
valuable for World Bank efforts pushing irrigation expansion in semi-arid Africa28 to also focus on 
flood preparedness in moist regions downstream. And, 2) provide useful information about these 
mechanisms that can be applied. Below are some potential applications. For policy makers and 
managers, results indicate climate mitigators can bank on eastern US forests to act as a long-term 
terrestrial carbon sink even with moderately changing climate. Greenhouse gas sequestration is 
widely expected to combat climate change; however, storm intensification in the densely populated 
NYC region may be, in part, attributable to western US agricultural irrigation. While, water resource 
managers in the central US should brace for more severe or widespread droughts if irrigated area is 
reduced. Forest managers should expect higher rates of disturbance in a warming climate, 
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particularly to early successional species (e.g. Liriodendron tulipfera) that appear to be more 
susceptible to disturbance. The interaction of a warming and wetting climate would have a complex 
influence on forest carbon accumulation where moisture induced growth may offset carbon loses 
due to disturbance. However, wetter conditions may reduce tree allocation to belowground 
biomass, increasing susceptibility to drought and windthrow.  
For vegetation modeling efforts, empirical estimates of forest structural response to climate 
and future carbon sink potential, contribute a valuable observation-based comparison. Further, 
competitive interactions among PFTs quantified relative to resource limitation and disturbance, may 
inform the next generation of vegetation models with species interactions; and, provide clarity to 
long-standing uncertainty in successional models and size-density relationships. Future work could 
combine the methodology of Chapters 2 & 3 to determine climate sensitivity of succession; however 
most PFTs would have insufficient data to determine significance. Ongoing FIA efforts will continue 
to build the dataset or alternatively, Bayesian hierarchical modeling could characterize PFTs 
structural trajectories with less data. 
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Appendix A. R code 	  
 



























#######Yellowstone RUNS Exp 2 
# open summarized data from Experiment 2  
nc<-
open.ncdf("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/difPRECC10.110Jul.nc") 
#(IRRIG-CTRL for July in simulation years 10-110) 
 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-round(lat[56:78], 2) 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[93:121] 
 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
# precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 
 precc.mat <- matrix(precc.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 





 precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
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c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precl.array.long <- as.vector(precl.array) 






 precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precl.array.long <- as.vector(precl.array) 





 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 
 precc.mat.A <- matrix(precc.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE)  
 





setnames(P2,c("lon","lat","preccJ", "preclJ", "preccA", "preclA"))  
 
# make grouping variable  
P2$latlon<-P2$lat*1000000+P2$lon 
 
# extract PRECC and PRECL 
P2$Pchg2 <- ((P2$preccJ+P2$preclJ)+(P2$preccA+P2$preclA)/2)*86400000*30 #change 
mm total rain change for july and august 
P2$Pchg <- ((P2$preclJ+P2$preclA)/2)*86400000*30 #change mm total rain change 
for july and august 












####### Experiment 3 RUNS (Yellowstone CISL) 
 
nc<-open.ncdf("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/ctrlPRECC8.nc") 
 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-round(lat[56:78], 2) 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[93:121] 
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 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 
 ctrl.aug.precc.mat <- matrix(precc.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 lonlat <-  expand.grid(lon,lat) 
 
nc<-open.ncdf("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/ctrlPRECL8.nc") 
 precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precl.array.long <- as.vector(precl.array) 





 precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precl.array.long <- as.vector(precl.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
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c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 
 irrig.aug.precc.mat.A <- matrix(precc.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE)  
 
p3<-cbind(lonlat$Var1, lonlat$Var2, ctrl.aug.precc.mat, ctrl.aug.precl.mat, 
ctrl.jul.precc.mat.A, ctrl.jul.precl.mat.A, irrig.jul.precc.mat.A, 
irrig.jul.precl.mat.A, irrig.aug.precl.mat.A, irrig.aug.precc.mat.A    )  
 
P3<-as.data.table(p3) 
setnames(P3,c("lon","lat","CpreccA", "CpreclA", "CpreccJ", "CpreclJ", 
"IpreccJ", "IpreclJ", "IpreclA", "IpreccA"))  
 
P3$Pchg2 <- ((P3$IpreccA+P3$IpreclA+P3$IpreccJ+P3$IpreclJ)/2 - 
(P3$CpreccA+P3$CpreclA+P3$CpreccJ+P3$CpreclJ)/2)*86400000*30 #change mm total 
rain change for july and august 
P3$Pchg <- ((P3$IpreclJ+ P3$IpreclA)-(P3$CpreclJ+ P3$CpreclA))*86400000*30 
#change mm total rain change for july and august 
P3$Pchgc <- ((P3$IpreccJ+ P3$IpreccA)/2 -(P3$CpreccJ+ P3$CpreccA)/2 
)*86400000*30 #change mm total rain change for july and august 













#######  Experiment 1 mean precipitation type per month (irrig-ctrl) 
 
nc<-open.ncdf("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/ctrlPRECC8mon.nc") 
 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-round(lat[56:78], 2) 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[93:121] 
 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 
 ctrl.aug.precc.mat <- matrix(precc.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 lonlat <-  expand.grid(lon,lat)#,1:12) #1948:2013), 
 
nc<-open.ncdf("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/ctrlPRECL8mon.nc") 
 precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precl.array.long <- as.vector(precl.array) 
 ctrl.aug.precl.mat <- matrix(precl.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE)  
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nc<-open.ncdf("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/ctrlPRECC7mon.nc") 
 precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precl.array.long <- as.vector(precl.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 




 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 
 irrig.aug.precc.mat.A <- matrix(precc.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE)  
 
p4<-cbind(lonlat$Var1, lonlat$Var2, ctrl.aug.precc.mat, ctrl.aug.precl.mat, 
ctrl.jul.precc.mat.A, ctrl.jul.precl.mat.A, irrig.jul.precc.mat.A, 
irrig.jul.precl.mat.A, irrig.aug.precl.mat.A, irrig.aug.precc.mat.A    )  
 
P4<-as.data.table(p4) 
setnames(P4,c("lon","lat","CpreccA", "CpreclA", "CpreccJ", "CpreclJ", 
"IpreccJ", "IpreclJ", "IpreclA", "IpreccA")) 
 
P4$Pchg2 <- (((P4$IpreccA+P4$IpreclA+P4$IpreccJ+P4$IpreclJ)/2)-
((P4$CpreccA+P4$CpreclA+P4$CpreccJ+P4$CpreclJ)/2))*86400000*30 #change mm total 
rain change for july and august 
#P4$Pchg <- ((P4$IpreclJ+ P4$IpreclA)-(P4$CpreclJ+ P4$CpreclA))*86400000*60 
#change mm total rain change for july and august 
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P4$Pchg <- ((P4$IpreclJ+ P4$IpreclA)-(P4$CpreclJ+P4$CpreclA))*86400000*30 
























# plot PRECL 
P4$lon2 <- P4$lon -360 
P5<-subset(P4, lat<52 & lat>25 )  
us_states <- map_data("state") 
world <- map_data("world") 
 
dev.new(width=8, height=4) 
s<-(ggplot(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill=(PL)), data=P5) + geom_tile()) 
s+geom_polygon(data=us_states, aes(x=long, y=lat, group=group), colour="black", 
fill="white", alpha=0)+ scale_fill_gradientn(colours=(c("pink", 
"pink","pink","white","white","white","green", "green" )), space = "Lab", 
na.value = "grey50",  guide = "colourbar")+ geom_polygon(data=world, 
aes(x=long, y=lat, group=group), colour="black", fill="white", alpha=0) + 
theme(axis.line = element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = 
unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) +theme( 
panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA))    + theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust 
= 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ theme(axis.text.x = element_text(  size=11, 
colour="black")) +scale_y_continuous(name=(expression(paste("Latitude (", 
degree, "N)")))) +scale_x_continuous(name=(expression(paste("Longitude (", 





















 tt1<- t.test(c(x$PR1J, x$PR1A, x$PR2J, x$PR2A, x$PR3J, x$PR3A )) #, 
paired=T) 
 return(c(tt1$statistic, tt1$p.value, tt1$parameter)) 
 } 
 
# plot significance 
P4p<-ddply(P4, c("lat", "lon"), ttFunc) 
P4p$lon2 <- P4p$lon -360 
setnames(P4p, "V1", "pval") 
 
us_states <- map_data("state") 
s<-(ggplot(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill= pval<0.1), data=P4p) + geom_tile()) 
s +geom_polygon(data=us_states, aes(x=long, y=lat, group=group), 
colour="black", fill="white", alpha=0) #+ scale_fill_gradient2(low = "pink", 
high = "green") 
 
t.stat<-subset(P4p, pval < 0.1 &pval >= 0.05 & lat > 30 & lat < 48 & lon2 > -85 









 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-round(lat[56:78], 2) 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[93:121] 
 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 area.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"area",start= c(93,56), count= c(29,23))  
 irrig.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"QIRRIG",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,1))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 area.array.long <- as.vector(area.array) 
 irrig.array.long <- as.vector(irrig.array) 
 area.mat <- matrix(area.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, byrow=FALSE) 
#nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 irrig.mat <- matrix(irrig.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 lonlat <-  expand.grid(lon,lat)#,1:12) #1948:2013), 
 
i1<-cbind(lonlat$Var1, lonlat$Var2, irrig.mat, area.mat)  
 
I1<-as.data.table(i1) 
setnames(I1,c("lon","lat","irrig.mm.s", "area.km2"))  
 
 
# plot overall figure 
I1$lon2 <- I1$lon -360 
I1$irrig.JAm3<-(I1$irrig.mm.s*0.0864*60)*(I1$area.km2) #convert mm/s to km3 for 
July and August 
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I1$irrig.JAm3[I1$irrig.JAm3 ==0]<-NA 
us_states <- map_data("state") 






s<- ggplot(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill=(PT)), data=P4) + geom_tile() 
+geom_segment(x = -127, y = 40.6, xend = -71, yend = 40.6, col="#CD5C5C", 
linetype="dashed") + geom_point( aes(size=(IRRIG), alpha=0.5)) 
 
s+geom_polygon(data=us_states, aes(x=long, y=lat, group=group), colour="black", 
fill="white", alpha=0)+ geom_polygon(data=world, aes(x=long, y=lat, 
group=group), colour="black", fill="white", alpha=0)+scale_fill_gradient2(low = 
"pink", high = "green", guide = guide_colourbar(title = "PRECT")) +geom_text(x= 
-127, y=40.6, label= "A", col="#CD5C5C", vjust=1.25) +geom_text(x= -71, y=40.6, 
label= "Aʹ", col="#CD5C5C", vjust=1.25) + theme(axis.line = element_line( size 
= 0.35))+ theme(axis.line.x =  element_blank())  + theme(axis.ticks.margin = 
unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) +theme( 
panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.ticks.x=element_blank()) +theme(axis.text.x 
= element_text(colour= NA))  + theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, 
hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ 
scale_y_continuous(name=(expression(paste("Latitude (", degree, "N)")))) + 
scale_x_continuous(element_blank()) + coord_cartesian(xlim = c(-130, -63), ylim 




























 tt1<- std.error(c(x$PTdiff1, x$PTdiff2, x$PTdiff3 ))  
  return(tt1) 
 } 
 
#UD data 1901 from: 
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.UDel_AirT_Precip.html 
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PRECIPITATION V3.01 cm/month 
# nc  <-  open.ncdf("/Users/travis/Downloads/precip.mon.total.v301.nc") 
 # # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 # lat   <-   get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 # lat  <-  lat[98:100] 
 # nlat   <-   dim(lat) 
 # lon   <-   get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 # lon  <-  lon[469:579] 
 # nlon   <-   dim(lon) 
 # # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 # precip.array   <-   get.var.ncdf(nc,"precip",start= c(469,98,1), count= 
c(111, 3, 1332))  
 # close.ncdf(nc) 
 # precip.vec.long   <-   as.vector(precip.array) 
 # precip.mat   <-   matrix(precip.vec.long, nrow=nlon*nlat*12*111, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 # lonlatyr   <-   expand.grid(lon,lat,1:12, 1900:2010) 
 # precip.df02   <-   data.table(cbind(lonlatyr,precip.mat)) 
 # setnames(precip.df02,c("lon","lat","month", "year", "precip")) 
#1948:2014))  
 




#load data subset from Github 
Psub <-
as.data.table(read.csv("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/HistoricPR




# plot NOAA data mean precip total comparison transect 
us_states <- map_data("state") 
s<-(ggplot(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill=precip), data=Psub) + geom_tile()) 
s+ scale_fill_gradient2(low = "pink", high = "green") 




Psub$meanYR<-ifelse(Psub$year>=0 & Psub$year<=1930, 1, NA) 
Psub$YR2000<-ifelse(Psub$year>=2000 & Psub$year<=2010, 1, NA) 
#add dust bowl! 
Psub$DBYR<-ifelse(Psub$year>=1930 & Psub$year<=1939, 1, NA) 
 
Pmean<-aggregate(precip~lon2*meanYR, data=Psub, mean ) 
P2000<-aggregate(precip~lon2*YR2000, data=Psub, mean ) 
PDB<-aggregate(precip~lon2*DBYR, data=Psub, mean ) #min 
P2<-aggregate(precip~lon2*year, data=Psub, mean ) 
 
P2000$Pdif<- P2000$precip- Pmean$precip 
P2000$PDBdif<- PDB$precip- Pmean$precip 
 
 
#Fig 1 PRECT data - Bring data together 
 #P4 from precip script (above) 
P33<-subset(P4, lat==40.74) 
P33$lon3<-P33$lon2 
P2000$lon3<- P2000$lon2 - 0.25 
p21<-subset(P2000, select=c(Pdif, PDBdif,  lon3)) 
p33<-merge(P33, p21, by=("lon3")) 
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P2000$lon4<- P2000$lon2 + 0.25 
p33$lon4<-p33$lon2 
p22<-subset(P2000, select=c(Pdif, PDBdif, lon4)) 







PTmeanSE<- ddply(p34,p34$lon4, SEFunc ) 
p34$PTmeanSE<-PTmeanSE$V1 
 
p34$PTdiffmin<-ifelse(p34$PTdiff1< p34$PTdiff2 , p34$PTdiff1,p34$PTdiff2 ) 
p34$PTdiffmin<-ifelse(p34$PTdiff2< p34$PTdiff3 , p34$PTdiff2,p34$PTdiff3 ) 
p34$PTdiffmax<-ifelse(p34$PTdiff1> p34$PTdiff2 , p34$PTdiff1,p34$PTdiff2 ) 






par(mar=c(3, 3, 2, 11), xpd=TRUE) 
 
#plot model range as polygon around mean (dashed line)  
plot(P2000$lon2, P2000$Pdif, type="n", ylim=c(-4.25,3.5), xlim=c(-127, -70)  
 ,main=c("Historical precipitation comparison")  
 , mgp=c(2,1,0) ,xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE) #1250 
legend("bottomright", inset=c(-0.33,0), lty=c(1,1,3, NA),pch =c(NA, NA, NA, 
15),  lwd=2, col = c("grey45", "#FFA07A", "#CD5C5C", "#CD5C5C25"),   legend = 
c("2000's (observed)", "1930's (observed)", "2000's w/o irrigation 
(projected)", "   3 model range" ), bty="o", bg="white", box.col="white",  
cex=0.9, x.intersp = c(1, 1,1, -1), pt.cex = c(NA, NA, NA, 1.5))  
  
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
 
mtext(side=1, expression(paste("Longitude (", degree, "E)")), line=1.2) 
mtext(side=2, expression(paste("Precipitation anomaly (cm month"^"-1",")")), 
line=0.9) 
 
lines(c(-126,-71), c(0, 0), col="black", lwd=0.5) 
polygon(c(p34$lon2,rev(p34$lon2) ), c(p34$PTdiffmin, rev(p34$PTdiffmax)), 
col="#CD5C5C25", border=NA ) 
xspline( p34$lon2, p34$PDBdiff, border="#FFA07A" , shape=0.25,  lwd=2, lty=1) 
xspline( p34$lon2, p34$Pdiff, border="grey45", shape=0.25, lwd=2) 
lines(p34$lon2, p34$PTdiffmean, col="#CD5C5C", lwd=2.5, lty=3) 
text(-127, 0, label="A", col="#CD5C5C", adj=c(0,1.5), cex=1.2) 
text(-71, 0, label="A'", col="#CD5C5C", adj=c(0,1.5), cex=1.2) 
text(-127, 0, label="A", col="#CD5C5C", adj=c(0,1.5), cex=1.2) 
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#### 




yPREC10.110.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 




# #select lat lon with greatest PRECL change 
# cd2<-subset(CTRL1,  lon>280 & lon<292 & lat>41 & lat<48 ) #latlon %in% 
c(40740285, 40740287.5, 42630285, 42630287.5 )) #42630282.5, 
 
# write.csv(cd2, "/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/cd2.csv") 
 
#load data subset from Github 
cd2 <-
as.data.table(read.csv("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/cd2.csv", 
header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
 




#baseline control frequency for irrig comparison 
cd2$pldays0.1<- (ave((cd2$PRECL<=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL>0), 
cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
cd2$pldays0.5<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL < 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
cd2$pldays0.99<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & cd2$PRECL < 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) 
cd2$pldays0.995<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995) & cd2$PRECL < 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.999), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)   
cd2$pldays0.999<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.999), cd2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) 
 
 
cd2$plamt01<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL<=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL>0, 
cd2$PRECL, NA) 
cd2$plamt01ll<- (ave(cd2$plamt01, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$plamt05<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99), cd2$PRECL, NA) 
cd2$plamt05ll<- (ave(cd2$plamt05, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$plamt99<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & 
cd2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), cd2$PRECL, NA) 
cd2$plamt99ll<- (ave(cd2$plamt99, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$plamt995<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), cd2$PRECL, NA) 




#baseline control frequency for irrig comparison 
cd2$pcdays0.1<- (ave((cd2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC>0), 
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cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
cd2$pcdays0.5<- (ave(cd2$PRECC>quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC < 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
cd2$pcdays0.99<- (ave(cd2$PRECC>quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & cd2$PRECC < 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) 
cd2$pcdays0.995<- (ave(cd2$PRECC>quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995) , cd2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)   
 
 
cd2$pcamt01<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC>0, 
cd2$PRECC, NA) 
cd2$pcamt01ll<- (ave(cd2$pcamt01, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$pcamt05<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99), cd2$PRECC, NA) 
cd2$pcamt05ll<- (ave(cd2$pcamt05, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$pcamt99<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & 
cd2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), cd2$PRECC, NA) 
cd2$pcamt99ll<- (ave(cd2$pcamt99, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$pcamt995<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), cd2$PRECC, NA) 






cd2$ptdays0.1<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>0 & cd2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5), 
cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
cd2$ptdays0.5<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
cd2$ptdays0.99<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99)& 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
cd2$ptdays0.995<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
 
cd2$ptamt01<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT<=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & cd2$PRECT>0, 
cd2$PRECT, NA) 
cd2$ptamt01ll<- (ave(cd2$ptamt01, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$ptamt05<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99), cd2$PRECT, NA) 
cd2$ptamt05ll<- (ave(cd2$ptamt05, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$ptamt99<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99) & 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$PRECT, NA) 
cd2$ptamt99ll<- (ave(cd2$ptamt99, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$ptamt995<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$PRECT, NA) 
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####IRRIG file 
# #IRRIG1 <-as.data.table(read.csv("~/spunupF2EXP3/P2IRRIGdayPREC10.110.csv", 
header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
# IRRIG1 <-
as.data.table(read.csv("/Volumes/TDA210backup/Yellowstone/spunupF2EXP3/P2IRRIGd
ayPREC10.110.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 





# #select lat lon with greatest PRECL change 
# id2<-subset(IRRIG1,  lon>280 & lon<292 & lat>41 & lat<48 ) #latlon %in% 
c(40740285, 40740287.5,  42630285, 42630287.5 )) #42630282.5, 
 
# write.csv(id2, "/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/id2.csv") 
 
#load data subset from Github 
id2 <-
as.data.table(read.csv("/Users/travis/GitHub/IRRIG/CESM.summary.data/id2.csv", 
header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
 





id2$ipldays0.1<- (ave(id2$PRECL>0 & id2$PRECL<=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5), 
id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
id2$ipldays0.5<- (ave(id2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #use quantiles from control 
id2$ipldays0.99<- (ave(id2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) # 
id2$ipldays0.995<- (ave(id2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
 
#amount PRECL 
id2$plamt01<-ifelse(id2$PRECL<=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.5) & id2$PRECL>0, 
id2$PRECL, NA) 
id2$iplamt01ll<- (ave(id2$plamt01, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$plamt05<-ifelse(id2$PRECL>=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.99), id2$PRECL, NA) 
id2$iplamt05ll<- (ave(id2$plamt05, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$plamt99<-ifelse(id2$PRECL>=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$PRECL, NA) 
id2$iplamt99ll<- (ave(id2$plamt99, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$plamt995<-ifelse(id2$PRECL>=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$PRECL, NA) 





id2$ipcdays0.1<- (ave(id2$PRECC>0 & id2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5), 
id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
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id2$ipcdays0.5<- (ave(id2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #use quantiles from control 
id2$ipcdays0.99<- (ave(id2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) # 
id2$ipcdays0.995<- (ave(id2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
 
#amount PRECC 
id2$pcamt01<-ifelse(id2$PRECC<=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.5) & id2$PRECC>0, 
id2$PRECC, NA) 
id2$ipcamt01ll<- (ave(id2$pcamt01, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$pcamt05<-ifelse(id2$PRECC>=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.99), id2$PRECC, NA) 
id2$ipcamt05ll<- (ave(id2$pcamt05, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$pcamt99<-ifelse(id2$PRECC>=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$PRECC, NA) 
id2$ipcamt99ll<- (ave(id2$pcamt99, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$pcamt995<-ifelse(id2$PRECC>=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$PRECC, NA) 





id2$iptdays0.1<- (ave(id2$PRECT>0 & id2$PRECT<=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5), 
id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
id2$iptdays0.5<- (ave(id2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #use quantiles from control 
id2$iptdays0.99<- (ave(id2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) # 
id2$iptdays0.995<- (ave(id2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
 
#amount average PRECT 
id2$ptamt01<-ifelse(id2$PRECT<=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.5) & id2$PRECT>0, 
id2$PRECT, NA) 
id2$iptamt01ll<- (ave(id2$ptamt01, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$ptamt05<-ifelse(id2$PRECT>=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.99), id2$PRECT, NA) 
id2$iptamt05ll<- (ave(id2$ptamt05, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$ptamt99<-ifelse(id2$PRECT>=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$PRECT, NA) 
id2$iptamt99ll<- (ave(id2$ptamt99, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$ptamt995<-ifelse(id2$PRECT>=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$PRECT, NA) 
id2$iptamt995ll<- (ave(id2$ptamt995, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
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pl01tt$estimate[[2]], pl01tt$p.value[[1]], pl01tt$conf.int[1], 





pl05tt$estimate[[2]], pl05tt$p.value[[1]], pl05tt$conf.int[1], 





pl99tt$estimate[[2]], pl99tt$p.value[[1]], pl99tt$conf.int[1], 






pl995tt$estimate[[2]], pl995tt$p.value[[1]], pl995tt$conf.int[1], 







pc01tt$estimate[[2]], pc01tt$p.value[[1]], pc01tt$conf.int[1], 





pc05tt$estimate[[2]], pc05tt$p.value[[1]], pc05tt$conf.int[1], 





pc99tt$estimate[[2]], pc99tt$p.value[[1]], pc99tt$conf.int[1], 






pc995tt$estimate[[2]], pc995tt$p.value[[1]], pc995tt$conf.int[1], 






pt01tt$estimate[[2]], pt01tt$p.value[[1]], pt01tt$conf.int[1], 





pt05tt$estimate[[2]], pt05tt$p.value[[1]], pt05tt$conf.int[1], 
pt05tt$conf.int[2], mean((mean(id2$ptamt05, na.rm=T)-mean(cd2$ptamt05, 





pt99tt$estimate[[2]], pt99tt$p.value[[1]], pt99tt$conf.int[1], 






pt995tt$estimate[[2]], pt995tt$p.value[[1]], pt995tt$conf.int[1], 
pt995tt$conf.int[2], mean((mean(id2$ptamt995, na.rm=T)-mean(cd2$ptamt995, 
na.rm=T))/(mean(cd2$ptamt995, na.rm=T)))*100) 
 
tt.table<-rbind( pl01ttp, pl05ttp, pl99ttp, pl995ttp, pc01ttp, pc05ttp, 
pc99ttp, pc995ttp, pt01ttp, pt05ttp, pt99ttp, pt995ttp ) 
 
tt.table[,3]<-ifelse(tt.table[,3]<0.05, "***", "") 
colnames(tt.table) <- c("CTRL amt", "IRRIG diff.", "sig.", "lower CI", "upper 




 id2days<-subset(id2, !duplicated(latlon)) 
 cd2days<-subset(cd2, !duplicated(latlon)) 
 
 pldays0.1<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.1), mean(id2days$ipldays0.1-
cd2days$pldays0.1),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.1)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.1))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.1)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.1, cd2days$pldays0.1, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pldays0.5<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.5), mean(id2days$ipldays0.5-
cd2days$pldays0.5),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.5)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.5))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.5)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.5, cd2days$pldays0.5, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pldays0.99<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.99), mean(id2days$ipldays0.99-
cd2days$pldays0.99),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.99)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.99))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.99)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.99, cd2days$pldays0.99, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pldays0.995<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.995), mean(id2days$ipldays0.995-
cd2days$pldays0.995),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.995)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.995))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.995)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.995, cd2days$pldays0.995, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 
 pcdays0.1<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.1), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.1-
cd2days$pcdays0.1),  ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.1)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.1))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.1)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.1, cd2days$pcdays0.1, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pcdays0.5<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.5), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.5-
cd2days$pcdays0.5),   ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.5)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.5))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.5)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.5, cd2days$pcdays0.5, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pcdays0.99<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.99), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.99-
cd2days$pcdays0.99),  ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.99)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.99))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.99)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.99, cd2days$pcdays0.99, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pcdays0.995<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.995), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.995-
cd2days$pcdays0.995),   ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.995)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.995))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.995)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.995, cd2days$pcdays0.995, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
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 ptdays0.1<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.1), mean(id2days$iptdays0.1-
cd2days$ptdays0.1), ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.1)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.1))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.1)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.1, cd2days$ptdays0.1, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 ptdays0.5<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.5), mean(id2days$iptdays0.5-
cd2days$ptdays0.5),  ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.5)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.5))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.5)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.5, cd2days$ptdays0.5, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 ptdays0.99<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.99), mean(id2days$iptdays0.99-
cd2days$ptdays0.99),  ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.99)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.99))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.99)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.99, cd2days$ptdays0.99, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 ptdays0.995<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.995), mean(id2days$iptdays0.995-
cd2days$ptdays0.995),  ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.995)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.995))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.995)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.995, cd2days$ptdays0.995, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
  
  
freq.table<-rbind(pldays0.1, pldays0.5, pldays0.99, pldays0.995, pcdays0.1, 
pcdays0.5, pcdays0.99, pcdays0.995, ptdays0.1, ptdays0.5, ptdays0.99, 
ptdays0.995) 
freq.table[,4]<-ifelse(freq.table[,4]<0.05, "***", "") 




###FREQUENCY TABLE BOOTSTRAPPED 
#PRECL 
RatioBootPL0.1 <- boot(id2,y=0, z=0.5, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.1<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootPL0.1$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootPL0.1$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootPL0.5 <- boot(id2,y=0.5, z=0.99, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.5<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootPL0.5$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootPL0.5$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootPL0.99 <- boot(id2,y=0.99, z=0.995, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.99<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootPL0.99$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootPL0.99$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootPL0.995 <- boot(id2,y=0.995, z=1, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.995<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995) & cd2$PRECL<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 1))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootPL0.995$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootPL0.995$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
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#PRECC 
RatioBootpc0.1 <- boot(id2,y=0, z=0.5, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.1<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpc0.1$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.1$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpc0.5 <- boot(id2,y=0.5, z=0.99, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.5<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpc0.5$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.5$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpc0.99 <- boot(id2,y=0.99, z=0.995, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.99<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpc0.99$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.99$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpc0.995 <- boot(id2,y=0.995, z=1, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.995<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995) & cd2$PRECC<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 1))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpc0.995$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.995$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
 
#PRECT 
RatioBootpt0.1 <- boot(id2,y=0, z=0.5, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.1<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.1$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.1$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpt0.5 <- boot(id2,y=0.5, z=0.99, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.5<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.5$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.5$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpt0.99 <- boot(id2,y=0.99, z=0.995, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.99<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.99$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.99$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpt0.995 <- boot(id2,y=0.995, z=1, 
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function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.995<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995) & cd2$PRECT<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 1))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.995$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.995$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
 
freq.table<-rbind(pldays0.1, pldays0.5, pldays0.99, pldays0.995, pcdays0.1, 
pcdays0.5, pcdays0.99, pcdays0.995, ptdays0.1, ptdays0.5, ptdays0.99, 
ptdays0.995) 
freq.table[,3]<-ifelse(abs(freq.table[,2])>=freq.table[,3]* 1.96, "***", "") 






















#get control run file names 
IRRIGfiles<- NULL  #list.files("/glade/p/work/tandrews/F2_EXP3atm/spunupDAY78", 
pattern="*.nc", full.names=TRUE) #get file names 
I8<-length(IRRIGfiles) 
 
#get control run file names 
CTRLfiles<-list.files("/glade/p/work/tandrews/F2_EXP3ctrlatm/spunupDAY78", 






P2<-foreach(f=1:length(allfiles), .combine=rbind) %do% 
{ print(f) 
 nc<-open.ncdf(allfiles[f]) 
 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-round(lat[56:78], 2) 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[93:121] 
 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 precl.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECL",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
c(29,23,30))  
 precc.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"PRECC",start= c(93,56,1), count= 
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c(29,23,30))  





 precl.array.long <- as.vector(precl.array) 
 precl.mat <- matrix(precl.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat*30, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 precc.array.long <- as.vector(precc.array) 
 precc.mat <- matrix(precc.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat*30, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 z500.array.long <- as.vector(Z500.array) 
 z500.mat <- matrix(z500.array.long, nrow=nlon*nlat*30, ncol=1, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 lonlat <-  expand.grid(lon,lat,1:30)# 
 cond<-c(rep("irrig", I8), rep("ctrl", C8)) 
 month<-c(rep(f, length(lonlat$Var1))) 
 condP2<-rep(cond[f], length(lonlat$Var1)) 
 p1 <-(cbind(lonlat$Var1, lonlat$Var2, lonlat$Var3, precl.mat, precc.mat, 













PREC10.110.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 





#select lat lon with greatest PRECL change 
cd2<-subset(CTRL1,  lon>280 & lon<292 & lat>41 & lat<48 ) #latlon %in% 
c(40740285, 40740287.5, 42630285, 42630287.5 )) #42630282.5, 
 




#baseline control frequency for irrig comparison 
cd2$pldays0.1<- (ave((cd2$PRECL<=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL>0), 
cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
cd2$pldays0.5<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL < 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
cd2$pldays0.99<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & cd2$PRECL < 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) 
cd2$pldays0.995<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995) & cd2$PRECL < 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.999), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)   
cd2$pldays0.999<- (ave(cd2$PRECL>quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.999), cd2$latlon, 
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FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) 
 
 
cd2$plamt01<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL<=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL>0, 
cd2$PRECL, NA) 
cd2$plamt01ll<- (ave(cd2$plamt01, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$plamt05<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99), cd2$PRECL, NA) 
cd2$plamt05ll<- (ave(cd2$plamt05, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$plamt99<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & 
cd2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), cd2$PRECL, NA) 
cd2$plamt99ll<- (ave(cd2$plamt99, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$plamt995<-ifelse(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), cd2$PRECL, NA) 






#baseline control frequency for irrig comparison 
cd2$pcdays0.1<- (ave((cd2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC>0), 
cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
cd2$pcdays0.5<- (ave(cd2$PRECC>quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC < 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
cd2$pcdays0.99<- (ave(cd2$PRECC>quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & cd2$PRECC < 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) 
cd2$pcdays0.995<- (ave(cd2$PRECC>quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995) , cd2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)   
 
 
cd2$pcamt01<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC>0, 
cd2$PRECC, NA) 
cd2$pcamt01ll<- (ave(cd2$pcamt01, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$pcamt05<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99), cd2$PRECC, NA) 
cd2$pcamt05ll<- (ave(cd2$pcamt05, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$pcamt99<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & 
cd2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), cd2$PRECC, NA) 
cd2$pcamt99ll<- (ave(cd2$pcamt99, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$pcamt995<-ifelse(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), cd2$PRECC, NA) 






cd2$ptdays0.1<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>0 & cd2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5), 
cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
cd2$ptdays0.5<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
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cd2$ptdays0.99<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99)& 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
cd2$ptdays0.995<- (ave(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
 
cd2$ptamt01<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT<=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & cd2$PRECT>0, 
cd2$PRECT, NA) 
cd2$ptamt01ll<- (ave(cd2$ptamt01, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$ptamt05<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99), cd2$PRECT, NA) 
cd2$ptamt05ll<- (ave(cd2$ptamt05, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$ptamt99<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99) & 
cd2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$PRECT, NA) 
cd2$ptamt99ll<- (ave(cd2$ptamt99, cd2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
cd2$ptamt995<-ifelse(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), cd2$PRECT, NA) 














RatioBoot <- sqrt(var(boot(id2, 
function(x,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99))-
sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 
0.99))}, R=100)$t))    
RatioBoot <- boot(id2,y=0, z=0.5, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
mean(RatioBoot$t, na.rm=T) 
error <-(sqrt(var(RatioBoot$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
(sum(id2$PRECL>= 0 & id2$PRECL< quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=0 & 








yPREC10.110.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 





#select lat lon with greatest PRECL change 
id2<-subset(IRRIG1,  lon>280 & lon<292 & lat>41 & lat<48 ) #latlon %in% 
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c(40740285, 40740287.5,  42630285, 42630287.5 )) #42630282.5, 
 






id2$ipldays0.1<- (ave(id2$PRECL>0 & id2$PRECL<=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5), 
id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
id2$ipldays0.5<- (ave(id2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #use quantiles from control 
id2$ipldays0.99<- (ave(id2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) # 
id2$ipldays0.995<- (ave(id2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
 
#amount PRECL 
id2$plamt01<-ifelse(id2$PRECL<=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.5) & id2$PRECL>0, 
id2$PRECL, NA) 
id2$iplamt01ll<- (ave(id2$plamt01, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$plamt05<-ifelse(id2$PRECL>=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.99), id2$PRECL, NA) 
id2$iplamt05ll<- (ave(id2$plamt05, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$plamt99<-ifelse(id2$PRECL>=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECL<quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$PRECL, NA) 
id2$iplamt99ll<- (ave(id2$plamt99, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$plamt995<-ifelse(id2$PRECL>=quantile(id2$PRECL, 0.995), id2$PRECL, NA) 






id2$ipcdays0.1<- (ave(id2$PRECC>0 & id2$PRECC<=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5), 
id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
id2$ipcdays0.5<- (ave(id2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #use quantiles from control 
id2$ipcdays0.99<- (ave(id2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) # 
id2$ipcdays0.995<- (ave(id2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$latlon, 




id2$pcamt01<-ifelse(id2$PRECC<=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.5) & id2$PRECC>0, 
id2$PRECC, NA) 
id2$ipcamt01ll<- (ave(id2$pcamt01, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$pcamt05<-ifelse(id2$PRECC>=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.99), id2$PRECC, NA) 
id2$ipcamt05ll<- (ave(id2$pcamt05, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
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na.rm=T)))  
id2$pcamt99<-ifelse(id2$PRECC>=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECC<quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$PRECC, NA) 
id2$ipcamt99ll<- (ave(id2$pcamt99, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$pcamt995<-ifelse(id2$PRECC>=quantile(id2$PRECC, 0.995), id2$PRECC, NA) 







id2$iptdays0.1<- (ave(id2$PRECT>0 & id2$PRECT<=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5), 
id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #divide by number of 
months for days/month 
id2$iptdays0.5<- (ave(id2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) #use quantiles from control 
id2$iptdays0.99<- (ave(id2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=T)))/(204*30) # 
id2$iptdays0.995<- (ave(id2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=T)))/(204*30)  
 
 
#amount average PRECT 
id2$ptamt01<-ifelse(id2$PRECT<=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.5) & id2$PRECT>0, 
id2$PRECT, NA) 
id2$iptamt01ll<- (ave(id2$ptamt01, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$ptamt05<-ifelse(id2$PRECT>=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.5) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.99), id2$PRECT, NA) 
id2$iptamt05ll<- (ave(id2$ptamt05, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$ptamt99<-ifelse(id2$PRECT>=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.99) & 
id2$PRECT<quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$PRECT, NA) 
id2$iptamt99ll<- (ave(id2$ptamt99, id2$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
id2$ptamt995<-ifelse(id2$PRECT>=quantile(id2$PRECT, 0.995), id2$PRECT, NA) 









pl01tt$estimate[[2]], pl01tt$p.value[[1]], pl01tt$conf.int[1], 





pl05tt$estimate[[2]], pl05tt$p.value[[1]], pl05tt$conf.int[1], 
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pl99tt$estimate[[2]], pl99tt$p.value[[1]], pl99tt$conf.int[1], 






pl995tt$estimate[[2]], pl995tt$p.value[[1]], pl995tt$conf.int[1], 








pc01tt$estimate[[2]], pc01tt$p.value[[1]], pc01tt$conf.int[1], 





pc05tt$estimate[[2]], pc05tt$p.value[[1]], pc05tt$conf.int[1], 





pc99tt$estimate[[2]], pc99tt$p.value[[1]], pc99tt$conf.int[1], 






pc995tt$estimate[[2]], pc995tt$p.value[[1]], pc995tt$conf.int[1], 







pt01tt$estimate[[2]], pt01tt$p.value[[1]], pt01tt$conf.int[1], 





pt05tt$estimate[[2]], pt05tt$p.value[[1]], pt05tt$conf.int[1], 





pt99tt$estimate[[2]], pt99tt$p.value[[1]], pt99tt$conf.int[1], 
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pt995ttp<-c(mean(cd2$ptamt995, na.rm=T), pt995tt$estimate[[1]]-
pt995tt$estimate[[2]], pt995tt$p.value[[1]], pt995tt$conf.int[1], 
pt995tt$conf.int[2], mean((mean(id2$ptamt995, na.rm=T)-mean(cd2$ptamt995, 
na.rm=T))/(mean(cd2$ptamt995, na.rm=T)))*100) 
 
tt.table<-rbind( pl01ttp, pl05ttp, pl99ttp, pl995ttp, pc01ttp, pc05ttp, 
pc99ttp, pc995ttp, pt01ttp, pt05ttp, pt99ttp, pt995ttp ) 
 
tt.table[,3]<-ifelse(tt.table[,3]<0.05, "***", "") 
colnames(tt.table) <- c("CTRL amt", "IRRIG diff.", "sig.", "lower CI", "upper 





 id2days<-subset(id2, !duplicated(latlon)) 
 cd2days<-subset(cd2, !duplicated(latlon)) 
 
 pldays0.1<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.1), mean(id2days$ipldays0.1-
cd2days$pldays0.1),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.1)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.1))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.1)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.1, cd2days$pldays0.1, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pldays0.5<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.5), mean(id2days$ipldays0.5-
cd2days$pldays0.5),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.5)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.5))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.5)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.5, cd2days$pldays0.5, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pldays0.99<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.99), mean(id2days$ipldays0.99-
cd2days$pldays0.99),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.99)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.99))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.99)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.99, cd2days$pldays0.99, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pldays0.995<- c( mean(cd2days$pldays0.995), mean(id2days$ipldays0.995-
cd2days$pldays0.995),  ((mean(id2days$ipldays0.995)- 
mean(cd2days$pldays0.995))/mean(cd2days$pldays0.995)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipldays0.995, cd2days$pldays0.995, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 
 pcdays0.1<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.1), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.1-
cd2days$pcdays0.1),  ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.1)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.1))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.1)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.1, cd2days$pcdays0.1, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pcdays0.5<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.5), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.5-
cd2days$pcdays0.5),   ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.5)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.5))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.5)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.5, cd2days$pcdays0.5, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pcdays0.99<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.99), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.99-
cd2days$pcdays0.99),  ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.99)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.99))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.99)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.99, cd2days$pcdays0.99, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 pcdays0.995<- c( mean(cd2days$pcdays0.995), mean(id2days$ipcdays0.995-
cd2days$pcdays0.995),   ((mean(id2days$ipcdays0.995)- 
mean(cd2days$pcdays0.995))/mean(cd2days$pcdays0.995)*100), 
t.test(id2days$ipcdays0.995, cd2days$pcdays0.995, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
  
 ptdays0.1<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.1), mean(id2days$iptdays0.1-
cd2days$ptdays0.1), ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.1)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.1))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.1)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.1, cd2days$ptdays0.1, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 ptdays0.5<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.5), mean(id2days$iptdays0.5-
cd2days$ptdays0.5),  ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.5)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.5))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.5)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.5, cd2days$ptdays0.5, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 ptdays0.99<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.99), mean(id2days$iptdays0.99-
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cd2days$ptdays0.99),  ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.99)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.99))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.99)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.99, cd2days$ptdays0.99, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
 ptdays0.995<- c( mean(cd2days$ptdays0.995), mean(id2days$iptdays0.995-
cd2days$ptdays0.995),  ((mean(id2days$iptdays0.995)- 
mean(cd2days$ptdays0.995))/mean(cd2days$ptdays0.995)*100), 
t.test(id2days$iptdays0.995, cd2days$ptdays0.995, paired=T)$p.value[[1]] )  
  
  
freq.table<-rbind(pldays0.1, pldays0.5, pldays0.99, pldays0.995, pcdays0.1, 
pcdays0.5, pcdays0.99, pcdays0.995, ptdays0.1, ptdays0.5, ptdays0.99, 
ptdays0.995) 
freq.table[,4]<-ifelse(freq.table[,4]<0.05, "***", "") 




###FREQUENCY TABLE BOOTSTRAPPED! 
#PRECL 
RatioBootPL0.1 <- boot(id2,y=0, z=0.5, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.1<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootPL0.1$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootPL0.1$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootPL0.5 <- boot(id2,y=0.5, z=0.99, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.5<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.5) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootPL0.5$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootPL0.5$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootPL0.99 <- boot(id2,y=0.99, z=0.995, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.99<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.99) & cd2$PRECL< 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootPL0.99$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootPL0.99$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootPL0.995 <- boot(id2,y=0.995, z=1, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECL[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & x$PRECL[i]<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))-sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, y) & cd2$PRECL<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, z))}, R=1000)    
pldays0.995<-c( sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0.995) & cd2$PRECL<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECL, 1))/sum(cd2$PRECL>=quantile(cd2$PRECL, 0)), 




RatioBootpc0.1 <- boot(id2,y=0, z=0.5, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.1<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
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mean(RatioBootpc0.1$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.1$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpc0.5 <- boot(id2,y=0.5, z=0.99, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.5<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.5) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpc0.5$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.5$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpc0.99 <- boot(id2,y=0.99, z=0.995, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.99<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.99) & cd2$PRECC< 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpc0.99$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.99$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpc0.995 <- boot(id2,y=0.995, z=1, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECC[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & x$PRECC[i]<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))-sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, y) & cd2$PRECC<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, z))}, R=1000)    
pcdays0.995<-c( sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0.995) & cd2$PRECC<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECC, 1))/sum(cd2$PRECC>=quantile(cd2$PRECC, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpc0.995$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpc0.995$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
 
#PRECT 
RatioBootpt0.1 <- boot(id2,y=0, z=0.5, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.1<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.1$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.1$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpt0.5 <- boot(id2,y=0.5, z=0.99, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.5<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.5) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.5$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.5$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpt0.99 <- boot(id2,y=0.99, z=0.995, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.99<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.99) & cd2$PRECT< 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.99$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.99$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
RatioBootpt0.995 <- boot(id2,y=0.995, z=1, 
function(x,y,z,i){(sum(x$PRECT[i]>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & x$PRECT[i]<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))-sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z)))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, y) & cd2$PRECT<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, z))}, R=1000)    
ptdays0.995<-c( sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0.995) & cd2$PRECT<= 
quantile(cd2$PRECT, 1))/sum(cd2$PRECT>=quantile(cd2$PRECT, 0)), 
mean(RatioBootpt0.995$t, na.rm=T), sqrt(var(RatioBootpt0.995$t, na.rm=T))*1) 
 
freq.table<-rbind(pldays0.1, pldays0.5, pldays0.99, pldays0.995, pcdays0.1, 
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pcdays0.5, pcdays0.99, pcdays0.995, ptdays0.1, ptdays0.5, ptdays0.99, 
ptdays0.995) 
freq.table[,3]<-ifelse(abs(freq.table[,2])>=freq.table[,3]* 1.96, "***", "") 




##########US 500 year stomr amout map 
CTRL1b<-CTRL1  #subset(CTRL1, latlon %in% c(40740285, 40740287.5,  42630285, 
42630287.5 )) 
IRRIG1b<-IRRIG1 #subset(IRRIG1 , latlon %in% c(40740285, 40740287.5,  42630285, 
42630287.5 )) 
CTRL1b$PRECT<- (CTRL1b$PRECC + CTRL1b$PRECL)* 86400000 
IRRIG1b$PRECT<- (IRRIG1b$PRECC + IRRIG1b$PRECL)* 86400000 
 
#500 year storms 
CTRL1b$ptamt995min<-(ave(CTRL1b$PRECT, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.995, na.rm=T)))  
CTRL1b$ptamt995<-ifelse(CTRL1b$PRECT>= CTRL1b$ptamt995min, CTRL1b$PRECT, NA) 
###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
CTRL1b$ptamt995ll<- (ave(CTRL1b$ptamt995, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$ptamt995min<-(ave(IRRIG1b$PRECT, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.995, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$ptamt995<-ifelse(IRRIG1b$PRECT>= IRRIG1b$ptamt995min, IRRIG1b$PRECT, 
NA) ###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
IRRIG1b$iptamt995ll<- (ave(IRRIG1b$ptamt995, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=T)))  
 
#100+ year storms 
CTRL1b$ptamt99min<-(ave(CTRL1b$PRECT, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.99, na.rm=T)))  
CTRL1b$ptamt99<-ifelse(CTRL1b$PRECT>= CTRL1b$ptamt99min & CTRL1b$PRECT< 
CTRL1b$ptamt995min, CTRL1b$PRECT, NA) ###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
CTRL1b$ptamt99ll<- (ave(CTRL1b$ptamt99, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$ptamt99min<-(ave(IRRIG1b$PRECT, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.99, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$ptamt99<-ifelse(IRRIG1b$PRECT>= IRRIG1b$ptamt99min & IRRIG1b$PRECT< 
IRRIG1b$ptamt995min, IRRIG1b$PRECT, NA) ###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
IRRIG1b$iptamt99ll<- (ave(IRRIG1b$ptamt99, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=T)))  
 
 
#500 year storms PRECL 
CTRL1b$plamt995min<-(ave(CTRL1b$PRECL, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.995, na.rm=T)))  
CTRL1b$plamt995<-ifelse(CTRL1b$PRECL>= CTRL1b$plamt995min, CTRL1b$PRECL, NA) 
###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
CTRL1b$plamt995ll<- (ave(CTRL1b$plamt995, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$plamt995min<-(ave(IRRIG1b$PRECL, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.995, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$plamt995<-ifelse(IRRIG1b$PRECL>= IRRIG1b$plamt995min, IRRIG1b$PRECL, 
NA) ###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
IRRIG1b$iplamt995ll<- (ave(IRRIG1b$plamt995, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=T)))  
 
#100+ year storms 
CTRL1b$plamt99min<-(ave(CTRL1b$PRECL, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.99, na.rm=T)))  
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CTRL1b$plamt99<-ifelse(CTRL1b$PRECL>= CTRL1b$plamt99min & CTRL1b$PRECL< 
CTRL1b$plamt995min, CTRL1b$PRECL, NA) ###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
CTRL1b$plamt99ll<- (ave(CTRL1b$plamt99, CTRL1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$plamt99min<-(ave(IRRIG1b$PRECL, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
quantile(x, 0.99, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1b$plamt99<-ifelse(IRRIG1b$PRECL>= IRRIG1b$plamt99min & IRRIG1b$PRECL< 
IRRIG1b$plamt995min, IRRIG1b$PRECL, NA) ###DO FOR EACH LAT LON!!!!! 
IRRIG1b$iplamt99ll<- (ave(IRRIG1b$plamt99, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 




IRRIG1b$dif995p<-(ave(IRRIG1b$dif995, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
t.test(x[is.na(x)==F])$p.value[[1]] ))  
#PRECL ttest 
IRRIG1b$dif995l<-IRRIG1b$plamt995-CTRL1b$plamt995ll 
IRRIG1b$dif995lp<-(ave(IRRIG1b$dif995l, IRRIG1b$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
t.test(x[is.na(x)==F])$p.value[[1]] ))  
 
 
IDmean<-subset(IRRIG1b, !duplicated(latlon)) #,  select=c(lon, lat, latlon, 
iptamt999ll)) 

















#IDmean22<-subset(IDmean, latlon %in% c(40740285, 40740287.5,  42630285, 
42630287.5 )) #42630282.5, 
#CTmean22<-subset(CTmean, latlon %in% c(40740285, 40740287.5,  42630285, 
42630287.5 )) #42630282.5, 
 






































#I500DIFF <-as.data.table(read.csv("~/500yramtUSA.csv", header = TRUE, sep = 
",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
I500DIFF <-as.data.table(read.csv("~/500yramtUSAPRECL.csv", header = TRUE, sep 




#I500DIFF$dif995p2<-ifelse(I500DIFF$dif995p>0.05, 0.95, 1) 
I500DIFF$dif995lp2<-ifelse(I500DIFF$dif995lp>0.05, 0.95, 1) 
 
I500DIFF2<-subset( I500DIFF,lon2> -100 & lat<50 &lat>40 ) 
us_states <- map_data("state") 
s<-(ggplot(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill=(DIF995lpct)), data= I500DIFF2) + 
geom_tile())+geom_polygon(data=us_states, aes(x=long, y=lat, group=group), 
colour="black", fill="white", alpha=0) + scale_fill_gradient2(low = "pink", 
high = "green")  
s 
#s<- s+ geom_tile(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill=(dif995p),  alpha=(dif995p2)), data= 
I500DIFF2) + scale_fill_gradient2(low = "grey", high = "white")  













header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 






#select lat lon with greatest PRECL change 
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st2<-subset(IRRIG1, latlon %in% c(40740285, 40740287.5,  42630285, 42630287.5 
)) #42630282.5, 
 
st2$PRECC<-st2$PRECC*86400000 #convert to mm/day 
st2$PRECL<-st2$PRECL*86400000 
st2$PRECT<- st2$PRECC+ st2$PRECL 
 
st2$ptamt995<-ifelse(st2$PRECT>=quantile(st2$PRECT, 0.995) & 
st2$PRECT<quantile(st2$PRECT, 0.999), st2$PRECT, NA) 
st2$ptamt999<-ifelse(st2$PRECT>=quantile(st2$PRECT, 0.999), st2$PRECT, NA) 
 
st3<-subset(st2, ptamt999>0 ) 
 
#select storm days 
st3<-subset(IRRIG1, monday>= 110010 &  monday<= 110015 ) #154003&154010  
#110005&110018 #72010&72021 130009&130017 187005 &  monday<= 187013 
 





ST1 <-as.data.table(read.csv("~/storm1.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",", 
quote="\"", dec=".")) 
ST1$Zve<- (ave(ST1$Z500, ST1$latlon, FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=T)))  
ST1$z2<-ST1$Z500-ST1$Zve 
 
md<-c(110010: 110015) #c(110018:110005) #(154010: 154003) #c(72010: 72021) 
130009: 130017 #187005: 187013 #north:110022: 110030 #midwest:110010: 110015 
 
for (s in 1:20){ 
st2<-subset(ST1, monday== md[s] & lat<50) 
st2$lon2<- st2$lon-360 
 
us_states <- map_data("state") 
s<-(ggplot(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill=(PRECL)), data= st2) + 
geom_tile())+geom_polygon(data=us_states, aes(x=long, y=lat, group=group), 
colour="black", fill="white", alpha=0) + scale_fill_gradient2(low = "pink", 





#+ scale_fill_gradient2(low = "pink", high = "green")  












= TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
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header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 








CTRL1$z500SD<- (ave(CTRL1$Z500, CTRL1$latlon, FUN=function(x) sd(x, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1$z500SDdiff<-IRRIG1$z500SD-CTRL1$z500SD 
#IRRIG1$z500SDttest <-(ave(IRRIG1$z500SDdiff, IRRIG1$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
t.test(x)$p.value[[1]] ))  
 
Z500diff<-subset(IRRIG1, !duplicated(latlon), select = c( lat, lon, 
z500SDdiff)) 
 
write.csv(Z500diff, "~/spunupF2EXP3/Z500diff.csv" ) 
 
 
IRRIG1$Z500noPRECC<- ifelse( IRRIG1$PRECC > (2.050e-10), NA, IRRIG1$Z500) 
IRRIG1$z500SDnoPRECC<- (ave(IRRIG1$Z500noPRECC, IRRIG1$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
sd(x, na.rm=T)))  
 
CTRL1$Z500noPRECC<- ifelse( CTRL1$PRECC > (2.050e-10), NA, CTRL1$Z500) 
CTRL1$z500SDnoPRECC<- (ave(CTRL1$Z500noPRECC, CTRL1$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
sd(x, na.rm=T)))  
IRRIG1$z500SDdiffnoPRECC<-IRRIG1$z500SDnoPRECC-CTRL1$z500SDnoPRECC 
 
Z500diffnoPRECC<-subset(IRRIG1, !duplicated(latlon), select = c( lat, lon, 
z500SDdiffnoPRECC)) 









CTRL1$PRECT<- CTRL1$PRECL +CTRL1$PRECC 
CTRL1$PTheavy<- (ave(CTRL1$PRECT, CTRL1$latlon, FUN=function(x)  quantile(x, 
0.995)))  
CTRL1$Z500PRECL<- ifelse( CTRL1$PRECT> CTRL1$PTheavy, CTRL1$Z500, NA) 




IRRIG1$PRECTirrig<- IRRIG1$PRECL + IRRIG1$PRECC 
IRRIG1$Z500irrig<- IRRIG1$Z500 
IRRIG1$PTheavyirrig<- (ave(IRRIG1$PRECTirrig, IRRIG1$latlon, FUN=function(x)  
quantile(x, 0.995)))  
 
IRRIG1a<-merge(IRRIG1, CTRL1, by=c("month", "day", "latlon", "lat", "lon")) 
IRRIG1a$Z500PRECLirrig<- ifelse( IRRIG1a$PRECTirrig > IRRIG1a$PTheavyirrig, 
IRRIG1a$Z500irrig, NA) 
IRRIG1a$z500SDPRECLirrig<- (ave(IRRIG1a$Z500PRECLirrig, IRRIG1a$latlon, 
FUN=function(x) sd(x, na.rm=T)))  
 
#IRRIG1$z500SDPRECL<- (ave(IRRIG1$Z500PRECL, IRRIG1$latlon, FUN=function(x) 
sd(x, na.rm=T)))  




Z500diffPRECL<-subset(IRRIG1a, !duplicated(latlon), select = c( lat, lon, 
z500SDdiffPRECL)) 






= TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
setnames(CTRL1, c("X2","lon", "lat", "day", "PRECL", "PRECC","Z500", "cond", 
"month")) 
 
bkFunc <- function(x){ 
bk<- (bkfilter(x, pl = 2, pu = 6)) 
#return(sd(bk$cycle, na.rm=T)) 







CTRL2<-subset(CTRL1, lon> 260 & lon<295 & lat>20 & lat<52 , select=c(latlon, 
Z500)) 
#CTRL2<-subset(CTRL1,  lon==230 & lat>20 & lat<52, select=c(latlon, Z500)) 
#CTRL3<-ddply(CTRL2, "latlon", bkFunc) 
CTRL3<-aggregate(Z500~latlon, data= CTRL2 , bkFunc) 
 
 
IRRIG1 <- as.data.table(read.csv("~/spunupF2EXP3/P2IRRIGdayPRECZ10.110.csv", 
header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 




IRRIG1$Z500irrig <- IRRIG1$Z500 
IRRIG2 <- subset(IRRIG1, lon> 260 & lon<295 & lat>22 & lat<52, select=c(latlon, 
Z500irrig)) 
IRRIG3 <- aggregate(Z500irrig~latlon, data= IRRIG2 , bkFunc) 
CImerge<- merge(CTRL3, IRRIG3, by="latlon") 
 
IRRIG1a<-subset(IRRIG1, !duplicated(latlon), select = c(latlon, lat, lon)) 
Z500merge<- merge(CImerge, IRRIG1a, by="latlon") 
Z500merge$z500SDdiff<-Z500merge$Z500irrig-Z500merge$Z500 
Z500merge<-subset(Z500merge, !duplicated(latlon), select = c(z500SDdiff, lat, 
lon)) 
 






bkFuncX <- function(x){ 
bk<- (bkfilter(x$Z500, pl = 2, pu = 6)) 
return(cbind(bk$cycle, x$PRECT)) 
} 
CTRL1$PRECT<- CTRL1$PRECL #+CTRL1$PRECC 
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CTRL1$latlon<-CTRL1$lat*1000000+ CTRL1$lon 
CTRL2<-subset(CTRL1, lon> 260 & lon<295 & lat>20 & lat<52 , select=c(latlon, 
Z500, PRECT)) 
CTRL3<-ddply(CTRL2, "latlon", bkFuncX) 
#CTRL3<-aggregate(Z500~latlon, data= CTRL2 , bkFunc) 
setnames(CTRL3, c("latlon", "Z500bk", "PRECT")) 
CTRL3$PRECT99 <- ave(CTRL3$PRECT, CTRL3$latlon, FUN=function(x) quantile(x, 
0.995, na.rm=T)) 
 
CTRL4<-subset(CTRL3, PRECT>= PRECT99 , select=c(latlon, Z500bk)) 





#IRRIG1 <- as.data.table(read.csv("~/spunupF2EXP3/P2IRRIGdayPRECZ10.110.csv", 
header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 




IRRIG1$Z500irrig <- IRRIG1$Z500 
 
IRRIG1$PRECT<- IRRIG1$PRECL #+IRRIG1$PRECC 
IRRIG1$latlon<-IRRIG1$lat*1000000+ IRRIG1$lon 
IRRIG2<-subset(IRRIG1, lon> 260 & lon<295 & lat>20 & lat<52 , select=c(latlon, 
Z500, PRECT)) 
IRRIG3<-ddply(IRRIG2, "latlon", bkFuncX) 
#IRRIG3<-aggregate(Z500~latlon, data= IRRIG2 , bkFunc) 
setnames(IRRIG3, c("latlon", "Z500bk", "PRECT")) 
#IRRIG3$PRECT99 <- ave(IRRIG3$PRECT, IRRIG3$latlon, FUN=function(x) quantile(x, 
0.995, na.rm=T)) 
IRRIG3$PRECT99 <- ave(CTRL3$PRECT, CTRL3$latlon, FUN=function(x) quantile(x, 
0.995, na.rm=T)) 
 
IRRIG4<-subset(IRRIG3, PRECT>= PRECT99 , select=c(latlon, Z500bk)) 





CImerge<- merge(CTRL4, IRRIG4, by="latlon") 
 
IRRIG1a<-subset(IRRIG1, !duplicated(latlon), select = c(latlon, lat, lon)) 
Z500merge<- merge(CImerge, IRRIG1a, by="latlon") 
Z500merge$z500SDdiff<-Z500merge$Z500BK99irrig-Z500merge$Z500BK99 




# # IRRIG2 <- subset(IRRIG1, lon> 260 & lon<295 & lat>22 & lat<52, 
select=c(latlon, Z500irrig)) 
# IRRIG3 <- aggregate(Z500irrig~latlon, data= IRRIG2 , bkFunc) 
# CImerge<- merge(CTRL3, IRRIG3, by="latlon") 
 
# IRRIG1a<-subset(IRRIG1, !duplicated(latlon), select = c(latlon, lat, lon)) 
# Z500merge<- merge(CImerge, IRRIG1a, by="latlon") 
# Z500merge$z500SDdiff<-Z500merge$Z500irrig-Z500merge$Z500 
# Z500merge<-subset(Z500merge, !duplicated(latlon), select = c(z500SDdiff, lat, 
lon)) 
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#analysis on my comp. 




#STSD1$z500SDdiff2<-ifelse(STSD1$z500SDdiff>0,(STSD1$z500SDdiff)^0.7, 0 ) 
#STSD1$z500SDdiff2<-






#STSD2<-subset(STSD1, lon>280 & lon<292 & lat>41 & lat<48) 
 
world <- map_data("world") 
us_states <- map_data("state") 
(ggplot(aes(x=lon2, y=lat, fill=(z500SDdiff)), data= STSD1) + 
geom_tile())+geom_polygon(data=us_states, aes(x=long, y=lat, group=group), 
colour="black", fill="white", alpha=0) + scale_fill_gradientn(colours= 
rev(c("tomato3","tomato2", "tomato","seashell", "slategray1", "slategray2")), 
space = "Lab", na.value = "grey50",  guide = "colourbar", 
guide_colourbar(title="500mb SD"))+ geom_polygon(data=world, aes(x=long, y=lat, 
group=group), colour="black", fill="white", alpha=0) + theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA))    + 
theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 0.5, size=11, 
colour="black"))+ theme(axis.text.x = element_text(  size=11, colour="black")) 
+scale_y_continuous(name=(expression(paste("Latitude (", degree, "N)")))) 
+scale_x_continuous(name=(expression(paste("Longitude (", degree, "E)")))) + 
coord_cartesian(xlim = c(-100, -63), ylim = c(24, 50))  
 
 
#+ scale_fill_gradientn(colours= rev(c("tomato4", 
"tomato3","tomato3","tomato2","tomato","seashell","slategray1", "slategray2"  
,"slategray3", "royalblue2", "royalblue3", "royalblue3", "royalblue3" )), space 

































options(scipen=999) #remove sci notation 
 
##open script in R directly   > source("/Volumes/m-z/tda210/USFS/Nullpaper2.R") 
 
# Load and Filter FIA DATA 
############ RESURVEY GROWTH DATA PLOTS ### 
#State_TREE_GRM_ESTN.CSV files must be downloaded from the FIA website 
(http://apps.fs.fed.us/fiadb-downloads/datamart.html) to a local drive 
RMfiles<-list.files("/Users/robertbooth/Documents/TDA210/USFSFIA/GRM", 




S3RM<-data.table(NULL) #set up space for rbind of state data 
t<-length(RMfiles) 
print("script starting")  #for loop that opens state data, calculates 
variables, then adds it to data from previous states.  
for(i in 1:t) 
{ 
 
       RM <-subset(as.data.table(read.csv(RMfiles[i], header = TRUE, sep 
= ",", quote="\"", dec=".")), ESTN_TYPE=="AL"  
           & LAND_BASIS=="TIMBERLAND", select=c(PLT_CN, INVYR, 
REMPER,TPAGROW_UNADJ,TPAREMV_UNADJ,  
   TPAMORT_UNADJ, ANN_NET_GROWTH, REMOVALS, MORTALITY, 
DIA_BEGIN, DIA_END, COMPONENT, DIA_BEGIN_RECALC))  
   
   RM$SURVIVORTPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="SURVIVOR", 
RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  
   if(sum(RM$SURVIVORTPA)>1000) #states must have at least ~150 measured 
trees, else move to next state 
  {  
  RM$start<-RM$INVYR-RM$REMPER 
  RM$CUT1TPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="CUT1", RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  
  RM$CUT2TPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="CUT2", RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  
  RM$CUT<-RM$CUT2TPA+RM$CUT1TPA 
  RM$DIVERSION1TPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="DIVERSION1", 
RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  
  RM$DIVERSION2TPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="DIVERSION2", 
RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  
  RM$INGROWTHTPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="INGROWTH", 
RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  
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  RM$MORTALITY1TPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="MORTALITY1", 
RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  
  RM$MORTALITY2TPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="MORTALITY2", 
RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0) 
  RM$MORTALITYTPA<-RM$MORTALITY1TPA+RM$MORTALITY2TPA 
  RM$REVERSION1TPA<- ifelse(RM$COMPONENT=="REVERSION1", 
RM$TPAGROW_UNADJ,0)  




  RM$REDIV<-ave(RM$REDIV, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$cut<-ave(RM$CUT, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
 
  RM<-subset(RM, REDIV==0) #exclude plots with reversion or 
diversion 
  RM$VolCNG<-ave(RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) #ANN_NET_GROWTH negitive in mortality and partial damaged 
  RM$VolCNGmean<-ave(RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$VolCNGmax<-ave(RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
max(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$VolCNGmin<-ave(RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
min(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$VolCNGmid<-ave(RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
median(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$ANN_GROW<-ifelse(RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH>=0,RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH,NA) 
  RM$VolCNGgrow<-ave(RM$ANN_GROW, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
     RM$ANN_DIE<-ifelse(RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH<=0,RM$ANN_NET_GROWTH,NA) 
     RM$VolCNGdie<-ave(RM$ANN_DIE, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
      
     RM$start1tpa<-RM$SURVIVORTPA+RM$MORTALITYTPA #initial number of trees is 
current survivors plus those that died during the resurvey period. 
  RM$startsumTPA<-ave(RM$start1tpa, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
sum(x, na.rm=TRUE))  
  RM$end1tpa<-RM$SURVIVORTPA+RM$INGROWTHTPA #final number of trees 
is current survivors plus new trees that cross the 5 inch measurement threshold 
  RM$endsumTPA<-ave(RM$end1tpa, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
 
  ##Re-measure plot mean DBH begining and end calcs: NOTE 
ingrowth/reversion and mortality/diversion do not have DIA_BEGIN or DIA_END 
respectively  
  RM$DIAbeginmean<-ave(RM$DIA_BEGIN, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))  
  RM$DIAendmean<-ave(RM$DIA_END, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$RADbeginmean<-ave(RM$DIA_BEGIN/2, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))  
  RM$RADendmean<-ave(RM$DIA_END/2, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
 
  RM$DIAgrow<-RM$DIA_END-RM$DIA_BEGIN 
     RM$DIAgrowmean<-ave(RM$DIAgrow, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
        RM$DIAgrow10<-ifelse(RM$DIA_BEGIN>10, RM$DIAgrow, NA) 
     RM$DIAgrow10mean<-ave(RM$DIAgrow10, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
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        RM$DIAgrow15<-ifelse(RM$DIA_BEGIN>15, RM$DIAgrow, NA) 
     RM$DIAgrow15mean<-ave(RM$DIAgrow15, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$ingrowth2<-ave(RM$INGROWTHTPA, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$mortality2<-ave(RM$MORTALITYTPA, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$mortDIA<-ifelse(RM$MORTALITYTPA>0, RM$DIA_BEGIN, NA) 
  RM$mortDIAmean<-ave(RM$mortDIA, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$mortDIAmax<-ave(RM$mortDIA, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) max(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$cutDIA<-ifelse(RM$CUT>0, RM$DIA_BEGIN, NA) 
  RM$cutDIAmean<-ave(RM$cutDIA, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
  RM$cutDIAmax<-ave(RM$cutDIA, RM$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) max(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
 
 RM1<-subset(RM, !duplicated(PLT_CN))  #simplify datatable to averaged 
variables for each plot in one row        
   
RM2<-subset(RM1, start>0, select=c(PLT_CN, INVYR, REMPER ,startsumTPA, VolCNG, 
VolCNGmean, VolCNGmin, VolCNGmax, VolCNGmid, VolCNGgrow, VolCNGdie, endsumTPA,  
ingrowth2, mortality2, DIAbeginmean, DIAendmean, RADbeginmean, RADendmean, 
DIAgrowmean,DIAgrow10mean, DIAgrow15mean, cut, mortDIAmean, mortDIAmax, 





  } 
} 
RM5<-S3RM 

















#load remeasured tree data  
#RM5<-as.data.table(read.csv("/Volumes/m-z/tda210/USFS/RM.9.10.2014.csv", 
header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
 
for(i in 1:t) 
{ 
 print(c("Starting:", treefiles[i])) 
 PLOT <- subset(as.data.table(read.csv(plotfiles[i], 
                 header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")), LON>(-95), 
select=c(CN, LAT, LON, 
                 ELEV, ECOSUBCD, STATECD,PREV_PLT_CN, REMPER, DESIGNCD, KINDCD, 
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MICROPLOT_LOC)) 
            setnames(PLOT, "CN", "PLT_CN") 
 
 if(sum(PLOT$REMPER, na.rm=TRUE)>10) #proceed if state has been resurveyed 
 {  
 TREE <- subset(as.data.table(read.csv(treefiles[i], header = TRUE, sep = 
",", quote="\"", dec=".")), select=c(CN, PREV_TRE_CN, PLT_CN, INVYR,CONDID, 
DIA, TPA_UNADJ, HT, AGENTCD, DAMTYP1, DECAYCD, SPCD, STOCKING, STATUSCD, 
STANDING_DEAD_CD, SPGRPCD, CR, CCLCD, RECONCILECD, DIACHECK, DIAHTCD, PREVDIA, 
PREV_STATUS_CD, P2A_GRM_FLG, CARBON_AG, CARBON_BG, PLOT, TREE)) 
 
 COND <- subset(as.data.table(read.csv(condfiles[i], header = TRUE, sep = 
",", quote="\"", dec=".")), select=c(PLT_CN,CONDID, FORINDCD, STDAGE, STDSZCD, 
FLDSZCD, FLDTYPCD,SITECLCD, SLOPE, PHYSCLCD, GSSTKCD,ALSTK,ALSTKCD, GSSTK, 
DSTRBCD1,DSTRBYR1,DSTRBCD2,DSTRBYR2, TRTCD1, 
TRTYR1,TRTCD2,TRTYR2,TRTCD3,TRTYR3,PRESNFCD, DSTRBCD3, DSTRBYR3, BALIVE, 
CARBON_DOWN_DEAD,STDORGCD, SISP)) 
 
 COND$CONmax<-ave(COND$CONDID, COND$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) max(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))  
 COND<-subset(COND, CONmax<2)  ## remove all plots with more than 1 
condition  
 PC<-merge(COND,PLOT,all.x=TRUE, by=c("PLT_CN")) 







 TREE$PLTnb<-ifelse(TREE$STATUSCD==1, 1,0) 
 TREE$PLTn<-ave(TREE$PLTnb, TREE$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
 TREE$PrevPLTnb<-ifelse(TREE$PREV_STATUS_CD==1, 1,0) 
 TREE$PrevPLTn<-ave(TREE$PrevPLTnb, TREE$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
 TREE$STATUSCDmax<-ifelse(TREE$STATUSCD==3, 3,0) 
 TREE$STATUSCDmax<-ave(TREE$STATUSCDmax, TREE$PLT_CN, FUN=function(x) 
sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
  
 TREE1<-subset(TREE, CONmax<2 & INVYR<2014) #remove edge effects  
 TCPb<-merge(TREE1, PC, by=c("PLT_CN"))  
 TCPb<-subset(TCPb) #, DESIGNCD==1) 
  
 #connect PREV_CN for each tree prior to subset 
 TREE3<-subset(TCPb, select=c(CN, DIA, HT, STOCKING, SPCD, TPA_UNADJ, 
AGENTCD, DSTRBCD1, STDAGE, MICROPLOT_LOC, SISP, CARBON_AG, CARBON_BG)) 
 PREVnames<-names(TREE3) 
 PREVnamesnew<-paste("PREV_TRE_",PREVnames,sep="") 
 setnames(TREE3, PREVnames,PREVnamesnew)  
 TREE3$PREV_TRE_CN<-as.numeric((TREE3$PREV_TRE_CN)) 
 TCPb$PREV_TRE_CN<-as.numeric((TCPb$PREV_TRE_CN)) 
 TCP<-merge(TREE3,TCPb,  all.x=TRUE, all.y=TRUE, by="PREV_TRE_CN") 
#all.x=TRUE, all.y=TRUE 
 TCP<-subset(TCP, REMPER>3 & REMPER<9.5 & STATUSCDmax!=3 & STATUSCD!=0 & 
DESIGNCD==1) #remove plots that have not been resurveyed and those surveyed 
over unusually long or short periods or were harvested,  STATUSCD!=0:remove 
trees not resurveyed due to RECONCILECD = 5-9 
  
 TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE<-ifelse(is.na(TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE)==TRUE, TCP$STDAGE-
TCP$REMPER, TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE) #fill in missing with current age minus 
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remeasurement period 
  
 ##DIAmean of DIA>5 
 TCP$DIA5alive<-ifelse(TCP$DIA>=5 & TCP$STATUSCD==1 & 
TCP$P2A_GRM_FLG!="N", TCP$DIA, NA) 
 TCP$DIA5meanalive<-ave(TCP$DIA5alive,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
mean(x,na.rm=TRUE)) 
 TCP$PREVDIA5alive<-ifelse(TCP$PREVDIA>=5 & TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1 & 








 #Trees per acre (TPA) for DIA>5 
 TCP$TPA_UNADJ5<-ifelse(TCP$DIA5alive>=5, TCP$TPA_UNADJ, NA) 
 TCP$TPAsum5<-ave(TCP$TPA_UNADJ5,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  




#Trees per acre (TPA) for DIA>10 
 TCP$TPA_UNADJ10<-ifelse(TCP$DIA5alive>10, TCP$TPA_UNADJ, NA) 
 TCP$TPAsum10<-ave(TCP$TPA_UNADJ10,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  




#Trees per acre (TPA) for DIA>5 & DIA<10 




 TCP$PREVTPA_UNADJ510<-ifelse(TCP$PREVDIA5alive>=5 & 




#Trees per acre (TPA) for DIA>15 








#Trees per acre (TPA) for DIA<5  
 TCP$TPA_UNADJ05<-ifelse(TCP$PREVDIA<5 & TCP$STATUSCD==1 , TCP$TPA_UNADJ, 
NA) #use prev dia to account for saplings that cross 5inch threshold 
 TCP$TPA_UNADJ05<-ifelse(TCP$DIA<5 & TCP$STATUSCD==1 , TCP$TPA_UNADJ, 
TCP$TPA_UNADJ05) #account for new saplings ingrowth 
 TCP$TPAsum05<-ave(TCP$TPA_UNADJ05,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$PREVTPA_UNADJ05<-ifelse(TCP$PREVDIA<5 & TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1, 
TCP$PREV_TRE_TPA_UNADJ, NA) 
 TCP$PREVTPAsum05<-ave(TCP$PREVTPA_UNADJ05,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
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sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$sapMort<-ifelse(TCP$PREVDIA<5 & TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1 & 
TCP$STATUSCD==2 , 1, NA)  
 TCP$sapMortsum<-ave(TCP$sapMort,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$sapRecruit<-ifelse(TCP$DIA<5 & is.na(TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD)==T & 




 #Stocking of plots for trees with DIA>5 
 TCP$STOCKING5<-ifelse(TCP$DIA5alive>0, TCP$STOCKING, NA) 
 TCP$STOCKING5mid<-ave(TCP$STOCKING5,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))   




 #Aboveground and belowground Carbon (excluding foliage) for DIA>5 live 
trees  per acre then dead trees  




























 TCP$deadcarbon5CT<-ifelse(TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1 & TCP$STATUSCD==2 & 







 TCP$insect<-ifelse(TCP$AGENTCD==10 & TCP$PREVDIA>=5 & 
TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1,1,0) 
 TCP$insect<-ave(TCP$insect,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) sum(x,na.rm=TRUE)) 
 TCP$PREV_insect<-ifelse(TCP$PREV_TRE_AGENTCD==10,1,0) 
 TCP$PREV_insect<-ave(TCP$PREV_insect,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
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sum(x,na.rm=TRUE)) 







 TCP$fire<-ifelse(TCP$AGENTCD==30 & TCP$PREVDIA>=5 & 
TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1,1,0) 
 TCP$fire <-ave(TCP$fire,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$PREV_fire<-ifelse(TCP$PREV_TRE_AGENTCD==30,1,0) 
 TCP$PREV_fire <-ave(TCP$PREV_fire,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$animal<-ifelse(TCP$AGENTCD==40 & TCP$PREVDIA>=5 
&TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1,1,0) 
 TCP$animal <-ave(TCP$animal,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) sum(x,na.rm=TRUE)) 
 TCP$PREV_animal<-ifelse(TCP$PREV_TRE_AGENTCD==40,1,0) 
 TCP$PREV_animal <-ave(TCP$PREV_animal,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))   







 TCP$vegetation<-ifelse(TCP$AGENTCD==60 & TCP$PREVDIA>=5 
&TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1,1,0) #suppression, competition, vines 
 TCP$vegetation <-ave(TCP$vegetation,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$PREV_vegetation<-ifelse(TCP$PREV_TRE_AGENTCD==60,1,0) #suppression, 
competition, vines 
 TCP$PREV_vegetation <-ave(TCP$PREV_vegetation,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$unknowndamage<-ifelse(TCP$AGENTCD==70 & TCP$PREVDIA>=5 
&TCP$PREV_STATUS_CD==1,1,0) 




ave(TCP$PREV_unknowndamage,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) sum(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
 TCP$cutting<-ifelse(TCP$AGENTCD==80 & TCP$PREVDIA>=5, 1,0) 
 TCP$cutting <-ave(TCP$cutting,TCP$PLT_CN,FUN=function(x) 
sum(x,na.rm=TRUE)) #should be zero! 
 TCP$PREV_cutting<-ifelse(TCP$PREV_TRE_AGENTCD==80,1,0) 








 TCP$Undisturbed<-ifelse((TCP$cutting==0 & TCP$PREV_cutting==0 & 
TCP$PREV_TRE_DSTRBCD1<1 & TCP$DSTRBCD1<5  & TCP$PREV_insect==0 & 
TCP$PREV_fire==0 & TCP$PREV_disease==0 & TCP$PREV_weather==0 & 
TCP$PREV_vegetation==0 & TCP$PREV_unknowndamage==0  & TCP$insect==0 & 
TCP$fire==0  & TCP$weather==0 & TCP$vegetation==0 & TCP$unknowndamage==0 & 
TCP$disease==0 & TCP$STDAGE>TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE), 1, NA) 
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 TCP$UndisturbedNOVEG<-ifelse((TCP$cutting==0 & TCP$PREV_cutting==0 & 
TCP$PREV_TRE_DSTRBCD1<1 & TCP$DSTRBCD1<5 & TCP$PREV_insect==0 & 
TCP$PREV_fire==0 & TCP$PREV_disease==0 & TCP$PREV_weather==0  & 
TCP$PREV_unknowndamage==0  & TCP$insect==0 & TCP$fire==0  & TCP$weather==0 & 
TCP$unknowndamage==0 & TCP$disease==0 & TCP$STDAGE>TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE), 1, NA) 
 
 TCP$UndisturbedNOVEGnoPREV<-ifelse((TCP$cutting==0 &  TCP$DSTRBCD1<5 & 
TCP$insect==0 & TCP$fire==0  & TCP$weather==0 & TCP$unknowndamage==0 & 
TCP$disease==0 & TCP$animal==0), 1, NA) 
 
 TCP$UndisturbedNOVEGnoPREVnoUN<-ifelse((TCP$cutting==0 & TCP$animal==0 & 
TCP$insect==0 & TCP$fire==0  & TCP$weather==0 & TCP$disease==0), 1, NA) #& 
TCP$DSTRBCD1<5 & 
 
 TCP$minor.disturb<-ifelse((TCP$cutting==0 & TCP$PREV_cutting==0 & 
TCP$STDAGE>TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE & TCP$PREV_TRE_DSTRBCD1>1 | TCP$DSTRBCD1>1 | 
TCP$PREV_insect>0 & TCP$PREV_insect<5 | TCP$PREV_fire>0 & TCP$PREV_fire<5 | 
TCP$PREV_disease>0 & TCP$PREV_disease<5 | TCP$PREV_weather>0 & 
TCP$PREV_weather<5 | TCP$PREV_unknowndamage>0  & TCP$PREV_unknowndamage<5 | 
TCP$insect>0 & TCP$insect<5 | TCP$fire>0 & TCP$fire<5 | TCP$disease>0 & 
TCP$disease<5 | TCP$weather>0 & TCP$weather<5 | TCP$unknowndamage>0  & 
TCP$unknowndamage<5), 1, NA) 
 
 TCP$major.disturb<-ifelse((TCP$cutting>0 | TCP$PREV_cutting>0 | 
TCP$STDAGE<TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE | TCP$PREV_TRE_DSTRBCD1>1 | TCP$DSTRBCD1>1 | 
TCP$PREV_insect>=5 | TCP$PREV_fire>=5 | TCP$PREV_disease>=5 | 
TCP$PREV_weather>=5 | TCP$PREV_unknowndamage>=5 | TCP$insect>=5 | TCP$fire>=5 | 
TCP$disease>=5 | TCP$weather>=5 | TCP$unknowndamage>=5), 1, NA) 
 
 TCP$major.prev.disturb<-ifelse((TCP$cutting==0  & TCP$fire==0 & 
TCP$disease==0 & TCP$weather==0 & TCP$unknowndamage==0 & TCP$insect==0 & 
TCP$DSTRBCD1<1 & TCP$PREV_cutting>5 | TCP$PREV_TRE_DSTRBCD1>1 | 
TCP$PREV_insect>=5 | TCP$PREV_fire>=5 | TCP$PREV_disease>=5 | 
TCP$PREV_weather>=5 |  TCP$PREV_unknowndamage>=5 ), 1, NA) 
 
 TCP$minor.prev.disturb<-ifelse((TCP$cutting==0 & TCP$PREV_cutting==0 & 
TCP$STDAGE>TCP$PREV_TRE_STDAGE & TCP$PREV_TRE_DSTRBCD1>1 |    TCP$PREV_insect>0 
& TCP$PREV_insect<5 | TCP$PREV_fire>0 & TCP$PREV_fire<5 | TCP$PREV_disease>0 & 
TCP$PREV_disease<5 | TCP$PREV_weather>0 & TCP$PREV_weather<5 | 
TCP$PREV_unknowndamage>0  & TCP$PREV_unknowndamage<5 & TCP$insect==0 & 
TCP$fire==0 & TCP$disease==0 & TCP$weather==0 & TCP$unknowndamage==0 
&TCP$DSTRBCD1==0 ), 1, NA) 
  
 S1<-NULL 
S1<-subset(TCP, !duplicated(PLT_CN) & PREV_PLT_CN>0, select=c(INVYR, PLT_CN, 
STOCKING5mid, PREVSTOCKING5mid, DIA5meanalive, PREVDIA5meanalive, BA5meanalive, 
PREVBA5meanalive, TPAsum5, PREVTPAsum5, TPAsum10, PREVTPAsum10, TPAsum510, 
PREVTPAsum510, TPAsum05, PREVTPAsum05, sapMortsum, sapRecruitsum, TPAsum15, 
PREVTPAsum15, LAT, LON, ELEV, ECOSUBCD, STATECD, PREV_PLT_CN, REMPER, STDAGE, 
PREV_TRE_STDAGE, SLOPE, PHYSCLCD, BALIVE, CARBON_DOWN_DEAD, STDORGCD, SISP, 
PREV_TRE_SISP, carbon5sum, PREVcarbon5sum, carbon1sum, PREVcarbon1sum, 
deadcarbon5sumYR, deadcarbon5TREE, deadcarbon5CUTTREE, UndisturbedNOVEG, 
minor.disturb, major.disturb, major.prev.disturb, minor.prev.disturb, DEADsum, 
SPCDdiversity, PREV_SPCDdiversity, UndisturbedNOVEGnoPREVnoUN, 
UndisturbedNOVEGnoPREV, animal, insect, fire, weather, disease, cutting, 
PREV_cutting, unknowndamage, vegetation, DSTRBCD1, PREV_TRE_DSTRBCD1)) 
 
print("S1 done")   
S3<-rbind(S3, S1) 
 }   
print(treefiles[i]) 










a<-b<-2 #0.5 degree grid 
print("starting environmental data") 
 
# A note from the data providers: GHCN Gridded V2 data provided by the 
NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their Web site at 
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ in any documents or publications using these 
data. We would also appreciate receiving a copy of the relevant publications. 
This will help PSD to justify keeping the GHCN Gridded V2 data set freely 





####### SOIL MOISTURE 
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.cpcsoil.html 




 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-lat[70:129] 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[360:719] 
 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 soilw.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"soilw",start= c(360,70,1), count= 
c(360,60,780))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 soilw.vec.long <- as.vector(soilw.array) 
 soilw.mat <- matrix(soilw.vec.long, nrow=nlon*nlat*12, ncol=65, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 lonlatyr <- expand.grid(lon,lat,1:12) #1948:2013), 
 soilw.df02 <- data.table(cbind(lonlatyr,soilw.mat)) 
 setnames(soilw.df02,c("lon","lat","Month", 1948:2012))  
 
SWsub1<-subset(soilw.df02, lon>230 & lon<294 & Month>5 & Month<9) 
SWsub.ml1<-reshape(SWsub1, direction="long", varying=list(names(SWsub1)[4:68]), 
v.names="soilw",idvar=c("lon","lat","Month"), timevar="Year",times=1948:2012)  
SWsub.ml<-subset(SWsub.ml1, Year>=1985) 
 
#SWsub.ml$lat<-(SWsub.ml$lat-0.25) #; ADDed a for Lat adjustment 





100000000)) + (SWsub.ml$Year) + (SWsub.ml$Month/10)) #water year 
SWsub.ml$LATLON<-as.numeric((SWsub.ml$iLAT*100000000)+(SWsub.ml$iLON*-1000))  
SWsub.ml$soilw<-ave(SWsub.ml$soilw, SWsub.ml$LATLONYR, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))   
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SWsub.final<-subset(SWsub.ml, !duplicated(LATLONYR), select=c("soilw", 
"LATLONYR", "Year", "iLAT", "iLON", "LATLON")) 






###new stufff  
 
SWsub.final$SWdrought1<-ifelse(SWsub.final$soilwZ<0, SWsub.final$soilwZ, 0)   #  
ave(SWsub.final$soilwZ, SWsub.final$LATLONYR, FUN=function(x) min(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))   
SWsub.final$SWpluvial1<-ifelse(SWsub.final$soilwZ>0, SWsub.final$soilwZ, 0)   # 
ave(SWsub.final$soilwZ, SWsub.final$LATLONYR, FUN=function(x) max(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))   
 
SWsub<-subset(SWsub.final, !duplicated(LATLONYR), Year>=1985, 
select=c("SWdrought1", "SWpluvial1", "LATLONYR", "Year", "iLAT", "iLON")) 
SWfinal<-SWsub 
SWfinal$SWdrought5<-0 #SWfinal$SWdrought1 #set resurvey year = no effect  
SWfinal$SWpluvial5<-0 #SWfinal$SWpluvial1 
 
for(i in 1:4) 
 { 
 SWsub2<-subset(SWsub, !duplicated(LATLONYR), select=c("SWdrought1", 
"SWpluvial1", "LATLONYR")) 
 SWsub2$LATLONYR<-SWsub2$LATLONYR+i 
 setnames(SWsub2, c("SWdrought1","SWpluvial1"), 
c("SWdrought2","SWpluvial2")) 






 SWfinal<-subset(SWfinal, select=-c(SWdrought2, SWpluvial2)) 
 } 
 
SWfinal<-subset(SWfinal, !duplicated(LATLONYR) & Year>=1991, 
select=c("SWdrought5", "SWpluvial5", "LATLONYR")) 








#SW2$SWdroughtminLL<-ave(SW2$soilwZ, SW2$LATLON, FUN=min) 
 
SW2$SWdrought<-ifelse(SW2$soilwZ<(-1.5), SW2$soilwZ, NA) 
SW2$droughtYRLL<-ave(SW2$SWdrought, SW2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) 
min(x,na.rm=TRUE)) #finding worst drought in latlon 
SW2$droughtYR<-ifelse(SW2$soilwZ==SW2$droughtYRLL, SW2$Year, NA) 




SW2$SWpluvial<-ifelse(SW2$soilwZ>1, SW2$soilwZ, NA) #0.8 
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SW2$pluvialYRLL<-ave(SW2$SWpluvial, SW2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) 
max(x,na.rm=TRUE))  
SW2$pluvialYR<-ifelse(SW2$soilwZ==SW2$pluvialYRLL, SW2$Year, NA) 




SW3<-subset(SW2, select=c(soilw, soilwZ, droughtYRLL2, pluvialYRLL2, 
droughtYRLL, pluvialYRLL,LATLONYR, LATLON, Year, SWdrought5, SWpluvial5)) # 
SW3$LLn<-ave(SW3$soilwZ, SW3$LATLON,FUN=function(x) length(x))  
 
#################### Soil Water TRENDS 
T8b<-data.table(NULL) 
T8b<-subset(SW3, soilw>0 , select=c(Year, soilw, LATLON)) #TPAsumSapTree 
 T8b$LLn<-ave(T8b$Year, T8b$LATLON,FUN=function(x) length(x))  
T8b<-subset(T8b, LLn>7) 
myLMall<- function(T8b)  
 { 
 lm<-lm(soilw~Year, data=T8b) #, na.exclude)    
  out<-c(lm$coefficients[1], 
  lm$coefficients[2],  
  length(lm$model$INVYR),  
  summary(lm)$coefficients[2,2],  
  summary(lm)$fstatistic[1],  
  summary(lm)$r.squared, 
  pf(summary(lm)$fstatistic[1], summary(lm)$fstatistic[2], 
  summary(lm)$fstatistic[3], lower.tail = FALSE))  





TPAfunSW<-ddply(T8b, "LATLON", myLMall)   
S4sw1<-merge(SW3, TPAfunSW, all.x=TRUE, by="LATLON") 
 
#open file if not run above 
#S3<-read.csv("/Volumes/m-z/tda210/USFS/FullSAPtrees.2.28.2014.csv") 
TCP1<-S3 
TCP1$iLAT<-((ceiling(TCP1$LAT*a))/a)-0.5 #+0.25  #round down to integer then 
add .25 ; switched /* removed ).25 addition 
 TCP1$iLON<-((floor(TCP1$LON*b))/b)+0.5 #-0.25  #round down to integer 
then subtract .25; switched /*  ).25 addition 
 TCP1$LATLONYR<-(TCP1$iLAT*10000000000000) +(TCP1$iLON*(-100000000)) 
+TCP1$INVYR 
 TCP1$LATLON<-as.factor(TCP1$iLAT*100000000+ TCP1$iLON*-1000) #LATLON 
identifyier 
 
###merge Soil water data with TREE groups 
S4sw<-merge(TCP1, S4sw1,all.x=TRUE, by="LATLONYR")  
#S4sw<-merge(S4RM, S4sw1,all.x=TRUE, by="LATLONYR")  
 
S4sw$SWdrought<-ifelse(S4sw$INVYR>S4sw$droughtYRLL2 & (S4sw$INVYR-
(S4sw$REMPER))<= S4sw$droughtYRLL2, "YES.drought", "NO.drought") 
S4sw$SWpluvial<-ifelse(S4sw$INVYR>S4sw$pluvialYRLL2 & (S4sw$INVYR-





#####PRECIP DATA from 
Prec0.5####################################################### 
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 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-lat[70:129] 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[360:719] 
 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 precip.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"precip",start= c(360,70,1), count= 
c(360,60,768))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 precip.vec.long <- as.vector(precip.array) 
 precip.mat <- matrix(precip.vec.long, nrow=nlon*nlat*12, ncol=64, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 lonlatyr <- expand.grid(lon,lat,1:12) #1948:2013), 
 precip.df02 <- data.table(cbind(lonlatyr,precip.mat)) 
 setnames(precip.df02,c("lon","lat","Month", 1948:2011))  
 
Psub<-subset(precip.df02, lon>230 & lon<294) # Month>4 & Month<10 #lat>10 & 
lat<65 & lon>230 & lon<294 
Psub$twelve<-Psub[[67]] 
setnames(Psub, "twelve", "2012") 
Psub.ml1<-reshape(Psub, direction="long", varying=list(names(Psub)[4:68]), 







100000000))+(Psub.ml$Year) + (Psub.ml$Month/10)) #water year 
 
Psub.ml$Prec4<-ave(Psub.ml$Precip, Psub.ml$LATLONYR, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x,na.rm=TRUE))   #changed sum to mean to account for more grids in 2x2 
setup 
Psub.ml$Prec<-(Psub.ml$Prec4) # 12 months in year when using mean -> not 
neccesary when using mean stream discharge 
 




Psub.ml$PRECwgrow<-ifelse(Psub.ml$Month>5 & Psub.ml$Month<9, Psub.ml$Precip, 
NA) 
 
Psub.ml$PREC1<-ave(Psub.ml$Precip, Psub.ml$LATLONYR, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))   
Psub.ml$PREC1grow<-ave(Psub.ml$PRECwgrow, Psub.ml$LATLONYR, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))   
 
PRECsub<-subset(Psub.ml, !duplicated(LATLONYR), Year>=1991, select=c("PREC1", 
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for(i in 1:4) 
 { 
 PRECsub2<-subset(Psub.ml, !duplicated(LATLONYR), select=c("PREC1", 
"PREC1grow", "LATLONYR")) 
 PRECsub2$LATLONYR<-PRECsub2$LATLONYR+i 
 setnames(PRECsub2, c("PREC1","PREC1grow"), c("PREC2","PREC2grow")) 
 PRECfinal<-merge(PRECfinal, PRECsub2, by="LATLONYR") 
 PRECfinal$PREC5sum<-PRECfinal$PREC5sum+PRECfinal$PREC2 
 PRECfinal$PREC5growsum<-PRECfinal$PREC5growsum+PRECfinal$PREC2grow 






Psub.final<-subset(Psub.ml, !duplicated(LATLONYR) & Year>=1991, 
select=c("Prec", "Zprec", "LATLONYR", "LATLON")) 
Psub.final<-merge(Psub.final, PRECfinal, by="LATLONYR") 
 
 
#################### PRECIP TRENDS and extremes 
T8b<-data.table(NULL) 
T8b<-subset(Psub.final, Prec>0 , select=c( "Year", "Zprec", "LATLON")) 
#TPAsumSapTree 
 T8b$LLn<-ave(T8b$Year, T8b$LATLON,FUN=function(x) length(x))  
T8b<-subset(T8b, LLn>7) 
myLMall<- function(T8b)  
 { 
 lm<-lm(Zprec~Year, data=T8b) #, na.exclude)    
  out<-c(lm$coefficients[1], 
  lm$coefficients[2],  
  length(lm$model$Year),  
  summary(lm)$coefficients[2,2],  
  summary(lm)$fstatistic[1],  
  summary(lm)$r.squared, 
  pf(summary(lm)$fstatistic[1], summary(lm)$fstatistic[2], 
  summary(lm)$fstatistic[3], lower.tail = FALSE))  
 names(out)<-c("PRECintercept", "PRECslope","PRECn", "PRECse", 




TPAfunPREC<-ddply(T8b, "LATLON", myLMall)   
PREC<-merge(Psub.final, TPAfunPREC, by="LATLON") 
S4swPREC<-merge(S4sw, PREC, all.x=TRUE, by="LATLONYR") 
 
S4swPREC$PRECdrought<-ifelse(S4swPREC$INVYR>S4swPREC$droughtYRLL2 & 
(S4swPREC$INVYR-(S4swPREC$REMPER))<= S4swPREC$droughtYRLL2, "YES.PRECdrought", 
"NO.PRECdrought") 
S4swPREC$PRECpluvial<-ifelse(S4swPREC$INVYR>S4swPREC$pluvialYRLL2 & 





#redo so no overlap 
S4swPREC$pluvial.trend<-ifelse(S4swPREC$PRECslope>0 & 
S4swPREC$PREC.p.value<0.5,  "pluvial.trend", NA) #& S4swPREC$PREC.p.value<0.2, 
S4swPREC$PRECslope>0.005 
S4swPREC$drought.trend<-ifelse(S4swPREC$PRECslope<(0) & 
S4swPREC$PREC.p.value<0.5 ,  "drought.trend", NA) #(S4swPREC$PRECslope<(-0.02)  















##  - lat lon centered 0.5 grid. (i.e. bottom right grid corner -.25N and 
+.25E) 
nc<-open.ncdf("/Users/robertbooth/Documents/TDA210/USFSFIA/air.mon.mean.nc") 
 # get latitudes and longitudes for NORTH AMERICA 
 lat <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lat",verbose=F) 
 lat<-lat[70:129] 
 nlat <- dim(lat) 
 lon <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"lon") 
 lon<-lon[360:719] 
 nlon <- dim(lon) 
 # get the data and attributes North AMERICA 
 temp.array <- get.var.ncdf(nc,"air",start= c(360,70,1), count= 
c(360,60,780))  
 close.ncdf(nc) 
 tempw.vec.long <- as.vector(temp.array) 
 tempw.mat <- matrix(tempw.vec.long, nrow=nlon*nlat*12, ncol=65, 
byrow=FALSE) #nrow=nlon*nlat*65.25 
 lonlatyr <- expand.grid(lon,lat,1:12) 
 tempw.df02 <- data.table(cbind(lonlatyr,tempw.mat)) 
 setnames(tempw.df02,c("lon","lat","Month", 1948:2012))  
 
TEMPsub1<-subset(tempw.df02, lon>230 & lon<294) 
TEMPsub.ml1<-reshape(TEMPsub1, direction="long", 
varying=list(names(TEMPsub1)[4:68]), 






10000000000000)+(TEMPsub.ml$iLON*(-100000000)) + (TEMPsub.ml$Year))  
#TEMPsub.ml$LATLONYRgrow<-ifelse(TEMPsub.ml$Month>4 & TEMPsub.ml$Month<10, 
TEMPsub.ml$LATLONYR, NA) 
 
TEMPsub.ml$tempwgrow<-ifelse(TEMPsub.ml$Month>5 & TEMPsub.ml$Month<9, 
TEMPsub.ml$tempw, NA) 
 
TEMPsub.ml$temp1<-ave(TEMPsub.ml$tempw, TEMPsub.ml$LATLONYR, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))   
TEMPsub.ml$temp1grow<-ave(TEMPsub.ml$tempwgrow, TEMPsub.ml$LATLONYR, 
FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))   
 
TEMPsub<-subset(TEMPsub.ml, !duplicated(LATLONYR), select=c("temp1", 
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for(i in 1:4) 
 { 
 TEMPsub2<-subset(TEMPsub.ml, !duplicated(LATLONYR), select=c("temp1", 
"temp1grow", "LATLONYR")) 
 TEMPsub2$LATLONYR<-TEMPsub2$LATLONYR+i 
 setnames(TEMPsub2, c("temp1","temp1grow"), c("temp2","temp2grow")) 
 TEMPfinal<-merge(TEMPfinal, TEMPsub2, by="LATLONYR") 
 TEMPfinal$temp5sum<-TEMPfinal$temp5sum+TEMPfinal$temp2 
 TEMPfinal$temp5growsum<-TEMPfinal$temp5growsum+TEMPfinal$temp2grow 






TEMP3<-subset(TEMPfinal, select=c(LATLONYR, temp5grow, temp5)) 
 





RM5merged<-merge(RM5, S4swPRECtemp, all.x=TRUE, by=c("PLT_CN", "INVYR", 
"REMPER")) 
RM5merged<-subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, PREVSTOCKING5mid>0 & 
DIAbeginmean>0  &  PLT_CN!= 134680578010854, select=-c(VolCNG, VolCNGmean, 
VolCNGmin, VolCNGmax, VolCNGmid, VolCNGgrow, VolCNGdie, RADendmean, 
RADbeginmean, DIAgrow10mean, DIAgrow15mean, mortDIAmax, cutDIAmax, TPAsum10, 
TPAsum510, PREVTPAsum510, ELEV, ECOSUBCD, SLOPE, PHYSCLCD, BALIVE, 
CARBON_DOWN_DEAD, deadcarbon5TREE, deadcarbon5CUTTREE, UndisturbedNOVEG, 
minor.disturb, major.disturb, major.prev.disturb, minor.prev.disturb, DEADsum, 
UndisturbedNOVEGnoPREVnoUN, UndisturbedNOVEGnoPREV, PREV_cutting, animalC, 
insectC, fireC, weatherC, diseaseC, unknowndamageC, vegetationC, iLAT.x, 
iLON.x, LATLON.x, LATLON.y, soilw, soilwZ, droughtYRLL2, pluvialYRLL2, 
droughtYRLL, pluvialYRLL, Year.x, LLn, SWintercept, SWslope, SWn,  SWse, 
SW.F.stat, SW.r.squared, SW.p.value, SWdrought, SWpluvial, LATLON, Prec, Zprec, 
PREC1, PREC1grow, Year.y, iLAT.y, iLON.y, PREC5sum, PREC5growsum, 
PRECintercept, PRECslope, PRECn, PRECse, PREC.F.stat, PREC.r.squared, 
PREC.p.value, PRECdrought, PRECpluvial, pluvial.trend, drought.trend, 
SW.pluvial, No.trend, No.extreme, Stable.climate))  ## exclude: plots with 0 




#write.csv(RM5merged, file = "/Volumes/m-
z/tda210/USFS/RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014.csv") 
write.csv(RM5merged, file = "/Volumes/m-z/tda210/USFS/Null2015.csv") 
 
print("Done and Done") 
 













































options(scipen=999) #remove sci notation 
meanFunc <- function(x,i){mean(x[i], na.rm=TRUE)} 
 
 
##Load data from GITHUB 
 data.url <- "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/wanderswest/ESM-
FIA/master/STEMs.data.csv" 
    ESM.data <- getURL(data.url)                 
    ESM.data <- read.csv(textConnection(ESM.data), header = TRUE, sep = ",", 
quote="\"", dec=".") 
RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014  <- as.data.table(ESM.data) 
 
#or load filtered data from local drive 
#RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014  <- 
as.data.table(read.csv("/Users/travis/GitHub/ESM-FIA/ESM.data.csv", header = 
TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
 
RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014 <-  subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, 
STDORGCD==0 ) # remove planted forests 
S4swPREC <-  subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, STDORGCD==0 & cut==0 ) 
#exclude planted and harvested forests 
F2 <- subset(S4swPREC) 
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#Intro staatistics 
print(c(sum(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014$startsumTPA)/(1/0.166166884), 
"Trees initially surveyed")) 
print(c(sum(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014$endsumTPA)/(1/0.166166884), "Trees 
resurveyed")) 
print(c(sum(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014$PLT_CN>0), "Plots resurveyed")) 
print(c(mean(F2$REMPER), "mean resurvey period")) #most appropriate dataset for 
analyses  
print(c(std.error(F2$REMPER), "SE resurvey period")) 
print(c(sum(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014$cut>0), "Plots with harvesting")) 
print(c(sum(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014$STDORGCD>0, na.rm=T), "Planted 
plots")) 
 
print(c(mean(F2$carbon1sum, na.rm=T)*0.00112085116, "mean forest carbon 
Mg/ha")) #0.00112085116 = convert ABG carbon to Mg/ha 
print(c(sd(F2$carbon1sum, na.rm=T)*0.00112085116, "Standard devation forest 
carbon Mg/ha")) 
LegacyCarbon <- ((F2$carbon1sum-F2$PREVcarbon1sum)/F2$REMPER)*0.00112085116
 #0.00112085116 = convert ABG carbon to Mg/ha 
print(c(mean(LegacyCarbon), "Legacy carbon accumulation Mg/ha/year"))   
print(c(std.error(LegacyCarbon), "SE Legacy carbon accumulation Mg/ha/year"))  
NPPchg <- ((F2$NPP-F2$PREVNPP)/F2$REMPER)*0.00112085116 #0.00112085116 = 
convert ABG carbon to Mg/ha 
print(c(mean(NPPchg), "NPP Mg/ha/year"))   
print(c(std.error(NPPchg), "SE NPP Mg/ha/year"))  
 
###SUCCESSION STATS 
#carbon and density variable name and unit conversions 
F2$DIAmean <- (F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)   #mean tree diameter by 
plot at resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean <- (F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$Csum <- F2$carbon1sum* 0.00112085116  # #convert living carbon to Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_Csum <- F2$PREVcarbon1sum* 0.00112085116 ##convert living carbon to 
Mg/ha 
F2$TPAsum <- (F2$endsumTPA /0.404686)   #number of trees per 
hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum <- (F2$startsumTPA /0.404686) #number of trees per hectare by 
plot at initial survey  
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid <- F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
#calculate change in Stem density and mean tree diameter for each plot 
F2$TPAchg <- (F2$TPAsum-F2$PREV_TPAsum)/F2$REMPER 
print(c(mean(F2$TPAchg, na.rm=T), " Overall TPAchg stems/ha/year"))   
print(c(std.error(F2$TPAchg, na.rm=T), "SE TPA"))  
 
#maximum early successional ingrowth and carbon mean change vectors (FIG. 1) 
STOCKval <- c(1, 9, 16, 25, 33, 42, 50, 59, 69, 79, 89,  101)  
QMDvalues <- c(12.7, 14.1, seq(15.5, 32, 1.5)) #,23.4, 24.5 ,26.8, 29, 32, 
34.5, 36.5, 41 ) #10 
s=4 
h=1 
S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+1])   
S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+1])) 
print(c(mean(S11q$TPAchg, na.rm=T), "early succession TPAchg stems/ha/year"))   
print(c(std.error(S11q$TPAchg, na.rm=T), "SE early succession"))  
 
#calculate NPP for each plot 
F2$NPPchg <- ((F2$NPP-F2$PREVNPP)/F2$REMPER)*0.00112085116 #0.00112085116 = 
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convert ABG carbon to Mg/ha 
STOCKval <- c(0, 5, 15, seq(30, 121, 91/6)) #6 
QMDvalues <- c(12.7, 14.5)  
s=4 
h=1 
S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+1])   
S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+1])) 
print(c(round(mean(S11q$NPPchg, na.rm=T),1), "early succession NPP 
Mg/ha/year"))   




F2e <- subset(F2, PREV_DIAmean>18.5 & PREV_STOCKINGmid< 20)  
print(c(mean(F2e$NPP, na.rm=T), "early succession NPP Mg/ha/year"))   
print(c(std.error(F2e$NPP, na.rm=T), "SE early succession NPP"))  
print(c(mean(F2e$TPAchg, na.rm=T), "early succession TPAchg stems/ha/year"))   
print(c(std.error(F2e$TPAchg, na.rm=T), "SE early succession NPP"))  
 
print(c(sum(F2e$ingrowth2>0)/sum(F2e$PLT_CN>0)*100, "percent ingrowth in low 
density plots")) 
#print(c(sum(F2e$mortality2>0 & F2e$mortDIAmean>F2e$DIAendmean, 
na.rm=T)/sum(F2e$PLT_CN>0)*100, "percent mortality large trees in low density 
plots")) 
 
#### Largest mean diameter forest stats 
F2e <- subset(F2,PREV_DIAmean>35 ) #& PREV_STOCKINGmid>60) 
print(c(sum(F2e$PLT_CN>0)/sum(F2$PLT_CN>0)*100, "largest mean diameter plots 




F2$allmortalitynoAD <- (F2$unknowndamage+F2$vegetation)  





print(c(sum(F2$DSTRBCD1>0)/sum(F2$PLT_CN>0)*100, "Percent dataset large 
disturbance in 5 years" ) ) 
print(c((1-(sum(F2$allmortality>0)/sum(F2$PLT_CN>0)))*100, "Percent dataset 
without mortality in 5 years" ) ) 
 
print(c(sum(F2$alldisturb>0)/sum(F2$PLT_CN>0)*100, "Percent dataset disturbed 
in 5 years" ) ) 
print(c(sum(F2$unknowndamage>0 & F2$alldisturb==0 & 
F2$vegetation==0)/sum(F2$PLT_CN>0)*100, "Percent dataset only unknown 
disturbance in 5 years" ) ) 
print(c(sum(F2$unknowndamage)/(sum(F2$alldisturb)+ 
sum(F2$allmortalitynoAD))*100, "Percent mortality attributed to unknown 
disturbance in 5 years" ) ) 
print(c((sum(F2$alldisturb)/sum(F2$allmortality))*100, "Percent mortality 
attributed to unknown disturbance in 5 years" ))  
 
F2D <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>60) #Disturbed forests 
print(c(sum(F2D$alldisturb>0)/sum(F2D$PLT_CN>0)*100, "Percent self thinning 
forests disturbed in 5 years" ) ) 
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############################################################################### 
#################   FIGURE 1 - EMPIRICAL FOREST DENSITY MODEL  ############## 
#### 
 
dev.new(width=8, height=6) #set up plot 
S4swPREC <-  subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, STDORGCD==0 & cut==0 ) 
#exclude planted and logged forests 
F2 <- subset(S4swPREC)  
 
#Convert variables to standard names and metric units 
F2$DIAmean <- (F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)   #mean tree diameter by 
plot at resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean <- (F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum <- (F2$endsumTPA /0.404686)   #number of trees per 
hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum <- (F2$startsumTPA /0.404686) #number of trees per hectare by 
plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid <- F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
 
#calculate change in Stem density and mean tree diameter for each plot 
F2$TPAchg <- F2$TPAsum-F2$PREV_TPAsum 
F2$DIAchg <- F2$DIAmean-F2$PREV_DIAmean 
 
#setup color ramp 
 palette(adjustcolor(((rich.colors(60))), transform=diag(c(0.95,1,0.85,1))))  
stockcols <- rev(palette()) 
#Climate Colors: 
pt <- "steelblue1" #pluvial trend 
pe <- "royalblue" #pluvial event 
dt <- "goldenrod1" #drought trend 
de <- "orange2"   #drought event 
nt <- "grey55" 
ne <- "grey35" 
ag1 <- 25 
 
 
#select model type and bootstraped error on/off 
ModelType <- 3 #1=Even increment w/ moving average, 2=Even increment only, 
3=Textbook  




="n", col="grey94",  
 main=c("Empirical Model of 5-year forest density change, DBH>=12.7 cm", 
"FIA survey 1998-2012, Eastern USA")  
 ,ylim=c(50,950), xlim=c(14, 43), mgp=c(2,1,0) 
 ,xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE) #1250 
 
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
mtext(side=1, "Mean tree diameter (cm)", line=1.2) 
mtext(side=2, expression(paste("Stem density (trees ha"^"-1",")")), line=1.2) 
box() 
 
#plot all plots as individual background vectors colored by inital stocking  
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arrows((F2$PREV_DIAmean),(F2$PREV_TPAsum),(F2$DIAmean),(F2$TPAsum), col= 
(F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid/4)+18, length=0.065, angle=22,lwd=0.9)   
 
#Set up plot with relative plot locations and legend - for dev.new(width=8, 
height=6)  
x1 <- 39*1.05 
x2 <- 39.8*1.05 
y1 <- (c(seq(1200,820,-38))-50)*0.73#-22 
y2 <- (c(seq(1220,800,-5))-75)*.75 #-22 
x1b <- (x1-5.5)*0.965 #x1b <- x1-7.5 
y1b <- (y1[1]+110)*.69 #-264 #y1b <- y1[1]-215 
cex1 <- 0.8 
cexA <- 3 #succession large labels 
t3 <- 32 #33.5  #transition mean diameter between independent vectors and 
moving average 
lw2 <- 2 #arrow width 
slopetable <- NULL 
colS <- "#00000090" 
 
#legend 
segments(x1-0.2,y2,x2+0.2, y2, col=c(stockcols[seq(16,46,0.35)]),lwd=2, lend=2) 
points(30,750, pch=16, cex=200, col="#FFFFFF75" ) #FFFFFF50 
points(x1b-0.5,y1b+165, pch=15, cex=25, col="#FFFFFF90" ) #FFFFFF75 
#segments(t3,0,t3,600, col="white", lwd=0.75) 
segments(c(x1-1.5,x1-1.5,x1-1.5),c( y2[1]+5, y2[39], y2[85]),x2+0.3,c(y2[1]+5, 
y2[39], y2[85]), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2) 
segments((x1-1.5),( y2[10]),x2+0.3,(y2[10]), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2, 
lty="dashed") 
arrows(x1b-2.5, y1b, x1b+1.5, y1b, code=3, length=0.08) 
arrows(x1b, y1b+200,x1b, y1b-75, code=3, length=0.08) 
arrows(x1,y1,x2,y1, col="black", length=0.085, angle=25,lwd=lw2+0.75)   
arrows(x1,y1,x2,y1, col=c(stockcols[seq(17,44,2.4)]), length=0.08, 
angle=28,lwd=lw2)   
#text(x1+2.25, y1[1]+55,"Initial relative density", cex=0.9, pos=2) #initial 
plot stocking and mean change vector increments 
text(x1, y1[1]-5,"Over", cex=cex1, pos=2) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
text(x1, y1[4]+10,"Full", cex=cex1, pos=2) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
text(x1, y1[9]+10,"Under", cex=cex1, pos=2) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
 
F2l <- subset(F2, PREVSTOCKING5mid>60  ) # 
fit4<-rq(log10(TPAsum) ~ log10(DIAmean), tau=0.90, data=F2l) 
lml<-summary(fit4) 
x<-seq(0,50, 0.5) 
y=((x^ lml$coefficients[2])* 10^lml$coefficients[1]) # #325000  #Best fit for 
early succession without saplings 
lines((y)~(x), col="#00000090", lty="dotted", lwd=6.5) # "#00000090" 
 
#Future average:  BASED ON results from future equilibrium model below 
cond <- "3" 
x <- 34.27 
y <- 280.8 
xer <- 0.372*2 
yer <- 5.096*2 
points(x,y, pch=21, col=NA, bg="grey35", cex=0.75) 
segments(x-xer,y, x+xer, y, col="#00000075", lwd=1.5) 
segments(x,y-yer, x, y+yer, col="#00000075", lwd=1.5) 
 
#manually remove overlapping vectors 
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DuplicatedVectors <- c(31, 31.5,33.5, 36, 38, 8026.2, 25012.7, 50014, 9027.5, 
1024.5, 1026, 1027.5, 16032, 16012.7, 1029, 1032, 1030.5, 1612.7, 9030.5, 9032, 
15032, 9029, 50014.1, 10031.5, 10036, 9024.5, 42030.5, 16030.5, 9531.5, 9534.5, 
9536, 12033.5, 12036, 33029, 40, 9540, 12040, 80040, 80036, 80038) #16029  
9633.5, 9636, 9532 
 
##ESM mean vector calculation and plotting with for loops 
L <- ifelse(ModelType==3, 4,1) 
for(o in ErrorOn:2){ 
for(l in 1:L){ 
 
####Organize and subset data to plot with FOR loops  
if(ModelType==1){ 
###Null model even increments, moving average vectors 
STOCKval <- c(0,0,seq(0, 141, 8)) 
QMDvalues <- seq(0,50, 0.5) 
s1 <- s2 <- s3 <- s4 <- 20 




###Null model even increment vectors 
STOCKval <- seq(0, 121, 10) 
QMDvalues <- seq(0,50, 2) 
s1 <- s2 <- s3 <- s4 <- 20 




#ESM Density with non-overlapping vectors 
#looped by phase space location to have sufficient underlying data and to 
exclude excessive vectors 
 
if(l==1){ #independent dense 
STOCKval <- c(1, 9, 16, 25, 33, 42, 50, 59, 69, 79, 89,  101)  
QMDvalues <- c(12.7, 14.1, seq(15.5, t3, 1.5))  
s1 <- s2 <- s3 <- s4 <- 3 
increment <- 1} 
 
if(l==4){   ##moving average end 
STOCKval <- c(0, 9.5, 12, 25, NA, NA, 12, 20, 35, 50, 65, 80, 100, 120, 140 )  
#QMDvalues <- c(seq(t3, 42, 1.8), 42) 
QMDvalues <- c(t3-0.5, 33.5, 34.5, 36, 40, 42, NA, NA, 38, 40, 45, 47) 
#QMDvalues <- c(t3, 33.5, 35, 38, 42, 45) 
s1 <- 3 
s2 <- 3 
s3 <- 3 
s4 <- 3 
increment <- 2} 
 
if(l==3){   #overstocked 
STOCKval <- c(100, 122) 
QMDvalues <- c(12.5, 15, 18.5, 20, 21.5, 23, 24.5, 26.8, 28.5,  33) 
s1 <- s2 <- s3 <- s4 <- 3 
increment <- 1} 
 
if(l==2){     #Bottom right### 
STOCKval <- c(0, 8, 16)   
QMDvalues <- c(26.2, 28, 31, 34) #, 38, 44) 
s1 <- s2 <- s3 <- s4 <- 4  
increment <- 1} 
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} #for Model type 3 
  
#Subset by stocking range then mean diameter range 
if(o==1) 
{ 
g <- length(QMDvalues-1) 
r <- length(STOCKval-1) 
 for(s in 1:r) 
 { S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+increment])   
 for(h in 1:g) 
 {  
 S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+increment])) 
 if(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s1 & s==1 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s2 & 
s==2 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s3  & s==3 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s4  & 
s>=4) 
  {   
  stockcol <- (mean(S11q$PREV_STOCKINGmid,na.rm=TRUE)/4)+18 
  stkqmd <- STOCKval[s]*1000+QMDvalues[h] 
if(stkqmd %in% DuplicatedVectors){next} #remove overlapping vectors 
if(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)>1000){next} #exclude outliers 
 
#Plot mean change vector 
arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col=stockcol, length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2+1.25)   
 
#Plot bootstraped error associated with mean diameter and stem density change  
endTPAerror <- boot(S11q$TPAchg, meanFunc, R=1000)  
endTPAerror <- sqrt(var(endTPAerror$t))*1.96 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE))), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))+endTPAerror),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE))), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))-endTPAerror),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
endQMDerror <- boot(S11q$DIAchg, meanFunc, R=1000)     
endQMDerror <- sqrt(var(endQMDerror$t))*1.96 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)+endQMDerror)), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)-endQMDerror)), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
  } 
 } 





#Replot with bold vectors 
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if(o==2) 
{ 
g <- length(QMDvalues-1) 
r <- length(STOCKval-1) 
 for(s in 1:r) 
 { S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+increment])   
 for(h in 1:g) 
 {  
 S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+increment])) 
 #print(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)) 
 if(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s1 & s==1 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s2 & 
s==2 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s3  & s==3 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s4  & 
s>=4) 
  {     
  
stkqmd <- STOCKval[s]*1000+QMDvalues[h] 
#print(stkqmd) 
if(stkqmd %in% DuplicatedVectors){next} #remove overlapping vectors 
if(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)>1000){next} #exclude outliers 
 
stockcol <- (mean(S11q$PREV_STOCKINGmid,na.rm=TRUE)/4)+18  
 
#summery change inset - summary of mean vectors 
  arrows(x1b,y1b,(x1b+mean(S11q$DIAchg, na.rm=TRUE)),(y1b+mean(S11q$TPAchg, 
na.rm=TRUE)), col="grey15", length=0.055, angle=25,lwd=lw2+0.4)  
 arrows(x1b,y1b,(x1b+mean(S11q$DIAchg, na.rm=TRUE)),(y1b+mean(S11q$TPAchg, 
na.rm=TRUE)), col=stockcol, length=0.05, angle=28,lwd=lw2) 
 slope <- mean(S11q$TPAchg, na.rm=TRUE)/mean(S11q$DIAchg, na.rm=TRUE) 
 slopetable <- rbind(slopetable, slope) 
 
arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col= "grey15", length=0.08, angle=25,lwd=lw2+1)   
arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col= stockcol, length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2)  
 
#text(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE),mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE), label= 
stkqmd) 
  } 
   } 
  } 
} 
}  #l loop 
} #o loop 
 
summary(slopetable) 
#segments(x1-6,y1[1]+115,x1+2, y1[1]+100, col="#FFFFFF95",lwd=23, lend=2) 
boxed.labels(x1-5, y1[1]+110, "5-year Temperate Forest Density 
Change",bg="white", border=F, cex=1.05, col="black", font=3, ypad=0.7) 
 
#####Plot summary INSET text 
arrows(x1b-2.5, y1b, x1b+1.5, y1b, code=3, length=0.08, col="#00000050") 
arrows(x1b, y1b+200,x1b, y1b-75, code=3, length=0.08, col="#00000050") 
text(x1b+1.7, y1b-45,"Self\nthinning", cex=cex1) #(letters) could correspond to 
% of each in each quadrant (A%|B%|C%) 
text(x1b+2.2, y1b,"Gap filling", pos=3, cex=cex1) 
par(lheight=.75) 
text(x1b-2.5, y1b+50, "Low density\noverstory\nrecruitment", pos=3, cex=cex1)  
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text(x1b+0.5, y1b+140,"Early\nsuccession", pos=4, cex=cex1) 
text(x1b-0.1, y1b+180,"+200 trees", pos=3, cex=cex1-0.1) 
text(x1b-0.1, y1b-55,"-75 trees", pos=1, cex=cex1-0.1) 
text(x1b+1.1, y1b,"+1.5 cm", pos=4, cex=cex1-0.1) 
text(x1b-2.2, y1b,"-2.5 cm", pos=2, cex=cex1-0.1) 
#text(x1b-1.5, y1b-60,"Equilibrium", pos=3, cex=cex1, col="black") 
#filledellipse(rx1=0.75, ry1=20, mid=c(x1b-0.3,y1b), angle=1.5, lcol="black", 
col=NULL, lty=3, lwd=0.5) 
#text(x1b, y1b+265,(("Successional trajectory summary")), pos=3, cex=cex1) 
#boxed.labels(x1b-0.65, y1[1]+55,"Successional summary",bg="#FFFFFF50", 
border=F, cex=0.9) 
#boxed.labels(x1b-5.25, y1[1]+35,"Successional\nsummary",bg="#FFFFFF00", 
border=F, cex=0.9, pos=4) 
boxed.labels(x1b-3, y1[1]+52,"Inset A",bg="#FFFFFF50", border=F, cex=0.9, 
xpad=1.3, ypad=1.3) 
lines(c(x1b-4.75, x1b-4.75), c(y1b+10, y1b+260), lwd=0.5) 
#lines(c(x1b-4, x1b-2.05), c(y1b-55, y1b-55), lwd=0.5) 
text(x1+0.83, c(y1+10, y1[11]-15),c("120","100","90", "80","70", 
"60","50","40","30", "20", "10", "1"), cex=0.85, pos=4) 
text(x1+2.7, y1[1]+52,"Initial relative density", cex=0.9, pos=2) #initial plot 
















#############FIGURE 1B - ESM CARBON MODEL ################################## 
 
F2 <- subset(S4swPREC) 
#Re-use previous plot variables - Change Y-axis to vegetation carbon 
F2$DIAmean <- (F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)   #mean tree diameter by 
plot at resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean <- (F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum <- F2$carbon1sum* 0.00112085116  # #convert living carbon to Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_TPAsum <- F2$PREVcarbon1sum* 0.00112085116 ##convert living carbon to 
Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid <- F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
 
#calculate change in CARBON and mean tree diameter for each plot 
F2$TPAchg <- F2$TPAsum-F2$PREV_TPAsum 
F2$DIAchg <- F2$DIAmean-F2$PREV_DIAmean 
###################################################################### 





="n", col="grey94",  
 main=c("Empirical Model of 5-year forest carbon change, DBH>=12.7 cm", 
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"FIA survey 1997-2012, Eastern USA")  
 ,ylim=c(6.5,200), xlim=c(14, 43), mgp=c(2,1,0) 
 ,xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE) #1250 
 
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
 
mtext(side=1, "Mean tree diameter (cm)", line=1.2) 





#plot all plots as individual background vectors colored by inital stocking  
arrows((F2$PREV_DIAmean),(F2$PREV_TPAsum),(F2$DIAmean),(F2$TPAsum), col= 
(F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid/4)+18, length=0.065, angle=22,lwd=0.9) 
   
#Set up plot with relative plot locations and legend - ideal for 
dev.new(width=8, height=4.5) 
x1 <- 14-0.5 
x2 <- 14+0.5 
y1 <- (c(seq(32,26.05,-.55))*2.5-52)*6.1 
y2 <- (c(seq(32.2,26.25,-0.085))*2.5-52)*6.1 
y3 <- (c(seq(31.8,26,-0.73))*2.5-52)*6.1 
x1b <- x1-7 #x1b <- x1-7.5 
y1b <- y1[1]-264 #y1b <- y1[1]-215 
cex1 <- 0.8 
t3 <- 32 #transition mean diameter between independent vectors and moving 
average 
lw2 <- 2 #arrow width 
 
#LEGEND 
stockcols2 <- rev((seq(1,120,15)/4)+18) 
segments(x1,y2,x2, y2, c(seq(45,18, -0.384)),lwd=2, lend=2) #c(seq(66,38,-0.3))  
col="grey85" 
points(30,100, pch=16, cex=200, col="#FFFFFF75" ) #FFFFFF75 
text(x1-0.25, y1[1]+26,"5-year Temperate Forest Carbon Change", pos=4, 
cex=1.05, font=3) 
segments(c(x1,x1,x1),c( y2[1], y2[36],  y2[71]),x2+1.25 ,c(y2[1], y2[36],  
y2[71]), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2) 
segments(c(x1),c(y2[10]),x2+1.25,c(y2[10]), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2, 
lty="dashed") 
arrows(x1+0.1,y3,x2-0.1,y3, col="black", length=0.085, angle=25,lwd=lw2+1)   
arrows(x1+0.1,y3,x2-0.1,y3, col=c(stockcols2), length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2)   
text(x1-.5, y1[1]+10,"Initial relative density", cex=0.9, pos=4) #initial plot 
stocking and mean change vector increments 
text(x2, y1[1]-5,"Over", cex=cex1, pos=4) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
text(x2, y1[4],"Full", cex=cex1, pos=4) #initial plot stocking and mean change 
vector increments 
text(x2, y1[9],"Under", cex=cex1, pos=4) #initial plot stocking and mean change 
vector increments 
 
#Carbon thinning line - fit to tree diameters >5 inches with relative densities 
between 90-110 
F2l <- subset(F2, PREVSTOCKING5mid>=90 & PREVSTOCKING5mid<=110 & DIAmean<40) 
lml <- summary(lm((F2l$TPAsum)~(F2l$DIAmean) )) 
print(c(lml$coefficients[2], "self thinning line best fit scaling exponent")) 
x=seq(0,50,0.5) #seq(22,35.5,0.5) 
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y=(lml$coefficients[2]*x+lml$coefficients[1])  #Best fit  
lines((y)~(x), col="#00000090", lty="dotted", lwd=5) # "#00000085" 
 
 
#Future average: BASED ON results from future equilibrium model below 
cond <- "3"  
x <- 34.27 
y <- 116.5 
xer <- 0.372*2 
yer <- 3.54*2 
points(x,y, pch=21, col=NA, bg="grey35", cex=0.75) 
segments(x-xer,y, x+xer, y, col="#00000075", lwd=1.5) 
segments(x,y-yer, x, y+yer, col="#00000075", lwd=1.5) 
 
 
####Organize and subset data to plot with FOR loops  
#looped by phase space location to have sufficient underlying data and to 
exclude excessive vectors 
DuplicatedVectors <- c(5031, 5034.6, 5036.4, 15036.4)  
slopetable <- NULL 
for(o in 1:2){ 
for(l in 1:5){ 
 
if(l==1){   ##Reforestation 
STOCKval <- c(4,15) 
QMDvalues <- c(seq(21.7,30.7, 3), 36, 45) #c(18,21,24,29, 45)  # 
s1 <- 5 
s2 <- 5 
s3 <- 5 
s4 <- 5 
increment=1} 
 
if(l==2){   ##Early succession   
STOCKval <- c(seq(0, 70, 121/7), 82, 101, 121) #6 
QMDvalues <- c(seq(14.5,21.7,1.8)) #c(seq(12,18.4,3.2))  # 
s1 <- 5 #30 
s2 <- 5 #10 
s3 <- 5 #10 
s4 <- 5 #5 
increment=1} 
 
if(l==3){   ##middle 
STOCKval <- c(15, 32, seq(41, 85, 65/5),98,121) #121,121,121 
QMDvalues <- c(seq(21.7,t3, 10.3/6))  # 
s1 <- 30 
s2 <- 10 
s3 <- 20 
s4 <- 2 
increment=1} 
 
if(l==4){   ##moving average end 
STOCKval <- c(5, 15, NA, 30, 38, NA, NA,20, 40, 55, 55, 60, 75, NA, NA,NA, 65, 
85, 100, 85, 98, 121) #121, 121) #121,121,121 
QMDvalues <- c(seq(t3-1,45,1.8), 50)  # 
s1 <- 40 #100 
s2 <- 30 #50 
s3 <- 3#40 
s4 <- 5 
increment=3} 
 
if(l==5){   ##Early early succession 
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STOCKval <- c(0, 5, 15, seq(30, 121, 91/6)) #6 
QMDvalues <- c(12.7, 14.5)  
s1 <- 3 #30 
s2 <- 3 #10 
s3 <- 3#10 
s4 <- 3#5 
increment=1} 
 
#Subset by stocking range then mean diameter range 
if(o==1){ 
g <- length(QMDvalues-1) 
r <- length(STOCKval-1) 
 for(s in 1:r) 
 { S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+increment])   
 for(h in 1:g) 
 {  
 S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+increment])) 
 if(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s1 & s==1 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s2 & 
s==2 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s3  & s==3 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s4  & 
s>=4) 
  {   
  stkqmd <- STOCKval[s]*1000+QMDvalues[h] 
  if(stkqmd %in% DuplicatedVectors){next} #remove overlapping 
vectors 
  stockcol <- (mean(S11q$PREV_STOCKINGmid,na.rm=TRUE)/4)+18 
#Plot mean change vector 
  arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),col=(stockcol), length=0.085, 
angle=25,lwd=lw2+1.25)  
 
#Plot bootstraped error associated with mean diameter and stem density change  
endTPAerror <- boot(S11q$TPAchg, meanFunc, R=1000)  
endTPAerror <- sqrt(var(endTPAerror$t))*1.96 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE))), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))+endTPAerror),   
     col="grey50", type="l", lwd=0.75) 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE))), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))-endTPAerror),   
     col="grey50", type="l", lwd=0.75) 
endQMDerror <- boot(S11q$DIAchg, meanFunc, R=1000)     
endQMDerror <- sqrt(var(endQMDerror$t))*1.96 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)+endQMDerror)), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))),   
     col="grey50", type="l", lwd=0.75) 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)-endQMDerror)), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))),   
     col="grey50", type="l", lwd=0.75) 
 }}}} 
 
#Replot with bold vectors 
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if(o==2){ 
g <- length(QMDvalues-1) 
r <- length(STOCKval-1) 
 for(s in 1:r) 
 { S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+increment])   
 for(h in 1:g) 
 {  
 S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+increment])) 
#print(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)) 
 if(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s1 & s==1 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s2 & 
s==2 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s3  & s==3 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s4  & 
s>=4) 
  {  
  stkqmd <- STOCKval[s]*1000+QMDvalues[h] 
  if(stkqmd %in% DuplicatedVectors){next} #remove overlapping 
vectors    
 arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),col=("grey15"), length=0.085, angle=25,lwd=lw2+0.75)  
 arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col= (S11q$PREV_STOCKINGmid/4)+18, length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2)  # 
VectCols[s] col=s*1.8+10,  s*1.2+7 # s*2+10 #stockcol 
 




 } #l loop 




















# alpha.f=0.15 #60 
 
#Climate Colors: 
pt <- "steelblue1" #pluvial trend 
pe <- "royalblue" #pluvial event 
dt <- "goldenrod1" #drought trend 
de <- "orange2"   #drought event 
nt <- "grey55" 
ne <- "grey35" 
wt <- "peachpuff" 
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ct <- "slategray1" 
errorcol <- "grey75" 
errorlwd <- 0.53 
ag1 <- 25 
 
#S4swPREC <- as.data.table(read.csv("/Volumes/m-
z/tda210/USFS/RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",", 
quote="\"", dec=".")) 
F2 <- subset(S4swPREC, temp5grow>0 ) #& SISP<300) #remove any NA's from 
temperature data 
 





vg<-quantile(F2$vegetation[F2$vegetation!=0], 0.99, na.rm=T) 
F2$unknowndamage[F2$unknowndamage!=0]<-
F2$unknowndamage[F2$unknowndamage>0]+rnorm(sum(F2$unknowndamage>0),0, 0.1) 
un<-quantile(F2$unknowndamage[F2$unknowndamage!=0], 0.98, na.rm=T) 
F2 <- subset(F2,  unknowndamage<=un & vegetation<=vg & disease==0 & animal==0 & 
insect==0 & weather==0 & fire==0)  
} 
 
#Convert variables to standard names and metric units 
F2$DIAmean <- (F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)   #mean tree diameter by 
plot at resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean <- (F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum <- (F2$endsumTPA /0.404686)   #number of trees per 
hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum <- (F2$startsumTPA /0.404686) #number of trees per hectare by 
plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid <- F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
F2$TPAchg <- (F2$TPAsum-F2$PREV_TPAsum)/F2$REMPER 





#set grid cell size 
a <- b <- 2  #2=0.5degrees, 0.5=2degrees 
 F2$iLAT <- ((ceiling(F2$LAT*a))/a)-0.5 #+0.25  #round down to integer 
then add .25 ; switched /* removed ).25 addition 
 F2$iLON <- ((floor(F2$LON*b))/b)+0.5 #-0.25  #round down to integer then 
subtract .25; switched /*  ).25 addition 
 F2$LATLONYR <- (F2$iLAT*10000000000000) +(F2$iLON*(-100000000)) +F2$INVYR 
 F2$LATLON <- as.factor(F2$iLAT*100000000+ F2$iLON*-1000) #LATLON 
identifyier 
 
#Find climate variable mean and range for each grid cell 
F2$TEMPminLL <- ave(F2$temp5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$TEMPgrowminLL <- ave(F2$temp5grow, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$TEMP5chg <- F2$temp5-F2$TEMPminLL 
F2$TEMP5growchg <- F2$temp5grow-F2$TEMPgrowminLL 
F2$TEMP5growchg[is.na(F2$TEMP5growchg)==T] <- 0 
F2$TEMP5growchg[F2$TEMP5growchg==0] <- rnorm(sum(F2$TEMP5growchg==0),0,sd=0.01) 
#make median 0 value a distribution for subseting 
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#F2$PREC5grow <- F2$PREC5grow*92/3/10 #convert mm/day to cm per month 
F2$PRECminLL <- ave(F2$PREC5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$PRECgrowminLL <- ave(F2$PREC5grow, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$PREC5chg <- F2$PREC5-F2$PRECminLL 
F2$PREC5growchg <- F2$PREC5grow-F2$PRECgrowminLL 
F2$PREC5growchg[F2$PREC5growchg==0] <- rnorm(sum(F2$PREC5growchg==0),0,sd=0.01) 
#make median 0 value a distribution for subseting 
 
F2$SWdroughtLL <- ave(F2$SWdrought5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$SWpluvialLL <- ave(F2$SWpluvial5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$SWdrought5chg <- F2$SWdrought5-F2$SWdroughtLL 
F2$SWpluvial5chg <- F2$SWpluvial5-F2$SWpluvialLL 
F2$SWpluvial5chg[F2$SWpluvial5chg==0] <- 
rnorm(sum(F2$SWpluvial5chg==0),0,sd=0.01) #make median 0 value a distribution 
for subseting 
F2$SWdrought5chg[F2$SWdrought5chg==0] <- 
rnorm(sum(F2$SWdrought5chg==0),0,sd=0.01) #make median 0 value a distribution 
for subseting 
F2$nsampTOT <- ave(F2$DIAmean>0,F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
 
vari <- c("PREC5growchg", "TEMP5growchg", "SWpluvial5chg", "SWdrought5chg") 
#"PREC5growchg", "TEMP5growchg" 
vari1 <- subset(F2, select=c(PREC5growchg, TEMP5growchg, SWpluvial5chg, 
SWdrought5chg)) 
vari2 <- c("5-yr JJA precip. anomaly (mm/day)", "5-yr JJA temp. anomaly (C)", 
"1-yr JJA soil moist. anomaly (z-score)", "1-yr JJA soil moist. anomaly (z-
score)") 
 
qt1 <- c(seq(0,1,1/9)/100,seq(1,59,2)/100) 
qt2 <- c(seq(41,99, 2)/100, seq(99,100,1/9)/100) #0.98, 0.99 added to ease 
moving average transistion to 1 at end 
int <- 10 
F5 <- NULL 
for(v in 1:3) 
{v=v 
F4<-foreach(c = 1:60, .combine=rbind) %dopar% 
{ 
 if(c<=30 & v<3) 
 { 
  f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])> quantile(vari1[[v]], qt2[c], 
na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v])< quantile(vari1[[v]], qt2[c+int], na.rm=TRUE))  
  
  f23 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])>= quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.3, 
na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v])<= quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.7, na.rm=TRUE), 
select=c(PLT_CN))  
  ccond <- vari[v] 
  col3=ifelse(qt2[c+(int/2)]>=0.85, 3, 2) 
  qta <- qt2[c] 
  qtb <- qt2[c+int] 
  } 
 if(c>30 & v<3) 
 {  
  d=c-20 
  f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])< quantile(vari1[[v]], qt1[d], 
na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v])> quantile(vari1[[v]], qt1[d-int], na.rm=TRUE)) # 
  
  f23 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])>= quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.3, 
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na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v])<= quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.7, na.rm=TRUE), 
select=c(PLT_CN))  
  ccond <- vari[v] 
  col3=ifelse(qt1[d-(int/2)]<=0.15, 1, 2) 
  qtb <- qt1[d] 
  qta <- qt1[d-int] 
 } 
   
  
 if(c<=30 & v==3) 
 { 
   f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])> quantile(vari1[[v]], 
qt2[c], na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v])< quantile(vari1[[v]], qt2[c+int], 
na.rm=TRUE) & SWdrought5chg>= quantile(F2$SWdrought5chg, 0.15, na.rm=TRUE)) 
#exclude droughts 
   f23 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])<= quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.7, 
na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v])>= quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.3, na.rm=TRUE) & 
SWdrought5chg>= quantile(F2$SWdrought5chg, 0.15, na.rm=TRUE), select=c(PLT_CN))  
  ccond <- "Wet summer" 
  col3=ifelse(qt2[c+(int/2)]>=0.85, 3, 2) 
  qta <- qt2[c] 
  qtb <- qt2[c+int] 
 } 
 if(c>30 & v==3) 
 {  
  d=c-20 
  f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v+1])< quantile(vari1[[v+1]], qt1[d], 
na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v+1])> quantile(vari1[[v+1]], qt1[d-int], na.rm=TRUE) & 
SWpluvial5chg<= quantile(F2$SWpluvial5chg, 0.85, na.rm=TRUE)) #exclude wet 
summers   
  f23 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v+1])<= quantile(vari1[[v+1]], 0.7, 
na.rm=TRUE) & get(vari[v+1])>= quantile(vari1[[v+1]], 0.3, na.rm=TRUE) & 
SWpluvial5chg<= quantile(F2$SWpluvial5chg, 0.85, na.rm=TRUE), select=c(PLT_CN))  
  ccond <- "Dry summer" 
  col3=ifelse(qt1[d-(int/2)]<=0.15, 1, 2) 
  qtb <- qt1[d] 





f22$nsamp <- (ave(f22$DIAmean>0,f22$LATLON, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)))/f22$nsampTOT #sample proportion of each grid cell  
#print(c(table(f22$nsamp<0.75), col3)) 
 
#f22$col3 <- col3 
PLT_CNsamp1 <- f23$PLT_CN    
 
f24 <- subset(f22, !duplicated(LATLON), select=c(LATLON, nsamp)) 
 
F33 <- subset(F2, LATLON %in% (f22$LATLON)) # not neccesaary bc weighting will 
eliminate latlons not in f22! 
F33 <- merge(F33, f24, all.x=T, by="LATLON") 
F33 <- subset(F33, PLT_CN %in% (PLT_CNsamp1)) # not neccesaary bc weighting 




F33$n1 <- 1 
F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbinlength <- ave(F33$n1, F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) 
sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
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F33$nbin <- ave(F33$nsamp, F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) #average AC proportion in stock/dia bins 
 
F33 <- subset(F33, aPREVSTOCKDIAbinlength> 25) #Null model needs at least 25 
comparison plots at each diameter/stocking bin 
 
##Carbon Model 
c6 <- (((F33$carbon1sum-F33$PREVcarbon1sum)* 0.00112085116 )/F33$REMPER) 
F33$avgCchg <- (ave(c6*F33$nsamp,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)))/F33$nbin #multiply by AC proportion divided by mean proportion in 
each stocking/dia bin 
 
##Carbon Model 5 inch and greater trees 
c5 <- (((F33$carbon5sum-F33$PREVcarbon5sum)* 0.00112085116 )/F33$REMPER) 
F33$avgC5chg <- (ave(c5*F33$nsamp,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)))/F33$nbin 
 
##radial growth 5,10,15 inch min DIA  
rx5 <- (F33$DIAgrowmean/F33$REMPER)/2 ## convert from diameter to radial growth 
F33$avgx5 <- ave(rx5*F33$nsamp,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))/F33$nbin 
 
##Mortality diameter mean 
mortrx5 <- F33$mortDIAmean  # 




y6 <- (F33$TPAsum-F33$PREV_TPAsum)/F33$REMPER  # 
F33$avgTPAchg <- ave(y6*F33$nsamp,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))/F33$nbin 
 
##SAPLINGS Density Model 
sap6 <- ((F33$TPAsum05/0.404686)-(F33$PREVTPAsum05/0.404686))/F33$REMPER  # 
convert to hectares 
F33$sapavgTPAchg <- ave(sap6*F33$nsamp,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) 
mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))/F33$nbin 
##SAPLINGS mortality /recruitment 
F33$sapavgMORT <- ave(F33$sapMortsum*F33$nsamp,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, 
FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))/F33$nbin #sapling mortality per plot 
F33$sapavgRECR <- ave(F33$sapRecruitsum*F33$nsamp,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, 
FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE))/F33$nbin #sapling plot recuritment 
 
#SISP ratio 
F33$sp1<- mean(F33$SISPchg, na.rm=T) #F33$nsamp 
F33$spavgchg <- ave(F33$sp1,F33$aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) #/F33$nbin 
 
#Merge null and conditional model data 
F34 <- subset(F33, !duplicated(aPREVSTOCKDIAbin), select=c(aPREVSTOCKDIAbin, 




f22 <- merge(f22, F34, by="aPREVSTOCKDIAbin") #, all.x=T 
 
#carbon 1 and 5 inch 
c8 <- (((f22$carbon1sum-f22$PREVcarbon1sum)* 0.00112085116 )/f22$REMPER) 
f22$xcarbon <- ((c8)-f22$avgCchg) 
 
c55 <- (((f22$carbon5sum-f22$PREVcarbon5sum)* 0.00112085116 )/f22$REMPER) 
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f22$xcarbon5 <- ((c55)-f22$avgC5chg) 
 
##radial growth   
x8 <- (f22$DIAgrowmean/f22$REMPER)/2  # convert from diameter to radial growth 
f22$x5 <-  (x8-f22$avgx5) 
 
##mortality size 
mortx8 <- f22$mortDIAmean # 
f22$mortx5 <-  (mortx8-f22$avgmortx5) 
 
##Density Model 
TPA <- (f22$TPAsum-f22$PREV_TPAsum)/f22$REMPER  # 
f22$TPAchg <-  (TPA-f22$avgTPAchg) 
 
##SAPLING Density Model 
sapTPA <- ((f22$TPAsum05/0.404686)-(f22$PREVTPAsum05/0.404686))/f22$REMPER  # 
f22$sapTPAchg <-  (sapTPA-f22$sapavgTPAchg) 
f22$sapMORTchg <- (f22$sapMortsum/f22$sapavgMORT)*100 #sapling mortaltiy 
percent difference from null 
f22$sapRECRchg <- (f22$sapRecruitsum/f22$sapavgRECR)*100 #sapling recruitment 
percent difference from null 
 
##SISP ratio 
sp22 <- mean(f22$SISPchg-f22$sapavgTPAchg, na.rm=T) 
 

















#calculate y-axis variables 
y3 <- mean(f22$xcarbon, na.rm=TRUE)  
y3pctdif<-(mean(f22$xcarbon, na.rm=TRUE)/mean(f22$avgCchg, na.rm=TRUE))*100   # 
y3start <-  mean(c6, na.rm=T) #null model zero line for plotting 
y5 <- mean(f22$xcarbon5, na.rm=TRUE)  # 
y5start <- mean(c5, na.rm=T) #null model zero line for plotting 
TPA3 <- mean(f22$TPAchg, na.rm=TRUE) # 
sapTPA3 <- mean(f22$sapTPAchg, na.rm=TRUE) # 
TPA3start <-  mean(y6, na.rm=T) 
sapTPA3start <- mean(sap6, na.rm=T) 
x5 <- mean(f22$x5, na.rm=TRUE) # 
x5start <-  mean(rx5, na.rm=T) 
mortx5 <- mean(f22$mortx5, na.rm=TRUE) # 
mortx5start <-   mean(mortx8, na.rm=T) 
 
sapMORT <- mean(f22$sapMORTchg, na.rm=T) 
sapRECR <- mean(f22$sapRECRchg, na.rm=T) 
 
#calc y-axis error 
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R2 <- 100 #repetitions set to 10 for faster looping 
enderror <- boot(f22$xcarbon, meanFunc, R=R2) 
enderrory3 <- sqrt(var(enderror$t))*1.96 
enderror5 <- boot(f22$xcarbon5, meanFunc, R= R2) 
enderrory5 <- sqrt(var(enderror5$t))*1.96 
enderror2 <- boot(f22$TPAchg, meanFunc, R= R2) 
enderrorTPA <- sqrt(var(enderror2$t))*1.96 
enderrorsap <- boot(f22$sapTPAchg, meanFunc, R= R2) 
enderrorsapTPA <- sqrt(var(enderrorsap$t))*1.96 
enderror4 <- boot(f22$x5, meanFunc, R= R2) 
enderrorx5 <- sqrt(var(enderror4$t))*1.96 
enderrormort4 <- boot(f22$x5, meanFunc, R= R2) 
enderrormortx5 <- sqrt(var(enderrormort4$t))*1.96 
enderrorsapMORT <- std.error(f22$sapMORTchg, na.rm=T) 
enderrorsapRECR <- std.error(f22$sapRECRchg, na.rm=T) 
enderrorsp2error <- boot((f22$SISPchg-f22$sapavgTPAchg), meanFunc, R= R2) 
enderrorsp22error <- sqrt(var(enderrorsp2error$t))*1.96 
 
n <- length(f22$xcarbon) #conditional model n 
nnull <- length(F33$avgx5) #null model n 
print(c(n, ccond, c, nnull)) 
 
f23 <- c(x3, y3, y5, TPA3, sapTPA3, x5, mortx5, enderrory3, enderrory5, 
enderrorTPA, enderrorsapTPA, enderrorx5, enderrormortx5, n, v, col3, y3start, 
y5start, TPA3start, x5start, sapTPA3start, mortx5start, sapMORT, sapRECR, 




F5 <- rbind(F5,F4) 
} 
 
F6 <- as.data.table(F5) 
setnames(F6, c("x3","y3","y5", "TPA","sapTPA", "x5", "DIAmortality", 
"errory3","errory5", "errorTPA","errorsapTPA", "errorx5","DIAmorterror", "n", 
"v", "col3", "y3start", "y5start", "TPA3start", "x5start", "sapTPA3start", 
"DIAmortstart", "sapMORTpct", "sapRECRpct", "enderrorsapMORT", 
"enderrorsapRECR", "SISPratio", "SISPerror", "y3pctdif")) 
F6 <- subset(F6, n>350)  
 
#convert radial growth from cm to mm 
F6$x5 <- F6$x5*10  
F6$errorx5 <- F6$errorx5*10 
#convert to percent difference 
F6$sapMORTpct <-  (F6$sapMORTpct-100) 
F6$sapRECRpct <-  (F6$sapRECRpct-100) 
F6$sapCpct <-  ((F6$y3-F6$y5)/F6$y3)*100 
 
 
#calc plot y-scales 
sapscale  <-  30 #mean(F6$sapTPA3start)/mean(F6$TPA3start)  
Cymax  <-  max(F6$y3+F6$errory3) 
Cymin  <-  min(F6$y3-F6$errory3) 
TPAymax <- max(F6$sapTPA/sapscale+F6$errorsapTPA/sapscale, na.rm=T) 
#TPAymax <- (max(F6$sapTPA+F6$errorsapTPA))/sapscale 
TPAymin <- min(F6$TPA-F6$errorTPA) 
#TPAymin <- (min(F6$sapTPA-F6$errorsapTPA))/sapscale 
DIAmax <- max(F6$x5+F6$errorx5) 
DIAmin <- min(F6$x5-F6$errorx5) 
sapmax <- max(F6$sapMORTpct+F6$enderrorsapMORT) 
sapmin <- min(F6$sapMORTpct-F6$enderrorsapMORT) 
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#plot only sapling data that is significantly different with scaling than 
larger trees.  
F6$sapTPA <- 
ifelse(((F6$sapTPA/sapscale)>(F6$TPA+F6$errorTPA))|((F6$sapTPA/sapscale)<(F6$TP
A-F6$errorTPA)), F6$sapTPA, NA) 
 
#set up 5-year precip plots using ggplot 
F7 <- subset(F6, v==1) 
F7$sapTPA <- ifelse(F7$col3==2,NA, F7$sapTPA) 
v=1 
y3start1 <-mean(F6$y3start) 
TPA3start1 <-mean(F6$TPA3start) #mean(F2$TPAchg) # 
sapTPA3start1 <-mean(F6$sapTPA3start) 
x5start1 <- mean((F6$x5start)*10) 
col4 <- c(dt,"grey35", pt) 
 
#NPP plot 
#limitssap <- aes(ymax=(y5/y5scale +errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1, 
ymin=(sapTPA/sapscale-errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1) 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y3+errory3)+y3start1, ymin=(y3-errory3+y3start1)) 
P1 <- ggplot(F7, aes(x=x3, y=(y3+y3start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=y3start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21)  + theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA))  + theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 
0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ theme(axis.text.x = element_blank())+ 
scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste(Delta, " NPP (Mg C ha"^"-1","yr" ^"-
1",")")), limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y3start1, breaks=c(1.1, 1.4, round(y3start1, 
2), 2.0, 2.3), labels=c(1.1, 1.4, round(y3start1, 1), 2.0, 2.3)) + 
scale_x_continuous(element_blank(), breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))+ 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +scale_fill_manual( name=NULL, 
breaks=c("1", "3"), label=c( "Dry 5-yr period", "Wet 5-yr period"), 
values=c(col4))  
  
#Stem density plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(TPA+errorTPA)+TPA3start1, ymin=(TPA-errorTPA)+TPA3start1) 
limitssap <- aes(ymax=(sapTPA/sapscale +errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1, 
ymin=(sapTPA/sapscale-errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1) 
P2 <- ggplot(F7, aes(x=x3, y=(TPA+TPA3start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=TPA3start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3) +theme(axis.line 
= element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(-0.07, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = 
element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ 
theme(axis.text.x = element_blank())+ 
scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste(Delta, " Stem density (ha"^"-1","yr" 
^"-1",")")), limits=c(TPAymin, TPAymax)+TPA3start1, breaks=c(2.0, 4.4866, 7.0), 
labels=c(expression("2.0"[" (-40)"]), expression("4.5" [" (35)"]), 
expression("7.0" [" (110)"]))) + scale_x_continuous(element_blank(), breaks=c(-
0.5, 0, 0.5)) +scale_fill_manual(values=c(col4), breaks=NULL) 
+geom_errorbar(limitssap, width=0.01, colour="grey70") + geom_point(aes( 
y=(sapTPA/sapscale)+ TPA3start1, col=as.factor(col3)), size=1.5, pch=8) + 
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theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0.15,0), "cm")) 
+scale_colour_manual(values=c(col9), name=NULL, breaks=c("2"), 
label=c("(Saplings)"))+ geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21)  
 
#Radial growth plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(x5+errorx5)+x5start1, ymin=(x5-errorx5)+x5start1) 
P3 <- ggplot(F7, aes(x=x3, y=(x5+x5start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=x5start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( 
size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0.27,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA))  + theme(axis.text.y 
= element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ 
theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ 
scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste("Radial growth (mm yr" ^"-1",")")), 
limits=c(DIAmin, DIAmax)+x5start1, breaks=c(-0.05, 0, 0.05)+x5start1, 
labels=c(-0.05, 0, 0.05)+round(x5start1,2)) + 
scale_x_continuous(name=expression(paste("   Precipitation JJA 5-yr\nmean 
anomaly (mm day"^"-1",")")), breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5)) 




#set up 5-year TEMP plots using ggplot 
F8 <- subset(F6, v==2) # & x3>0.2) 
v=2 
col8 <- c(ct,"grey35", wt) 
#NPP plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y3+errory3)+y3start1, ymin=(y3-errory3+y3start1)) 
T1 <- ggplot(F8, aes(x=x3, y=(y3+y3start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=y3start1, linetype=3)+geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50")+ geom_point(colour="grey25", 
size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( size = 0.35)) + 
theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = 
unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = "none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = element_blank())+ 
theme(axis.text.x =element_blank())+ scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), 
limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y3start1, breaks=c(1.1, 1.4, round(y3start1, 2), 2.0, 
2.3)) + scale_x_continuous(element_blank(),breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.0))+ 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +scale_fill_manual( name=NULL, 




limits <- aes(ymax=(TPA+errorTPA)+TPA3start1, ymin=(TPA-errorTPA)+TPA3start1) 
T2 <- ggplot(F8,aes(x=x3, y=(TPA+TPA3start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))    
+geom_hline(y=TPA3start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3) +theme(axis.line 
= element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm"))  + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
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element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA))  + theme(axis.text.y 
= element_blank())+ theme(axis.text.x =(element_blank())) + 
scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(TPAymin, TPAymax)+TPA3start1, 
breaks=c(2.0, 4.4866, 7.0)) + scale_x_continuous(element_blank())  
+scale_fill_manual(values=c(col8), breaks=NULL) +geom_errorbar(limitssap, 
width=0.01, colour="grey70") + geom_point(aes( y=(sapTPA/sapscale)+ TPA3start1, 
col=as.factor(col3)), size=1.5, pch=8) + theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), 
legend.position = c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) 
+scale_colour_manual(values=c(col8), name=NULL, breaks=c("2"), 
label=c("(Saplings)"))+ geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21)   
 
#Radial growth plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(x5+errorx5)+x5start1, ymin=(x5-errorx5)+x5start1) 
T3 <- ggplot(F8, aes(x=x3, y=(x5+x5start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))   
+geom_hline(y=x5start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( 
size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y 
=element_blank())+ theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, 
colour="black")) + scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(DIAmin, 
DIAmax)+x5start1, breaks=c(-0.05, 0, 0.05)+x5start1) + 




#set up 1-year soil moist. plots using ggplot 
F9 <- subset(F6, v==3) 
v=3 
col9 <- c(de,"grey35", pe) 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y3+errory3)+y3start1, ymin=(y3-errory3+y3start1)) 
#NPP plot 
R1 <- ggplot(F9,aes(x=x3, y=(y3+y3start1), fill=as.factor(col3))) 
+geom_hline(y=y3start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.02, colour="grey50")+ geom_point(colour="grey25", 
size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( size = 0.35)) + 
theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = 
unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = "none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = element_blank())+ 
theme(axis.text.x =(element_blank())) + scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), 
limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y3start1, breaks=c(1.1, 1.4, round(y3start1, 2), 2.0, 
2.3)) + scale_x_continuous(element_blank()) + 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +scale_fill_manual( name=NULL, 
breaks=c("1", "3"), label=c( "Dry summer", "Wet summer"), values=c(col9)) 
 
#Stem density plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(TPA+errorTPA)+TPA3start1, ymin=(TPA-errorTPA)+TPA3start1) 
limitssap <- aes(ymax=(sapTPA/sapscale +errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1, 
ymin=(sapTPA/sapscale-errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1) 
R2 <- ggplot(F9,aes(x=x3, y=(TPA+TPA3start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))   
+geom_hline(y=TPA3start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
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theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = 
element_blank())+ theme(axis.text.x =(element_blank()))+ 
scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(TPAymin, TPAymax)+TPA3start1, 
breaks=c(2.0, 4.4866, 7.0)) + scale_x_continuous(element_blank()) 
+scale_fill_manual(values=c(col9), breaks=NULL) +geom_errorbar(limitssap, 
width=0.01, colour="grey70") + geom_point(aes( y=(sapTPA/sapscale)+ TPA3start1, 
col=as.factor(col3)), size=1.5, pch=8) + theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), 
legend.position = c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) 
+scale_colour_manual(values=c(col9), name=NULL, breaks=c("2"), 
label=c("(Saplings)"))+ geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.02, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21) 
 
#radial growth plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(x5+errorx5)+x5start1, ymin=(x5-errorx5)+x5start1) 
R3 <- ggplot(F9, aes(x=x3, y=(x5+x5start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))   
+geom_hline(y=x5start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.02, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21)  +theme(axis.line = element_line( 
size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA))  + theme(axis.text.y 
= element_blank())+ theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, 
colour="black")) + scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(DIAmin, 
DIAmax)+x5start1, breaks=c(-0.05, 0, 0.05)+x5start1) + 
scale_x_continuous(name=("Soil moisture JJA 1-yr\nmin/max (z-score)")) 
+scale_fill_manual(values=c(col9)) 
 
#set up plot window and plot all together 
dev.new(width=7, height=8) 
grid.arrange(P1,T1,R1,P2,T2,R2,P3,T3,R3, ncol=3) 
#grid.text(0.045, unit(0.575,"npc") - unit(1,"line"), rot=90, label="(30)", 
gp=gpar(cex=0.75)) 
 








F7s <- subset(F6, v==1) 
v=1 
col4s <- c(dt,"grey35", pt) 
limitssap <- aes(ymax=(sapMORTpct+ enderrorsapMORT), ymin=(sapMORTpct-
enderrorsapMORT)) 
P1 <- ggplot(F7s, aes(x=x3, y=(sapMORTpct), colour=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=0, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3) + geom_errorbar(limitssap, 
width=0.01, colour="grey50") + geom_point( size=1.5, pch=8) +theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA)) +theme(axis.text.x = 
element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black")) +  theme(axis.text.y = 
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element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ 
scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste(Delta, " Sapling mortality (%)")), 
limits=c(sapmin, sapmax), breaks=c(-50,0,50, 100)) + 
scale_x_continuous(name=("Precipitation JJA 5-yr\nmean anomaly (mm/day)"), 
breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))  +scale_colour_manual( name=NULL, breaks=c("1", "3"), 
label=c("Dry 5-yr period", "Wet 5-yr period"), values=c(col4s))+ 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 




F8s <- subset(F6, v==2) 
v=1 
col5s <- c(ct,"grey35", wt) 
limitssap <- aes(ymax=(sapMORTpct+ enderrorsapMORT), ymin=(sapMORTpct-
enderrorsapMORT)) 
P2 <- ggplot(F8s, aes(x=x3, y=(sapMORTpct), colour=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=0, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3) + geom_errorbar(limitssap, 
width=0.01, colour="grey50") + geom_point( size=1.5, pch=8) +theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA)) +theme(axis.text.x = 
element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black")) +  theme(axis.text.y = 
element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ 
scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste( Delta, " Sapling mortality (%)")), 
limits=c(sapmin, sapmax), breaks=c(-50,0, 50, 100)) + 
scale_x_continuous(name=("Temperature JJA 5-yr\nmean anomaly (C)"), breaks=c(-
0.5, 0, 0.5, 1))  +scale_colour_manual( name=NULL, breaks=c("1", "3"), 
label=c("Cool 5-yr period", "Warm 5-yr period"), values=c(col5s))+ 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm"))  
 
 
F9s <- subset(F6, v==3) 
col6s <- c(de,"grey35", pe) 
limitssap <- aes(ymax=(sapMORTpct+ enderrorsapMORT), ymin=(sapMORTpct-
enderrorsapMORT)) 
P3 <- ggplot(F9s, aes(x=x3, y=(sapMORTpct), colour=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=0, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3) + geom_errorbar(limitssap, 
width=0.01, colour="grey50") + geom_point( size=1.5, pch=8) +theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = 
"none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +theme( panel.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = 
element_blank(), plot.background = element_rect(fill=NA)) +theme(axis.text.x = 
element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black")) +  theme(axis.text.y = 
element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ 
scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste(Delta, " Sapling mortality (%)")), 
limits=c(sapmin, sapmax), breaks=c(-50,0,50, 100)) + 
scale_x_continuous(name=("Soil moisture JJA 1-yr\nmin/max (z-score)"), 
breaks=c(-1, 0, 1))  +scale_colour_manual( name=NULL, breaks=c("1", "3"), 
label=c("Dry summer", "Wet summer"), values=c(col6s))+ 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm"))  
 
dev.new(width=7, height=3) 






####Fig. S2. undisturbed Carbon climate plots ######################## 
#NOTE: run above analysis excuding disturbance 
 
 
F6 <- as.data.table(F5) 
setnames(F6, c("x3","y3","y5", "TPA","sapTPA", "x5", "DIAmortality", 
"errory3","errory5", "errorTPA","errorsapTPA", "errorx5","DIAmorterror", "n", 
"v", "col3", "y3start", "y5start", "TPA3start", "x5start", "sapTPA3start", 
"DIAmortstart", "sapMORTpct", "sapRECRpct", "enderrorsapMORT", 
"enderrorsapRECR", "SISPratio", "SISPerror", "y3pctdif")) 
F6 <- subset(F6, n>5) # n>175)  
 
#calc plot y-scales 
Cymax  <-  max(F6$y5+F6$errory5) 
Cymin  <-  min(F6$y5-F6$errory5) 
 
F7 <- subset(F6, v==1) 
F7$sapTPA <- ifelse(F7$col3==2,NA, F7$sapTPA) 
v=1 
y5start1 <-mean(F6$y5start) 
TPA3start1 <-mean(F6$TPA3start) #mean(F2$TPAchg) # 
sapTPA3start1 <-mean(F6$sapTPA3start) 
x5start1 <- mean((F6$x5start)*10) 
col4 <- c(dt,"grey35", pt) 
#NPP plot 
limitssap <- aes(ymax=(y5/y5scale +errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1, 
ymin=(sapTPA/sapscale-errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1) 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y5+errory5)+y5start1, ymin=(y5-errory5+y5start1)) 
P1 <- ggplot(F7, aes(x=x3, y=(y5+y5start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=y5start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21)  + theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA))  + theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 
0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, 
size=11, colour="black")) + scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste(Delta, " 
NPP (Mg C ha"^"-1","yr" ^"-1",")")), limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y5start1, 
breaks=c(1.1, round(y5start1,2), 1.8 )) + 
scale_x_continuous(name=("Precipitation JJA 5-yr\nmean anomaly (mm/day)"), 
breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))+ theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), 
legend.position = c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) 
+scale_fill_manual( name=NULL, breaks=c("1", "3"), label=c("Wet 5-yr period", 
"Dry 5-yr period"), values=c(col4))  
 
#set up 5-year TEMP plots using ggplot 
F8 <- subset(F6, v==2) # & x3>0.2) 
v=2 
col8 <- c(ct,"grey35", wt) 
#NPP plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y5+errory5)+y5start1, ymin=(y5-errory5+y5start1)) 
T1 <- ggplot(F8, aes(x=x3, y=(y5+y5start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=y5start1, linetype=3)+geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
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geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey50")+ geom_point(colour="grey25", 
size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( size = 0.35)) + 
theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = 
unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = "none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = element_blank())+ 
theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black")) + 
scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y5start1, 
breaks=c(1.1, round(y5start1,2), 1.8 )) + scale_x_continuous(name=("Temperature 
JJA 5-yr\nmean anomaly (C)"),breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.0))+ 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +scale_fill_manual( name=NULL, 
breaks=c("1", "3"), label=c("Cool 5-yr period", "Warm 5-yr period"), 
values=c(col8)) 
 
#set up 1-year soil moist. plots using ggplot 
F9 <- subset(F6, v==3) 
v=3 
col9 <- c(de,"grey35", pe) 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y5+errory5)+y5start1, ymin=(y5-errory5+y5start1)) 
#NPP plot 
R1 <- ggplot(F9,aes(x=x3, y=(y5+y5start1), fill=as.factor(col3))) 
+geom_hline(y=y5start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.02, colour="grey50")+ geom_point(colour="grey25", 
size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( size = 0.35)) + 
theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = 
unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = "none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = element_blank())+ 
theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black")) + 
scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y5start1, 
breaks=c(1.1, round(y5start1,2), 1.8 ))  + scale_x_continuous(name=("Soil 
moisture JJA 1-yr\nmin/max (z-score)"))+ theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), 
legend.position = c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) 










####Fig. S3 & S4. deciduous and coniferous Carbon climate plots 
######################## 
#NOTE: run above analysis with SISP>=300 (deciduous) & SISP<300 (coniferous) 
 
 
F6 <- as.data.table(F5) 
setnames(F6, c("x3","y3","y5", "TPA","sapTPA", "x5", "DIAmortality", 
"errory3","errory5", "errorTPA","errorsapTPA", "errorx5","DIAmorterror", "n", 
"v", "col3", "y3start", "y5start", "TPA3start", "x5start", "sapTPA3start", 
"DIAmortstart", "sapMORTpct", "sapRECRpct", "enderrorsapMORT", 
"enderrorsapRECR", "SISPratio", "SISPerror")) 
F6 <- subset(F6, n>10)  
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#calc plot y-scales 
Cymax  <-  max(F6$y3+F6$errory3) 
Cymin  <-  min(F6$y3-F6$errory3) 
 
F7 <- subset(F6, v==1) 
F7$sapTPA <- ifelse(F7$col3==2,NA, F7$sapTPA) 
v=1 
y3start1 <-(F6$y3start[1]) 
TPA3start1 <-(F6$TPA3start[1]) #mean(F2$TPAchg) # 
sapTPA3start1 <-(F6$sapTPA3start[1]) 
x5start1 <- ((F6$x5start[1])*10) 
col4 <- c(dt,"grey35", pt) 
#NPP plot 
limitssap <- aes(ymax=(y3/y3scale +errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1, 
ymin=(sapTPA/sapscale-errorsapTPA/sapscale)+TPA3start1) 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y3+errory3)+y3start1, ymin=(y3-errory3+y3start1)) 
P1 <- ggplot(F7, aes(x=x3, y=(y3+y3start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=y3start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey30") + 
geom_point(colour="grey25", size=2.5, pch=21)  + theme(axis.line = 
element_line( size = 0.35)) + theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + 
theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA))  + theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = 
0.5, size=11, colour="black"))+ theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, 
size=11, colour="black")) + scale_y_continuous(name=expression(paste(Delta, " 
NPP (Mg C ha"^"-1","yr" ^"-1",")")), limits=c(Cymin, 
Cymax)+y3start1,breaks=c(1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2)) + 
scale_x_continuous(name=("Precipitation JJA 5-yr\nmean anomaly (mm/day)"), 
breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5))+ theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), 
legend.position = c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) 
+scale_fill_manual( name=NULL, breaks=c("1", "3"), label=c("Wet 5-yr period", 
"Dry 5-yr period"), values=c(col4))  
 
#set up 5-year TEMP plots using ggplot 
F8 <- subset(F6, v==2) # & x3>0.2) 
v=2 
col8 <- c(ct,"grey35", wt) 
#NPP plot 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y3+errory3)+y3start1, ymin=(y3-errory3+y3start1)) 
T1 <- ggplot(F8, aes(x=x3, y=(y3+y3start1), fill=as.factor(col3)))  
+geom_hline(y=y3start1, linetype=3)+geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.01, colour="grey30")+ geom_point(colour="grey25", 
size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( size = 0.35)) + 
theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = 
unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = "none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = element_blank())+ 
theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black")) + 
scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y3start1, 
breaks=c(1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2))   + scale_x_continuous(name=("Temperature JJA 5-
yr\nmean anomaly (C)"),breaks=c(-0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.0))+ 
theme(legend.title=element_blank(), legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), 
legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), legend.position = 
c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) +scale_fill_manual( name=NULL, 
breaks=c("1", "3"), label=c("Cool 5-yr period", "Warm 5-yr period"), 
values=c(col8)) 
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#set up 1-year soil moist. plots using ggplot 
F9 <- subset(F6, v==3) 
v=3 
col9 <- c(de,"grey35", pe) 
limits <- aes(ymax=(y3+errory3)+y3start1, ymin=(y3-errory3+y3start1)) 
#NPP plot 
R1 <- ggplot(F9,aes(x=x3, y=(y3+y3start1), fill=as.factor(col3))) 
+geom_hline(y=y3start1, linetype=3) +geom_vline(linetype=3)+ 
geom_errorbar(limits, width=0.02, colour="grey30")+ geom_point(colour="grey25", 
size=2.5, pch=21) +theme(axis.line = element_line( size = 0.35)) + 
theme(axis.ticks.margin = unit(0.06, "cm")) + theme(axis.ticks.length = 
unit(0.1, "cm")) + theme(legend.position = "none",plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), 
"cm")) +theme( panel.background = element_rect(fill=NA),  panel.grid.major = 
element_blank(),panel.grid.minor = element_blank(), plot.background = 
element_rect(fill=NA)) + theme(axis.text.y = element_blank())+ 
theme(axis.text.x = element_text( hjust = 0.5, size=11, colour="black")) + 
scale_y_continuous(element_blank(), limits=c(Cymin, Cymax)+y3start1, 
breaks=c(1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2))  + scale_x_continuous(name=("Soil moisture JJA 1-
yr\nmin/max (z-score)"))+ theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
legend.key=element_rect(fill="white"), legend.key.size = unit(0.35, "cm"), 
legend.position = c(0.5,0.9),plot.margin=unit(c(0,0,0,0), "cm")) 











setnames(F8, c("TEMPchg","carbon1","carbon5", "stems","saplingstems", 
"radialgrow", "DIAmortality", "carbon1.2SE","carbon5.2SE", 
"stems.2SE","saplingstems.2SE", "radialgrow.2SE", "DIAmort.2SE", "n", "v", 




print((F8[22])) #0.5 degree warming 
print((F8[29])) #1.0 degree warming 
print(c( "quantile", qt2[22])) #0.5 degree warming 
print(c( "quantile", qt2[22])) #0.5 degree warming 
 
# % difference from null 
(1-((y3start1-F8$carbon1[22])/y3start1))*100 #percent 0.5 degree climate 
warming difference 
(1-((y3start1-F8$carbon1[29])/y3start1))*100 #percent 1.0 degree climate 
warming difference 
 
# % NPP change from saplings 
((F8$carbon1[22]-F8$carbon5[22])/F8$carbon1[22])*100 #0.5 degree warming 
((F8$carbon1[29]-F8$carbon5[29])/F8$carbon1[29])*100 #1.0 degree warming 
 






############## Extended data TABLE 3 - Climate stats 





#ratio of mean conditions with Null weighted spatially by Condition 
meanFunc2 <- function(x,i){(mean(x$variCOND[i], 
na.rm=TRUE)/mean((x$variNULL[i]), na.rm=TRUE))}  
#meanFunc3 <- function(x,i){(mean(x$deadcarbon5sumYR[i], 
na.rm=TRUE)/mean((x$mortality2[i]), na.rm=TRUE))}  
 
F2 <- subset(S4swPREC)  
 
#Convert variables to standard names and metric units 
F2$DIAmean <- (F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)   #mean tree diameter by 
plot at resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean <- (F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum <- (F2$endsumTPA /0.404686)   #number of trees per 
hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum <- (F2$startsumTPA /0.404686) #number of trees per hectare by 
plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid <- F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
  
#set grid cell size 
a <- b <- 2  #2=0.5degrees, 0.5=2degrees 
 F2$iLAT <- ((ceiling(F2$LAT*a))/a)-0.5 #+0.25  #round down to integer 
then add .25 ; switched /* removed ).25 addition 
 F2$iLON <- ((floor(F2$LON*b))/b)+0.5 #-0.25  #round down to integer then 
subtract .25; switched /*  ).25 addition 
 F2$LATLONYR <- (F2$iLAT*10000000000000) +(F2$iLON*(-100000000)) +F2$INVYR 
 F2$LATLON <- as.factor(F2$iLAT*100000000+ F2$iLON*-1000) #LATLON 
identifyier 
 
#Find climate variable mean and range for each grid cell 
F2$TEMPminLL <- ave(F2$temp5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$TEMPgrowminLL <- ave(F2$temp5grow, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$TEMP5chg <- F2$temp5-F2$TEMPminLL 
F2$TEMP5growchg <- F2$temp5grow-F2$TEMPgrowminLL 
 
F2$PRECminLL <- ave(F2$PREC5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$PRECgrowminLL <- ave(F2$PREC5grow, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$PREC5chg <- F2$PREC5-F2$PRECminLL 
F2$PREC5growchg <- F2$PREC5grow-F2$PRECgrowminLL 
 
F2$SWdroughtLL <- ave(F2$SWdrought5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$SWpluvialLL <- ave(F2$SWpluvial5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) median(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$SWdrought5chg <- F2$SWdrought5-F2$SWdroughtLL 
F2$SWpluvial5chg <- F2$SWpluvial5-F2$SWpluvialLL 
F2$nsampTOT <- ave(F2$DIAmean>0,F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
 
F2$Drysummer <- ifelse(F2$SWdrought5chg <= quantile(F2$SWdrought5chg, 0.17, 
na.rm=T), 1,0) 
F2$Wetsummer <- ifelse(F2$SWpluvial5chg >= quantile(F2$SWpluvial5chg, 0.83, 
na.rm=T), 1,0) 
F2$Dryperiod <- ifelse(F2$PREC5growchg <= quantile(F2$PREC5growchg, 0.17, 
na.rm=T), 1,0) 
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F2$Wetperiod <- ifelse(F2$PREC5growchg >= quantile(F2$PREC5growchg, 0.83, 
na.rm=T), 1,0) 
F2$SPCDdiversity2 <- F2$SPCDdiversity-F2$PREV_SPCDdiversity 
 
#set disturbance conditions to binary 
F2$fire <- ifelse(F2$fire>0, 1,0) 
F2$insect <- ifelse(F2$insect>0, 1,0) 
F2$disease <- ifelse(F2$disease>0, 1,0) 
F2$animal <- ifelse(F2$animal>0, 1,0) 
F2$weather <- ifelse(F2$weather>0, 1,0) 
F2$SPCDdiversity2 <- ifelse(F2$SPCDdiversity2>0, 1,0) 
 
vari <- c("SWdrought5chg",  "SWpluvial5chg", "PREC5growchg", "TEMP5growchg")  
vari1 <- subset(F2, select=c(SWdrought5chg, SWpluvial5chg, PREC5growchg, 
TEMP5growchg))  
vari2 <- c("fire", "insect", "disease", "animal", "weather", "Drysummer", 
"Wetsummer", "Dryperiod", "Wetperiod", "SPCDdiversity2") 
 
###ADJUST TOP/bottom QUANTILE HERE 
quantile1<-0.17 #0.035 
 
F5b <- NULL 
for(v2 in 1:10) 
{ 
for(v in 1:4) 
{ 
for(c in 1:2) 
{ 
if(c==1 & v>2){f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])<= quantile(vari1[[v]], quantile1, 
na.rm=TRUE)) } #0.17 & 0.03 set slimate extreme bottom percentile 
if(c==2 & v>2){f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])>= quantile(vari1[[v]], 1-
quantile1, na.rm=TRUE)) } #0.83 & 0.965 set slimate extreme top percentile 
if(c==1 & vari[v]=="SWdrought5chg"){f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])<= 
quantile(vari1[[v]], quantile1, na.rm=TRUE) & SWpluvial5chg<= 
quantile(F2$SWpluvial5chg, 0.83, na.rm=TRUE)) } # 
if(c==2 &  vari[v]=="SWpluvial5chg"){f22 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])>= 
quantile(vari1[[v]], 1-quantile1, na.rm=TRUE) & SWdrought5chg>= 
quantile(F2$SWdrought5chg, 0.17, na.rm=TRUE) ) }  
if(c==1 & vari[v]=="SWpluvial5chg"){next} 




f23 <- subset(F2, get(vari[v])< quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.7, na.rm=TRUE) & 
get(vari[v])> quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.3, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F33 <- subset(f23, LATLON %in% (f22$LATLON)) # not neccesaary bc weighting will 
eliminate latlons not in f22! 
 
 
f22$Csamp <- (ave(f22$DIAmean>0,f22$LATLON, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)))/f22$nsampTOT #weighting factor of number of Cond data/total data 
in each grid cell 
F33$Nsamp <- (ave(F33$DIAmean>0,F33$LATLON, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)))/F33$nsampTOT #weighting factor of number of NULL data/total data 
in each grid cell 
 
f24 <- subset(f22, !duplicated(LATLON), select=c(LATLON, Csamp)) 
F33 <- merge(F33, f24, all.x=TRUE, by="LATLON") 
F33$CtoNratio <- F33$Csamp/F33$Nsamp 
 
variCOND <- subset(f22, select=c("fire", "insect", "disease", "animal", 
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"weather", "Drysummer", "Wetsummer", "Dryperiod", "Wetperiod", 
"SPCDdiversity2")) 
variNULL <- subset(F33, select=c("fire", "insect", "disease", "animal", 
"weather", "Drysummer", "Wetsummer", "Dryperiod", "Wetperiod", 
"SPCDdiversity2", "CtoNratio")) 
 
 #make dataframe for error bootstrapping 
varNullR <- variNULL[[v2]]*variNULL$CtoNratio 
ffboot <- as.data.frame(varNullR) 
l1 <- length(variCOND[[v2]]) 
l2 <- length(variNULL[[v2]]) 
if(l1>l2){ 
 varNullR <- rep(NA, l1-l2) 
 ffboot2 <- as.data.frame(varNullR) 
 ffboot <- rbind(ffboot, ffboot2) 









RatioBoot <- boot(ffboot, meanFunc2, R=1000)      
error <- round(sqrt(var(RatioBoot$t, na.rm=T))*100, 1) 
 
#subset data based on condition to get actual ratio in Null climate and 
Conditional climates rather than Bootstrapped mean is approx. the same 
NullVarRatiod <- 
(sum(variNULL[[v2]]*variNULL$CtoNratio)/length(variNULL[[v2]]))*100 
CondVarRatiod <- (sum(variCOND[[v2]])/length(variCOND[[v2]]))*100 
rateRatiod <- ((CondVarRatiod/NullVarRatiod)*100)-100 
sig <- ifelse(abs(rateRatiod)>abs(error*1.96), "***", "") 
 
Clim <- ifelse(vari[v]=="PREC5growchg" & c==2, "5-yr Wet period", NA) 
Clim <- ifelse(vari[v]=="PREC5growchg" & c==1, "5-yr Dry period", Clim) 
Clim <- ifelse(vari[v]=="TEMP5growchg" & c==1, "Cool period", Clim) 
Clim <- ifelse(vari[v]=="TEMP5growchg" & c==2, "Warm period", Clim) 
Clim <- ifelse(vari[v]=="SWpluvial5chg" & c==2, "Wet summer", Clim) 
Clim <- ifelse(vari[v]=="SWdrought5chg" & c==1, "Dry summer", Clim) 
 
n <- sum(variCOND[[v2]]==1) 
 
f34 <- c(vari2[v2],Clim, n, round(CondVarRatiod,1), round(NullVarRatiod,1), 
round(rateRatiod,1), error, sig) #, round(Vgrow2,2), round(Vgrow,2), error2) 
F5b <- rbind(F5b, f34) 





F6b <- as.data.table(F5b) 
setnames(F6b, c("Disturbance type", "Climate condition", "n", "%CondVarRatiod", 






##END MAIN FIGURES and climate conditions supplimentary figures 















#subset resurveyed plots to those with at least one 5" tree in order to 




F2$DIAmean<-(F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)  #mean tree diameter by plot at 
resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean<-(F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum<-F2$carbon1sum* 0.00112085116  # #convert living carbon to Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_TPAsum<-F2$PREVcarbon1sum* 0.00112085116 ##convert living carbon to 
Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid<-F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
 









#set up plot 
dev.new(width=8, height=5) 
plot(c((F2$PREV_DIAmean),(F2$DIAmean)),c((F2$PREV_TPAsum),(F2$TPAsum)), type 
="n", col="grey94",  
 main=c("Empirical Model of 5-year forest carbon change, DBH>=12.7 cm", 
"FIA survey 1997-2012, Eastern USA")  
 ,ylim=c(60,155), xlim=c(23, 40), mgp=c(2,1,0) 
 #,ylim=c(58,90), xlim=c(23, 29), mgp=c(2,1,0) 
 ,xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE) #1250 
 
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
 
mtext(side=1, "Mean tree diameter (cm)", line=1.2) 




#plot all plots as individual background vectors colored by inital stocking  
arrows((F2$PREV_DIAmean),(F2$PREV_TPAsum),(F2$DIAmean),(F2$TPAsum), col= 
"grey85", length=0.065, angle=22,lwd=0.9)   #col= "grey85" 
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t3<-32 #transition mean diameter between independent vectors and moving average 
lw2<-2 #arrow width 
 
stockcols2<-"grey75" #rev((seq(1,120,15)/4)+18) 
segments(x1,y2,x2, y2, c(seq(45,18, -0.384)),lwd=2, lend=2) #c(seq(66,38,-0.3))  
col="grey85" 
points(30,100, pch=16, cex=500, col="#FFFFFF75" ) #FFFFFF75 
 
text(x1-0.25, y1[1]+26,"5-year Temperate Forest Carbon Change", pos=4, 
cex=1.05, font=3) 
 
#segments(33.5,0,33.5,600, col="white", lwd=0.75) 
segments(c(x1,x1,x1),c( y2[1], y2[36],  y2[71]),x2+0.15,c(y2[1], y2[36],  
y2[71]), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2) 
segments(c(x1),c(  y2[10]),x2+0.15,c(y2[10]), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2, 
lty="dashed") 
arrows(x1+0.1,y3,x2-0.1,y3, col="black", length=0.085, angle=25,lwd=lw2+1)   
arrows(x1+0.1,y3,x2-0.1,y3, col=c(stockcols2), length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2)   
text(x1-.5, y1[1]+10,"Initial relative density", cex=0.9, pos=4) #initial plot 
stocking and mean change vector increments 
#text(x1+0.83, c(y1, y1[11]),c("120","100","90", "80","70", 
"60","50","40","30", "20", "10", "1"), cex=0.9, pos=4) 
text(x2, y1[1]-3,"Over", cex=cex1, pos=4) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
text(x2, y1[5],"Full", cex=cex1, pos=4) #initial plot stocking and mean change 
vector increments 
text(x2, y1[10],"Under", cex=cex1, pos=4) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
 
#Carbon thinning line  
x=seq(0,50,0.5) #seq(22,35.5,0.5) 
y=(6*x-34)  #Best fit for early succession 
lines((y)~(x), col="#00000090", lty="dotted", lwd=5) # "#00000085" 
#xb=seq(14.7,20.2,0.5) 
#yb=(2.2*xb-30)  #Best fit for early succession 
#lines((yb)~(xb), col="#00000090", lty="dotted", lwd=5) # "#00000085" 
#arrows(x[5], y[18], x[8], y[8]+0.2, col="#00000090", length=0.085, 
angle=25,lwd=1)   
#text(x[5], y[18]-0.5,"y = x - 6", cex=cex1, pos=3) #initial plot stocking and 
mean change vector increments 
 
 
#text(19.2, 1200, "Self thinning -3/2 power function \n           (Reineke 
1933)" , pos=4, srt=-48, col="#00000098", cex=cex1) 
 
#set up plot with data info - works with par$pin 8.5,4.7 
#text(x1-0.5, y1[11]-5,"Eastern US Forest Interiors\n n =            resurveyed 
plots\n trees >= 12.7cm DBH\n FIA 1998-2012", pos=4, cex=0.85) # col="grey30", 
#min. tree diameter = 12.7cm\n 
#text(x1+0.5, y1[11]-3.5, (length(F2$PREV_DIAmean)), pos=4,  cex=0.85) 
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####Organize and subset data to plot with FOR loops  
#looped by phase space location to have sufficient underlying data and to 
exclude excessive vectors  
 
 
for(l in 1:4){ 
if(l==1){   ##Reforestation 
STOCKval<-c(5,15) 







if(l==2){   ##Early succession 
STOCKval<-c(seq(0, 121, 121/6))  







if(l==3){   ##middle 
STOCKval<-c(seq(15, 85, 65/5),98,121) #121,121,121 







if(l==4){   ##moving average end 
STOCKval<-c(5, 15, NA, 30, 38, NA, NA,20, 40, 55, 55, 60, 75, NA, NA,NA, 65, 
85, 100, 85, 98, 121) #121, 121) #121,121,121 










 for(s in 1:r) 
 { S11r<-subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+increment])   
 for(h in 1:g) 
 {  
 S11q<-subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+increment])) 
print(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)) 
 if(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s1 & s==1 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s2 & 
s==2 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s3  & s==3 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s4  & 
s>=4) 
  {     
 #arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
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na.rm=TRUE)),col=("grey15"), length=0.085, angle=25,lwd=3+0.75)  
 arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col= "grey75", length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=3)  # VectCols[s] col=s*1.8+10,  










############### Carbon Empirical GROWTH Model - Climate condtions and 




#subset resurveyed plots to those with at least one 5" tree in order to 
eliminate plots only actually surveyed once. 
F2<-subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, PREVcarbon1sum>0) # & STDORGCD==0 )  
 
#carbonC 
F2$DIAmean<-(F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)  #mean tree diameter by plot at 
resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean<-(F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum<-(F2$endsumTPA /0.404686)   #number of trees per 
hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum<-(F2$startsumTPA /0.404686) #number of trees per hectare by 
plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$Csum<-F2$carbon1sum* 0.00112085116  # #convert living carbon to Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_Csum<-F2$PREVcarbon1sum* 0.00112085116 ##convert living carbon to Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid<-F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 








#set grid cell size 
a<-b<-2  #2=0.5degrees, 0.5=2degrees 
 F2$iLAT<-((ceiling(F2$LAT*a))/a)-0.5 #+0.25  #round down to integer then 
add .25 ; switched /* removed ).25 addition 
 F2$iLON<-((floor(F2$LON*b))/b)+0.5 #-0.25  #round down to integer then 
subtract .25; switched /*  ).25 addition 
 F2$LATLONYR<-(F2$iLAT*10000000000000) +(F2$iLON*(-100000000)) +F2$INVYR 
 F2$LATLON<-as.factor(F2$iLAT*100000000+ F2$iLON*-1000) #LATLON 
identifyier 
 
#Find climate variable mean and range for each grid cell 
F2$TEMPminLL<-ave(F2$temp5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 





F2$PRECminLL<-ave(F2$PREC5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
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F2$SWdroughtLL<-ave(F2$SWdrought5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
















F2<-subset(F2, select=c(PLT_CN, PREV_STOCKINGmid, PREV_DIAmean, PREV_Csum, 
DIAmean, Csum, STOCKINGmid,  REMPER, DIAchg, Cchg, STOCKchg, TEMP5growchg, 
PREC5growchg, SWdrought5chg, SWpluvial5chg, cutting, STDORGCD, cut, cutDIAmean, 
TPAsum, NOdisturb, alldisturb, allmort, EHstocksum, NMHstocksum, SMHstocksum, 
LHstocksum)) #, PREV_SPCDdiversity, SPCDdiversity, PREV_SPGRPCD, SPGRPCD))#  
c2<-40 # max diameter bin to collapse outliers 














FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
#F2$rando<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin, FUN=function(x) 




F2$PREVDIAbin2[F2$PREVDIAbin2> c2]<-c2  
F2$PREVSTOCKbin2<-ceiling(F2$PREVSTOCKbin/25)*25 





F5<-subset(F2, cut==0 & STDORGCD==0 ) 
F5harvest<-subset(F2, STDORGCD==0) #, cutDIAmean>8.7 | is.na(cutDIAmean)==T ) 
 
time<-150 #years forward modeling 
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#Climate Colors: 
pt<-"steelblue1" #pluvial trend 
pe<-"royalblue" #pluvial event 
dt<-"goldenrod1" #drought trend 
de<-"orange2"   #drought event 










col6<-c("ct",  "de",  "wt",  "dt", "pe", "pt",  "av", "ud", "ds", "lg", "lg2")  
labels<-c("5-yr cool period",  "dry summer",  "5-yr warm period",  "5-yr dry 
period", "wet summer", "5-yr wet period",  "average", "undisturbed", 
"disturbed", "average w/logging", "all mortality" )  











##for loop start 
for(c in 7:7){ 
for(i in 1:(time/5)){ 
 









#use random 99% of underlying data to introduce slight randomness 
F5$samp<-sample(1:sum(F5$PLT_CN>0, na.rm=T),sum(F5$PLT_CN>0, 
na.rm=T),replace=FALSE) 
F5b<-subset(F5, samp<  (sum(F5$PLT_CN>0)*0.99)) #7200 
F5c<-subset(F5, samp< (sum(F5$PLT_CN>0)*0.99)) 
F5harvest$samp<-sample(1:sum(F5harvest$PLT_CN>0, 
na.rm=T),sum(F5harvest$PLT_CN>0, na.rm=T),replace=FALSE) 
F5harvestb<-subset(F5harvest, samp< (sum(F5harvest$PLT_CN>0)*0.99)) 
 
#climate conditions max. intensity with stable eq points 
#more extreme conditions will not reach equilibrium, less extreme will produce 
less diferentiation from average.  
if(c==2){F2<-subset(F5b, SWdrought5chg<=quantile(F5$SWdrought5chg, qq3[i]+0.1, 
na.rm=T) & SWpluvial5chg<=quantile(F5$SWpluvial5chg, 0.85, na.rm=T))} 
if(c==1){F2<-subset(F5b, TEMP5growchg<=quantile(F5$TEMP5growchg, qq3[i]-0.15, 
na.rm=T))} 
if(c==3){F2<-subset(F5b, TEMP5growchg>=quantile(F5$TEMP5growchg, qq2[i]+0.1,  
na.rm=T))}  
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if(c==4){F2<-subset(F5b, PREC5growchg<=quantile(F5$PREC5growchg, qq3[i]+0.05, 
na.rm=T))} 
if(c==5){F2<-subset(F5b, SWpluvial5chg>=quantile(F5$SWpluvial5chg, qq2[i]+0.15, 
na.rm=T) & SWdrought5chg>=quantile(F5$SWdrought5chg, 0.15, na.rm=T))} 






if(c==11){F2<-subset(F5b, allmort>0)}  
} 
print(c(c,i)) 
if(c==1 | c==3){meancond<-mean(F2$TEMP5growchg, na.rm=TRUE)} 






FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$rando<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbinN>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin, FUN=function(x) 
sample(1:sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),replace=FALSE )) 
#f1<-subset(F2, !duplicated(mergeDIASTOCKbin), select=c(mergeDIASTOCKbin, 
PREVDIASTOCKbinN)) 
F2$PREVDIASTOCKbinN2<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin2>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin2, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$rando2<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbinN2>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin2, FUN=function(x) 
sample(1:sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),replace=FALSE)) 
 
f1<-subset(F2, !duplicated(mergeDIASTOCKbin), select=c(mergeDIASTOCKbin, 
PREVDIASTOCKbinN)) 







F3<-subset(F4) #, select= -c(PREVDIASTOCKbin, PREVDIASTOCKbinN)) 




F3$DIAbin[F3$DIAbin> c2]<-c2  #collapse outliers 
F3$STOCKbin<-ifelse(F3$DIAmean<=32, ceiling(F3$STOCKINGmid/10)*10, 
ceiling(F3$STOCKINGmid/20)*20)   
F3$STOCKbin[F3$STOCKbin>100]<-110  #collapse outliers 
F3$mergeDIASTOCKbin<-F3$DIAbin*10000+F3$STOCKbin 
F3$mergeDIASTOCKbin[is.na(F3$mergeDIASTOCKbin)==T]<-130010 #restart plots that 
end with no tree 
F3$DIASTOCKbin<-F3$DIAbin*10000+F3$STOCKbin 
F3$DIASTOCKbin[is.na(F3$DIASTOCKbin)==T]<-130010 






F3$STOCKbin2[F3$STOCKbin2>100]<-100  #collapse outliers 
F3$DIASTOCKbin2<-F3$DIAbin2*10000+F3$STOCKbin2 







F3b<-merge(F3, f1, by=c("mergeDIASTOCKbin")) 
 
#assign random number to each bin 
#if rando number based on number of observations in matching dataset 
F3b$rando<-ave(F3b$PREVDIASTOCKbinN, F3b$DIASTOCKbin, FUN=function(x) 
sample(1:mean(x, na.rm=TRUE),(sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)/mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)),replace=TRUE)) 
 
F3b<-subset(F3b, select=c(CsumSTART, DIAmeanSTART, STOCKINGmidSTART, 
mergeDIASTOCKbin, rando)) 
F3b<-merge(F3b, F2, by=c("mergeDIASTOCKbin", "rando")) 
F3d<-subset(F3b, select=c(CsumSTART, DIAmeanSTART, STOCKINGmidSTART, 
STOCKINGmid, DIAmean, Csum, PLT_CN , PREV_DIAmean, PREV_Csum, Cchg, DIAchg, 
REMPER, TPAsum, EHstocksum, NMHstocksum, SMHstocksum, LHstocksum)) 
 
 
##For bins without any plots matching initial and final surveys - use data from 
larger bins 
 




f3c<-subset(F3c, is.na(F3c$PREVDIASTOCKbinN)==T) #, select= -c( 
PREVDIASTOCKbinN2)) 
F3c<-merge(f3c, f1c, by=c("mergeDIASTOCKbin2")) 
F3c$rando2<-ave(F3c$PREVDIASTOCKbinN2, F3c$DIASTOCKbin, FUN=function(x) 
sample(1:mean(x, na.rm=TRUE),(sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)/mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)),replace=TRUE)) 
 
F3c<-subset(F3c, select=c(CsumSTART, DIAmeanSTART, STOCKINGmidSTART, 
mergeDIASTOCKbin2, rando2)) 
F3c<-merge(F3c, F2, by=c("mergeDIASTOCKbin2", "rando2")) 
setnames(F3c, c("mergeDIASTOCKbin2", "rando2"), c("mergeDIASTOCKbin", "rando") 
) 
 
F3c<-subset(F3c, select=c(CsumSTART, DIAmeanSTART, STOCKINGmidSTART, 
STOCKINGmid, DIAmean, Csum, PLT_CN, PREV_DIAmean, PREV_Csum, Cchg, DIAchg, 
REMPER, TPAsum, EHstocksum, NMHstocksum, SMHstocksum, LHstocksum)) 
F3b<-subset(F3b, select=c(CsumSTART, DIAmeanSTART, STOCKINGmidSTART, 
STOCKINGmid, DIAmean, Csum, PLT_CN, PREV_DIAmean, PREV_Csum, Cchg, DIAchg, 
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EH<- mean(F3$EHstocksum, na.rm=T) 
NMH<- mean(F3$NMHstocksum, na.rm=T) 
SMH<- mean(F3$SMHstocksum, na.rm=T) 
LH<- mean(F3$LHstocksum, na.rm=T) 
 
 
arrows(x1,y1, x2, y2 ,col=("black"), length=0.07, angle=25,lwd=2)  
arrows(x1,y1, x2, y2 ,col=col5[c], length=0.07, angle=25,lwd=1.5)  
if(i==10 | i==20 | i==30 |i==40 ) 
{arrows(x1,y1, x2, y2 ,col=("salmon"), length=0.07, angle=25,lwd=2) } 
#denote 100 years of growth with red vectors 
 
#gather arrow data 
Fbindall<-c(x1,y1, x2, y2, TPA2, c, Caccum, i, EH, NMH, SMH, LH) 
Fbindall2<-rbind(Fbindall2, Fbindall) 
 




#Plot bootstraped error associated with mean diameter and stem density change  
#not actually used anywhere... 
endCerror<-boot(Cchg, meanFunc, R=1000)  
endCerror<-sqrt(var(endCerror$t))*1.96 
endQMDerror<-boot(DIAchg, meanFunc, R=1000)     
endQMDerror<-sqrt(var(endQMDerror$t))*1.96 
 









#plot vectors on carbon mapping 
Fbindall2<-as.data.table(Fbindall2) 
setnames(Fbindall2, c("x1", "y1","x2", "y2", "TPA2", "c", "Caccum", "i", "EH", 
"NMH", "SMH", "LH")) 
 
 
plot(Fbindall2$i*5, Fbindall2$NMH, type = "l", ylim=c(5,22)) 
 
lines((Fbindall2$i*5), Fbindall2$EH, col="green") 
lines((Fbindall2$i*5), Fbindall2$LH, col="blue") 







arrows(fb2$x1, fb2$y1, fb2$x2, fb2$y2,col="black", length=0.07, angle=25,lwd=2 
) 
arrows(fb2$x1, fb2$y1, fb2$x2, fb2$y2,col=col5[fb2$c], length=0.07, 
angle=25,lwd=1.5 ) 
Fbindall3<-subset(fb2, i==10 | i==20| i==30 ) 
arrows(Fbindall3$x1, Fbindall3$y1, Fbindall3$x2, Fbindall3$y2,col="salmon", 
length=0.07, angle=25,lwd=1.5 ) 
} 
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Fbind3<-as.data.table(Fbind2) 
setnames(Fbind3,c("x2", "y2", "TPA2", "endCerror", "endQMDerror", "cond", 
"Caccum", "meancond")) 
 
shadowtext <- function(x, y=NULL, labels, col='white', bg='black', 
 theta= seq(pi/4, 2*pi, length.out=8), r=0.1, ... ) { 
  
 xy <- xy.coords(x,y) 
 xo <- r*strwidth('A') 
 yo <- r*strheight('A') 
 for (i in theta) { 
  text( xy$x + cos(i)*xo, xy$y + sin(i)*yo,  
    labels, col=bg, ... ) 
 } 
 text(xy$x, xy$y, labels, col=col, ... ) 
} 
 
labels3<-c("all forests w/ logging", "disturbed", "all mortality", "recurring 
wet summers", expression(paste("+0.37 mm day"^"-1","precip." )), 
expression(paste("+0.33"^"o","C warming" )),"all forests", expression(paste("-
0.24 mm day"^"-1","precip." )), "recurring dry summers", expression(paste("-





y2<-c(72, 83, 88, seq(95,135, (40/6)), 148) 
x2=(y2/14)+26.6 
col55<-c(lg, ds, lg2, pe, pt, wt, av, dt, de, ct, ud) 
w<-"white" 
b<-"grey15" 
colwb<-c(w, w, w, w, w, b, b, b, b, b, b) 
xoff<-c(-5, -2.5, -2.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) 
cond<-as.character(Fbind3$cond) 
shadowtext(x2+xoff,y2, labels3, cex=0.8, pos=4, col= colwb, bg=col55) #, adj= -
0.1 
box() 











#subset resurveyed plots to those with at least one 5" tree in order to 
eliminate plots only actually surveyed once. 
F2<-subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, PREVcarbon1sum>0) # & STDORGCD==0 )  
 
#carbonC 
F2$DIAmean<-(F2$DIAendmean* 2.54)  #mean tree diameter by plot at 
resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean<-(F2$DIAbeginmean *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum<-(F2$endsumTPA /0.404686)   #number of trees per 
hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum<-(F2$startsumTPA /0.404686) #number of trees per hectare by 
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plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$Csum<-F2$carbon1sum* 0.00112085116  # #convert living carbon to Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_Csum<-F2$PREVcarbon1sum* 0.00112085116 ##convert living carbon to Mg/ha 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid<-F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 








#set grid cell size 
a<-b<-2  #2=0.5degrees, 0.5=2degrees 
 F2$iLAT<-((ceiling(F2$LAT*a))/a)-0.5 #+0.25  #round down to integer then 
add .25 ; switched /* removed ).25 addition 
 F2$iLON<-((floor(F2$LON*b))/b)+0.5 #-0.25  #round down to integer then 
subtract .25; switched /*  ).25 addition 
 F2$LATLONYR<-(F2$iLAT*10000000000000) +(F2$iLON*(-100000000)) +F2$INVYR 
 F2$LATLON<-as.factor(F2$iLAT*100000000+ F2$iLON*-1000) #LATLON 
identifyier 
 
#Find climate variable mean and range for each grid cell 
F2$TEMPminLL<-ave(F2$temp5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 





F2$PRECminLL<-ave(F2$PREC5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 





F2$SWdroughtLL<-ave(F2$SWdrought5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 
















F2<-subset(F2, select=c(PLT_CN, PREV_STOCKINGmid, PREV_DIAmean, PREV_Csum, 
DIAmean, Csum, STOCKINGmid,  REMPER, DIAchg, Cchg, STOCKchg, TEMP5growchg, 
PREC5growchg, SWdrought5chg, SWpluvial5chg, cutting, STDORGCD, cut, cutDIAmean, 
TPAsum, NOdisturb, alldisturb, allmort)) #, PREV_SPCDdiversity, SPCDdiversity, 
PREV_SPGRPCD, SPGRPCD))#  
c2<-40 # max diameter bin to collapse outliers 
#previous whole dataset with change 
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F2$PREVDIAbin<-ifelse(F2$PREV_DIAmean<=32, ceiling(F2$PREV_DIAmean*2)/2, 
ceiling(F2$PREV_DIAmean/2)*2) 









FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
#F2$rando<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin, FUN=function(x) 




F2$PREVDIAbin2[F2$PREVDIAbin2> c2]<-c2  
F2$PREVSTOCKbin2<-ceiling(F2$PREVSTOCKbin/25)*25 





F5<-subset(F2, cut==0 & STDORGCD==0 ) 
F5harvest<-subset(F2, STDORGCD==0) # 
 
 
time<-300 #years forward modeling 
 
#Climate Colors: 
pt<-"steelblue1" #pluvial trend 
pe<-"royalblue" #pluvial event 
dt<-"goldenrod1" #drought trend 
de<-"orange2"   #drought event 










col6<-c("ct",  "de",  "wt",  "dt", "pe", "pt",  "av", "ud", "ds", "lg", "lg2")  
labels<-c("5-yr cool period",  "dry summer",  "5-yr warm period",  "5-yr dry 
period", "wet summer", "5-yr wet period",  "average", "undisturbed", 
"disturbed", "average w/logging", "all mortality" )  











##for loop start 
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#ERROReqbind<-foreach(r=1:10, .combine=rbind) %dopar%{  #iterate model scenario 
10 times and rbind results 
for(r in 1:10) {  #iterate model scenario 10 times and rbind results #CAUTION 
THIS TAKES A LOONNG TIME  ~20 minutes - consider foreach parrallel proccessing 
 
for(c in 1:11){   #run each scenario 
 
 print(c(10-r, 11-c)) 
 




#same climate extremes as above projections, now just repeated 10 times each to 
assess model uncertainty  
if(c==2){F2<-subset(F5, SWdrought5chg<=quantile(F5$SWdrought5chg, qq3[i]+0.1, 
na.rm=T) & SWpluvial5chg<=quantile(F5$SWpluvial5chg, 0.85, na.rm=T))} 
if(c==1){F2<-subset(F5, TEMP5growchg<=quantile(F5$TEMP5growchg, qq3[i]-0.15, 
na.rm=T))} 
if(c==3){F2<-subset(F5, TEMP5growchg>=quantile(F5$TEMP5growchg, qq2[i]+0.1,  
na.rm=T))}  
if(c==4){F2<-subset(F5, PREC5growchg<=quantile(F5$PREC5growchg, qq3[i]+0.05, 
na.rm=T))} 
if(c==5){F2<-subset(F5, SWpluvial5chg>=quantile(F5$SWpluvial5chg, qq2[i]+0.15, 
na.rm=T) & SWdrought5chg>=quantile(F5$SWdrought5chg, 0.15, na.rm=T))} 










F2<-subset(F2, samp<=(7582*0.95))  
 
F2$PREVDIASTOCKbinN<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$rando<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbinN>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin, FUN=function(x) 
sample(1:sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),replace=FALSE )) 
#f1<-subset(F2, !duplicated(mergeDIASTOCKbin), select=c(mergeDIASTOCKbin, 
PREVDIASTOCKbinN)) 
F2$PREVDIASTOCKbinN2<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin2>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin2, 
FUN=function(x) sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 
F2$rando2<-ave(F2$PREVDIASTOCKbinN2>0, F2$PREVDIASTOCKbin2, FUN=function(x) 
sample(1:sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),sum(x, na.rm=TRUE),replace=FALSE)) 
 
f1<-subset(F2, !duplicated(mergeDIASTOCKbin), select=c(mergeDIASTOCKbin, 
PREVDIASTOCKbinN)) 







F3<-F4 #, select= -c(PREVDIASTOCKbin, PREVDIASTOCKbinN)) 
 
##new vectors to bin and merge with old 
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F3$DIAbin<-ifelse(F3$DIAmean<=32, ceiling(F3$DIAmean*2)/2, 
ceiling(F3$DIAmean/2)*2) 
F3$DIAbin[F3$DIAbin> c2]<-c2  #collapse outliers 
F3$STOCKbin<-ifelse(F3$DIAmean<=32, ceiling(F3$STOCKINGmid/10)*10, 
ceiling(F3$STOCKINGmid/20)*20)   
F3$STOCKbin[F3$STOCKbin>100]<-110  #collapse outliers 
F3$mergeDIASTOCKbin<-F3$DIAbin*10000+F3$STOCKbin 
F3$mergeDIASTOCKbin[is.na(F3$mergeDIASTOCKbin)==T]<-130010 #restart plots that 
end with no tree 
F3$DIASTOCKbin<-F3$DIAbin*10000+F3$STOCKbin 
F3$DIASTOCKbin[is.na(F3$DIASTOCKbin)==T]<-130010 














F3b<-merge(F3, f1, by=c("mergeDIASTOCKbin")) 
 
#assign random number to each bin 
#if rando number based on number of observations in matching dataset 
F3b$rando<-ave(F3b$PREVDIASTOCKbinN, F3b$DIASTOCKbin, FUN=function(x) 
sample(1:mean(x, na.rm=TRUE),(sum(x, na.rm=TRUE)/mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)),replace=TRUE)) 
 
F3b<-subset(F3b, select=c(CsumSTART, DIAmeanSTART, STOCKINGmidSTART, 
mergeDIASTOCKbin, rando)) 
F3b<-merge(F3b, F2, by=c("mergeDIASTOCKbin", "rando")) 
F3d<-subset(F3b, select=c(CsumSTART, DIAmeanSTART, STOCKINGmidSTART, 
STOCKINGmid, DIAmean, Csum, PLT_CN , PREV_DIAmean, PREV_Csum, Cchg, DIAchg, 
REMPER, TPAsum)) 
 







#gather eq data 
if(i>=45) 
 { 
 Fbindeq<-c( x2, y2, TPA2, STOCKING2, c, i) 
 Fbindeq2<-rbind(Fbindeq2, Fbindeq) 
 } 
  
} # i loop 
} # c loop 
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setnames(Fbindeq,c("x2", "y2", "TPA2", "STOCKING2", "cond", "i")) 
aggregate(y2~cond,data= Fbindeq,  sd) 
aggregate(x2~cond,data= Fbindeq,  sd) 
aggregate(TPA2~cond,data= Fbindeq,  sd) 
aggregate(STOCKING2~cond,data= Fbindeq,  sd) 
Fbindeq$cSD<-(ave(Fbindeq$y2, Fbindeq$cond, FUN=function(x) sd(x, na.rm=TRUE))) 
Fbindeq$xSD<-(ave(Fbindeq$x2, Fbindeq$cond, FUN=function(x) sd(x, na.rm=TRUE))) 
Fbindeq$tpaSD<-(ave(Fbindeq$TPA2, Fbindeq$cond, FUN=function(x) sd(x, 
na.rm=TRUE))) 
 
Feq2<-subset(Fbindeq, !duplicated(cond), select=c(cSD)) 
cond<-as.data.table(c("ct",  "de",  "wt",  "dt", "pe", "pt",  "av", "ud", "ds", 
























F2<-subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, PREVcarbon1sum>0 & 
PREVSTOCKING5mid>=60 )  
#Convert variables to standard names and metric units 
F2$DIAmean<-(F2$DIA5meanalive* 2.54)   #mean tree diameter by 
plot at resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean<-(F2$PREVDIA5meanalive *2.54) #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum<-(F2$endsumTPA /0.404686)   #number of trees per 
hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum<-(F2$startsumTPA /0.404686) #number of trees per hectare by 
plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid<-F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
  
#set grid cell size 
a<-b<-2  #2=0.5degrees, 0.5=2degrees 
 F2$iLAT<-((ceiling(F2$LAT*a))/a)-0.5 #+0.25  #round down to integer then 
add .25 ; switched /* removed ).25 addition 
 F2$iLON<-((floor(F2$LON*b))/b)+0.5 #-0.25  #round down to integer then 
subtract .25; switched /*  ).25 addition 
 F2$LATLONYR<-(F2$iLAT*10000000000000) +(F2$iLON*(-100000000)) +F2$INVYR 
 F2$LATLON<-as.factor(F2$iLAT*100000000+ F2$iLON*-1000) #LATLON 
identifyier 
 
#Find climate variable mean and range for each grid cell 
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F2$TEMPminLL<-ave(F2$temp5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 





F2$PRECminLL<-ave(F2$PREC5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, na.rm=TRUE)) 





F2$SWdroughtLL<-ave(F2$SWdrought5, F2$LATLON, FUN=function(x) mean(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)) 










(F2$unknowndamage+F2$vegetation)==0, 1, NA) 
F2$allmort<-
ifelse((F2$insect+F2$fire+F2$weather+F2$disease+F2$animal+F2$unknowndamage+F2$v
egetation)>0, 1, NA) 
 
vari<-c( "TEMP5growchg", "SWdrought5chg",  "TEMP5growchg",  "PREC5growchg", 
"SWpluvial5chg", "PREC5growchg", "average", "NOdisturb", "alldisturb", 
"allmort", "cutting")  
 
cond<-c("ct",  "de",  "wt",  "dt", "pe", "pt",  "av", "ud", "ds", "lg2", "lg" )  
vari1<-subset(F2, select=c(noquote(vari)))  
#vari2<-c("fire") 
 
F5<-subset(F2, cut==0 & STDORGCD==0 ) 





#for(v2 in 1:1) 
#{ 
for(c in 1:11) 
{ 
#same adjustment as above for largest effect with stable eq points 
if(c==2){F2<-subset(F5, SWdrought5chg<=quantile(F5$SWdrought5chg, qq3[i]+0.1, 
na.rm=T) & SWpluvial5chg<=quantile(F5$SWpluvial5chg, 0.85, na.rm=T))} 
if(c==1){F2<-subset(F5, TEMP5growchg<=quantile(F5$TEMP5growchg, qq3[i]-0.15, 
na.rm=T))} 
if(c==3){F2<-subset(F5, TEMP5growchg>=quantile(F5$TEMP5growchg, qq2[i]+0.1,  
na.rm=T))}  
if(c==4){F2<-subset(F5, PREC5growchg<=quantile(F5$PREC5growchg, qq3[i]+0.05, 
na.rm=T))} 
if(c==5){F2<-subset(F5, SWpluvial5chg>=quantile(F5$SWpluvial5chg, qq2[i]+0.15, 
na.rm=T) & SWdrought5chg>=quantile(F5$SWdrought5chg, 0.15, na.rm=T))} 
if(c==6){F2<-subset(F5, PREC5growchg>=quantile(F5$PREC5growchg, qq2[i]+0.15, 
na.rm=T)) } 
if(c==7){F2<-subset(F5)} 










 f22<-F2  
 f23<-subset(F5, get(vari[v])< quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.7, na.rm=TRUE) & 
get(vari[v])> quantile(vari1[[v]], 0.3, na.rm=TRUE)) 
 F33<-subset(f23, LATLON %in% (f22$LATLON)) # not neccesaary bc weighting 
will eliminate latlons not in f22! 
 } 
if(v>=7 & v<11 ) 
 { 
 if(c==2){next} 
 f22<-subset(F2)  
 f23<-subset(F5, is.na(get(vari[v]))==T) 
 F33<-subset(f23, LATLON %in% (f22$LATLON)) # not neccesaary bc weighting 




 f22<-subset(F2)  
 f23<-subset(F5harvest, cutting==0) #, is.na(get(vari[v]))==T) 
 F33<-subset(f23, LATLON %in% (f22$LATLON)) # not neccesaary bc weighting 
will eliminate latlons not in f22! 
 } 
  
f22$Csamp<-(ave(f22$DIAmean>0,f22$LATLON, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)))/f22$nsampTOT #weighting factor of number of Cond data/total data 
in each grid cell 
F33$Nsamp<-(ave(F33$DIAmean>0,F33$LATLON, FUN=function(x) sum(x, 
na.rm=TRUE)))/F33$nsampTOT #weighting factor of number of NULL data/total data 
in each grid cell 
 
f24<-subset(f22, !duplicated(LATLON), select=c(LATLON, Csamp)) 
F33<-merge(F33, f24, all.x=TRUE, by="LATLON") 
F33$CtoNratio<-F33$Csamp/F33$Nsamp  #condition to null grid cell sampling ratio 






f22b<-subset(f22, mortDIAmean>0) # 
Vgrow<-mean(f22b$mortDIAmean, na.rm=T)*2.54 # 
F33b<-subset(F33, mortDIAmean>0) # 






f22b<-subset(f22, cutDIAmean>0)  
Vgrow<-mean(f22b$cutDIAmean, na.rm=T)*2.54 # 
F33b<-subset(F33, mortDIAmean>0) # 
Vgrow2<-mean(F33b$mortDIAmean, na.rm=T)/mean(F33b$CtoNratio, na.rm=T)*2.54  
error2<-std.error(f22$cutDIAmean*2.54, na.rm=T) 





Vgrow3<-Vgrow-Vgrow2 #mean(F2$mortDIAmean, na.rm=T)+mean(F2$cutDIAmean, 
na.rm=T)  # 
n<-round(sum(f22b$mortality2/6.01)/sum(f22$PLT_CN>0), 1)*100 
 













setnames(Fbind4,c("x2", "y2mean", "TPA2", "endCerror", "endQMDerror", "cond", 
"Caccum", "meancond")) 
 
FF<-as.data.table(merge(Fbind4, F6b, by="cond")) 
 
FF<-as.data.table(merge(FF, Feq3, by="cond")) 
 










labels<-c( "all forests", expression(paste("-0.35"^"o","C cooling" )), 
"recurring\ndry summers", "disturbed",  expression(paste("-0.24 mm day"^"-
1","precip." )), "all forests w/ logging", "all mortality", "recurring wet 
summers", expression(paste("+0.37 mm day"^"-1","precip." )), "undisturbed", 




"grey60", "grey60", "grey60"))( 100)) ## (n) 
dev.new(width=5, height=5) #width=6, height=5) 
plot(x,y, type="n", main=c("Forest carbon equilibrium\n compared to tree 
morality size"),xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE, ylim=c(70,165), xlim=c(20, 28)) 
 
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75,  at=c( 20, 22, 24, 26,28, 28.5)) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7, at=c(  20, 22, 24, 26,28)) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
 
mtext(side=1, "Tree mortality mean diameter (cm)", line=1.2) 
mtext(side=2, expression(paste("Carbon steady-state (Mg ha"^"-1",")")), 
line=1.2)  
 
segments(x-xerror, y, x+xerror, y, lwd=0.5, col="grey25") 
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segments(x, y-yerror, x, y+yerror, lwd=0.5, col="grey25") 
abline(lm(y~x), col="grey5", lwd=0.95) 
#points(x,y, pch=19) 
points(x,y, pch=21, cex=0.99, bg= "black", lwd=0.25) #, col= c(av, ct, de, ds, 
dt, lg, lg2, pe, pt, ud, wt)) 
text(x+c(-0.1,0.1,-0.3,-0.2,0.3,-.25, 0.25,0.05,0.4,0,0.3),y+c(-0.25,1.25,-
1.25,-1,0.75,0,0,-2.5,-1.25,0,0.25), labels, pos=c(2,4,2,2,4,2,3,2,4,4,4), 





























































options(scipen=999) #remove sci notation 
meanFunc <- function(x,i){mean(x[i], na.rm=TRUE)} 
 
##Load data from GITHUB 
# data.url <- "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/wanderswest/ESM-
FIA/master/Null2015.csv" 
 #   ESM.data <- getURL(data.url)                 
 #   ESM.data <- read.csv(textConnection(ESM.data), header = TRUE, sep = ",", 
quote="\"", dec=".") 
#RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014  <- as.data.table(ESM.data) 
 
#or load filtered data from local drive 
RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014  <- as.data.table(read.csv("/Volumes/m-
z/tda210/USFS/Null2015.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
#RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014  <- 
as.data.table(read.csv("/Users/travis/Desktop/Null2015.csv", header = TRUE, sep 
= ",", quote="\"", dec=".")) 
 
#RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014 <-  subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014) # 
remove planted forests 
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S4swPREC <-  subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, cut==0 & STDORGCD==0 ) 
#exclude planted and harvested forests 




###FIGURE 1 - EMPIRICAL FOREST DENSITY MODEL - WITH PFT highlights ##### 
#### 
 
#dev.new(width=8, height=7.5) #set up plot 
dev.new(width=8, height=6.5) #set up plot 
 
 
S4swPREC <-  subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, STDORGCD==0 & cut==0 ) 
#exclude planted and logged forests 
F2 <- subset(S4swPREC, PREVCDstocksum < 10) #, PREVHydricstocksum==0 )  
 
#Convert variables to standard names and metric units 
F2$DIAmean <-(F2$DIAendmean* 2.54 )  # log10(F2$carbon5sum/F2$endsumTPA ) #* 
2.54)   #mean tree diameter by plot at resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean <-(F2$DIAbeginmean* 2.54) # 
log10(F2$PREVcarbon5sum/F2$startsumTPA) # *2.54) #mean tree diameter by 
plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum <- (F2$endsumTPA /0.404686) #F2$carbon1sum/200 #  
 #number of trees per hectare by plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum <- (F2$startsumTPA /0.404686)  #F2$PREVcarbon1sum/200 ##number 
of trees per hectare by plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid <- F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #calculated relative stocking by 
plot at initial survey 
F2$TPAsum[F2$TPAsum== -Inf]<-0 
F2$DIAmean[F2$DIAmean== -Inf]<-0 
#calculate change in Stem density and mean tree diameter for each plot 
#F2$TPAchg <- F2$TPAsum-F2$PREV_TPAsum 
F2$TPAchg <- F2$endsumTPA-F2$startsumTPA 
F2$DIAchg <- F2$DIAmean-F2$PREV_DIAmean 
 
#setup color ramp 
 palette(adjustcolor(((rich.colors(50))), transform=diag(c(1,1,0.75,1))))  
stockcols <- rev(palette()) 
#Climate Colors: 
pt <- "steelblue1" #pluvial trend 
pe <- "royalblue" #pluvial event 
dt <- "goldenrod1" #drought trend 
de <- "orange2"   #drought event 
nt <- "grey55" 
ne <- "grey35" 
ag1 <- 25 
 
#select model type and bootstraped error on/off 
ModelType <- 1 #1=Even increment w/ moving average, 2=Even increment only, 
3=Textbook  




="n", col="grey94",  
 main=c("Empirical Succession Model: 5-year forest density change", "FIA 
survey 1998-2012, Eastern USA")  
 #,ylim=c(2.2,3.3), xlim=c(0.75,1.3), mgp=c(2,1,0) 
 ,ylim=c(10, 1300), xlim=c(14,48), mgp=c(2,1,0) 
 #,ylim=c(20, 1000), xlim=c(18,31), mgp=c(2,1,0) 
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 ,xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE) #1250 
 
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
mtext(side=1, "Mean tree diameter (cm)", line=1.2) 




stockcol <- ((F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid)/4)+18  
arrows((F2$PREV_DIAmean),(F2$PREV_TPAsum),(F2$DIAmean),(F2$TPAsum), col= 
stockcol, length=0.065, angle=22,lwd=0.9)   
 
 
#Set up plot with relative plot locations and legend - for dev.new(width=8, 
height=6)  
x1 <- 39*1.1 
x2 <- 39.8*1.1 
y1 <- (c(seq(1200,820,-38))+100)*0.95 #-22 
y2 <- (c(seq(1220,800,-5))+125)*.935 #-22 
x1b <- (x1-5.5)*0.965 #x1b <- x1-7.5 
y1b <- (y1[1]+110)*.69 #-264 #y1b <- y1[1]-215 
cex1 <- 0.8 
cexA <- 3 #succession large labels 
t3 <- 32 #33.5  #transition mean diameter between independent vectors and 
moving average 
lw2 <- 2 #arrow width 
slopetable <- NULL 
colS <- "#00000090" 
 
#legend 
points(30,750, pch=16, cex=200, col="#FFFFFF75" ) #FFFFFF50 
#segments(t3,0,t3,600, col="white", lwd=0.75) 
segments(c(x1-1.5,x1-1.5,x1-1.5),c( y2[1], y2[39], y2[85]-10),x2+0.3,c(y2[1], 
y2[39], y2[85]-10), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2) 
segments((x1-1.5),( y2[10]),x2+0.3,(y2[10]), col="black",lwd=0.9, lend=2, 
lty="dashed") 
arrows(x1,y1,x2,y1, col="black", length=0.085, angle=25,lwd=lw2+0.75)   
arrows(x1,y1,x2,y1, col=c(seq(47,15, -3)), length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2)   
#text(x1+2.25, y1[1]+55,"Initial relative density", cex=0.9, pos=2) #initial 
plot stocking and mean change vector increments 
text(x1, y1[1]-5,"Maximum", cex=cex1, pos=2) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
text(x1, y1[4]+10,"High", cex=cex1, pos=2) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
text(x1, y1[9]+10,"Low", cex=cex1, pos=2) #initial plot stocking and mean 
change vector increments 
text(x1+0.83, c(y1+10, y1[11]-20),c("120","100","90", "80","70", 
"60","50","40","30", "20", "10", "1"), cex=0.85, pos=4) 
text(x1+5, y1[1]+52,"Relative resource limitation", cex=0.9, pos=2) #initial 




# #thinning line -3/2 fit manually 
 x=seq(20,55,0.5) 
y=(x^(-1.5))* (90000) # 251789.41366 #325000  #Best fit for early succession 
without saplings 
#lines((y)~(x), col= "#00000050", lty="dotted", lwd=6.5) # "#00000090" 
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F22<- subset(F2,DIAbeginmean>8) # & STOCKING5mid>0)  
fit4<-rq(log10(PREV_TPAsum)~ log10(PREV_DIAmean), tau=0.99, data=F22) 
lml<-summary(fit4) 
x=seq(0,55,0.5) 
y=(x^(lml$coefficients[2]))* (10^lml$coefficients[1]) # 251789.41366 #325000  
#Best fit for early succession without saplings 
lines((y)~(x), col= "#00000050", lty="dotted", lwd=4.5) # "#00000090" 
 
 
F2$PFTstock<- (F2$PREVEHstocksum + F2$PREVEvergreenstocksum + 
F2$PREVHydricstocksum + F2$PREVLCstocksum+ F2$PREVLHstocksum + 
F2$PREVMCstocksum + F2$PREVNMHstocksum + F2$PREVNPstocksum + F2$PREVSMHstocksum 
+ F2$PREVSPstocksum) 
 
F2late<- subset(F2, (PREVLHstocksum+1) > PFTstock & DIAbeginmean>8) # & 
STOCKING5mid>0)  
fit4<-rq(log10(PREV_TPAsum)~ log10(PREV_DIAmean), tau=0.99, data= F2late) 
lml<-summary(fit4) 
x=seq(0,55,0.5) 
y=(x^(lml$coefficients[2]))* (10^lml$coefficients[1]) # 251789.41366 #325000  
#Best fit for early succession without saplings 




#thinning line fit to highest stocked forests with non-linear best fit method 
 x=seq(0,55,0.5) 
 qt99<-quantile(F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid, 0.995) 
t22<- subset(F2,  PREVSTOCKING5mid> qt99 & DIAbeginmean>8)  
 y7 <- c(t22$PREV_TPAsum, t22$TPAsum) 
 x7 <- c(t22$PREV_DIAmean, t22$DIAmean) 
 
 p1 = 100000 
 p2 = 1.5 
 
##do exponential fit 
fit = nls(y7 ~ (x7^(-p2))*p1, start=list(p1=p1, p2=p2)) 
 
fit2<-summary(fit) 
y=(x^(-fit2$coefficients[2]))* (fit2$coefficients[1]) # 251789.41366 #325000  
#Best fit for early succession without saplings 





cex1 <- 0.8 
cexA <- 3 #succession large labels 
t3 <- 32 #33.5  #transition mean diameter between independent vectors and 
moving average 
lw2 <- 2 #arrow width 
slopetable <- NULL 
colS <- "#00000090" 
 
##manually remove overlapping vectors 
DuplicatedVectors <- NULL  
 
##ESM mean vector calculation and plotting with for loops 
for(o in ErrorOn:2){ 
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for(l in 1:2){ 
 
#ESM Density with non-overlapping vectors 
#looped by phase space location to have sufficient underlying data and to 
exclude excessive vectors 
 
if(l==1){ #independent dense 
###Null model even increments, moving average vectors 
STOCKval <- c(0,0,seq(0, 100, 10), 122, 122) 
QMDvalues <- c(seq(0,(33), 3)) #, seq(32, 93, 6) ) 
s1 <- s2 <- s3 <- s4 <- 10 
increment <- 1 
} 
 
if(l==2){   ##moving average end 
#STOCKval <- c(0, 9.5, 12, 25, NA, NA, 12, 20, 35, 50, 65, 80, 100, 120, 140 )  
#QMDvalues <- c(seq(t3, 42, 1.8), 42) 
#QMDvalues <- c(t3-0.5, 33.5, 34.5, 36, 40, 42, NA, NA, 38, 40, 45, 47, 55, 60) 
STOCKval <- c(15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 130) #seq(3, 161, 15) 
QMDvalues <- seq(32.5, 93, 4.5) 
s1 <- 5 
s2 <- 30 
s3 <- 10 
s4 <- 3 
increment <- 1 #3 
} 
 
#Subset by stocking range then mean diameter range 
if(o==1) 
{ 
g <- length(QMDvalues-1) 
r <- length(STOCKval-1) 
 for(s in 1:r) 
 { S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+increment])   
 for(h in 1:g) 
 {  
 S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+increment])) 
 if(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s1 & s==1 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s2 & 
s==2 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s3  & s==3 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s4  & 
s>=4) 
  {   
  stockcol <- (mean(S11q$PREV_STOCKINGmid,na.rm=TRUE)/4)+18 
  stkqmd <- STOCKval[s]*1000+QMDvalues[h] 
if(stkqmd %in% DuplicatedVectors){next} #remove overlapping vectors 
if(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)>1800){next} #exclude outliers 
 
#Plot mean change vector 
arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col=stockcol, length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2+1.25)   
 
#Plot bootstraped error associated with mean diameter and stem density change  
endTPAerror <- boot(S11q$TPAchg, meanFunc, R=1000)  
endTPAerror <- sqrt(var(endTPAerror$t))*1.96 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE))), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))+endTPAerror),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
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   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE))), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))-endTPAerror),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
endQMDerror <- boot(S11q$DIAchg, meanFunc, R=1000)     
endQMDerror <- sqrt(var(endQMDerror$t))*1.96 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)+endQMDerror)), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
   lines(c((mean(S11q$DIAmean, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)-endQMDerror)), 
     c((mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE))),   
     col="grey60", type="l", lwd=0.7) 
  } 
 } 
  } 
} 
 
#Replot with bold vectors 
if(o==2) 
{ 
g <- length(QMDvalues-1) 
r <- length(STOCKval-1) 
 for(s in 1:r) 
 { S11r <- subset(F2, PREV_STOCKINGmid>= STOCKval[s] & PREV_STOCKINGmid 
<STOCKval[s+increment])   
 for(h in 1:g) 
 {  
 S11q <- subset(S11r, PREV_DIAmean>=(QMDvalues[h]) & 
PREV_DIAmean<(QMDvalues[h+increment])) 
 #print(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)) 
 if(length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s1 & s==1 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s2 & 
s==2 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s3  & s==3 | length(S11q$PREV_DIAmean)>s4  & 
s>=4) 
  {     
  
stkqmd <- STOCKval[s]*1000+QMDvalues[h] 
#print(stkqmd) 
if(stkqmd %in% DuplicatedVectors){next} #remove overlapping vectors 
if(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)>1800){next} #exclude outliers 
 
stockcol <- (mean(S11q$PREV_STOCKINGmid,na.rm=TRUE)/4)+18  
arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col= "grey15", length=0.08, angle=25,lwd=lw2+1)   
arrows((mean(S11q$PREV_DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$PREV_TPAsum, 
na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$DIAmean, na.rm=TRUE)),(mean(S11q$TPAsum, na.rm=TRUE)), 
col= stockcol, length=0.08, angle=28,lwd=lw2)  
  } 
   } 
  } 
} 
}  #l loop 
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palette(c(colorRampPalette(c("tomato", "yellowgreen", "greenyellow", 
"burlywood", "slateblue1", "royalblue" , "cyan"))( 9 ), "#00000050")) 
#legend("topright", lwd=c(2.5,2.5,1.5, NA, NA, NA, NA), lty=c(1,2,3, NA, NA, 
NA, NA), pch=c(NA, NA, NA,18, 18, 18,18), col = c(10, 10, 10, 1, 3, 8, 5), 
legend = c("b = -1.9", "b = -1.45", "b = -1.0", "Early succ. hard.", "Hydric", 






# add mean vectors of each PFT at max RRL 
F2a <- subset(F2, PREVSTOCKING5mid>=100 ) # 
orderd<-c(1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12) # 1:12  # 
orderd2<-c(1, 3, 8, 5) # 1:12  # 
 





if(d==1) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  (PREVEHstocksum*m2) > PFTstock)}## 
if(d==2) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  (PREVEvergreenstocksum*m2+ PREVMCstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==3) {F2n<-subset(F2a, (PREVHydricstocksum*m2) > PFTstock)}## 
if(d==4) {F2n<-subset(F2a,   (PREVLCstocksum*m2) > PFTstock & SISP!=241)}## 
if(d==5) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  (PREVLHstocksum*m2) > PFTstock)}## 
if(d==6) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  (PREVSMHstocksum*m2+ PREVNMHstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==7) {F2n<-subset(F2a,   (PREVNPstocksum*m2+ PREVSPstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==8) {F2n<-subset(F2a, (PREVNMHstocksum*m2+ PREVSMHstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 




#plot all plots as individual background vectors colored by inital stocking  
palette(adjustcolor(colorRampPalette(c("tomato", "yellowgreen", "greenyellow", 
"burlywood", "slateblue1", "royalblue" , "cyan"))( 9 ), alpha.f = 0.3)) 
 
#arrows((F2n$PREV_DIAmean),(F2n$PREV_TPAsum),(F2n$DIAmean),(F2n$TPAsum), col= 
d, length=0.065, angle=22,lwd=0.9)   




 dchg<-c(1.5, NA, 2.2, NA, 2, NA, NA, 1.9) 
 ytpa<- slopePFT*(dchg[d]) 
  texta<- c(-55, NA, -38,NA, -22.5, NA, NA, -25 ) 
 lines(c(mean(F2n$PREV_DIAmean),mean(F2n$DIAmean)+ 
dchg[d]),c(mean(F2n$PREV_TPAsum),mean(F2n$TPAsum+ytpa)), col= 
"#FFFFFF99",lwd=10, lend="round")   
palette((colorRampPalette(c("tomato", "yellowgreen", "greenyellow", 
"burlywood", "slateblue1", "royalblue" , "cyan"))( 9 ))) ## (n) 10 
arrows(mean(F2n$PREV_DIAmean),mean(F2n$PREV_TPAsum),mean(F2n$DIAmean),mean(F2n$
TPAsum), col= "#FFFFFF80", length=0.075, angle=22,lwd=9.5) 
arrows(mean(F2n$PREV_DIAmean),mean(F2n$PREV_TPAsum),mean(F2n$DIAmean),mean(F2n$
TPAsum), col= "black", length=0.075, angle=22,lwd=3)     
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arrows(mean(F2n$PREV_DIAmean),mean(F2n$PREV_TPAsum),mean(F2n$DIAmean),mean(F2n$
TPAsum), col= d, length=0.07, angle=24,lwd=2.5)  
 
arrows(mean(F2n$PREV_DIAmean),mean(F2n$PREV_TPAsum),mean(F2n$DIAmean),mean(F2n$
TPAsum), col= "white", length=0.065, angle=22,lwd=0.5)   
text( mean(F2n$PREV_DIAmean),mean(F2n$PREV_TPAsum), labels= labc[d], 




boxed.labels(c(15, 16.5, 18.9), c(1200, 1250, 1300), labels=c("b = -1.0", "b = 
-1.45", "b = -1.9"), border=F, bg="#FFFFFF99", col="grey35" ) 
 
 












#Eq. S2 for bootstrap error analysis 
meanFunc4 <- function(x,i){(mean(x$TPAchg[i], na.rm=TRUE)/mean((x$DIAchg[i]), 
na.rm=TRUE))}  
 
#main dataset excluding logged and planted forests 
F2 <- subset(RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, cut==0  ) #PREVCDstocksum==0) 
#S4swPREC) #, STDORGCD==0 )  #&  DIAbeginmean>=9  
#log scale 
 
#F2<-merge(F3, RM5mergedfullcut1991.11.17.2014, all.x=T, by="PLT_CN" ) 
 
#Convert variables to standard names and metric units 
F2$DIAmean <- log10(F2$DIAendmean) # log(F2$carbon5mean*2) #  
log10(F2$BA5meanalive) #    #mean tree diameter by plot at 
resurvey (cm) 
F2$PREV_DIAmean <-  log10(F2$DIAbeginmean) #  log(F2$PREVcarbon5mean*2)
 # log10(F2$PREVBA5meanalive) # #mean tree diameter by plot at 
initial survey (cm) 
F2$TPAsum <- log10(F2$endsumTPA )  #number of trees per hectare by 
plot at resurvey 
F2$PREV_TPAsum <- log10(F2$startsumTPA) # /0.404686)  #number of trees 
per hectare by plot at initial survey (cm) 
F2$STOCKbin<-as.numeric(as.character(cut(F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid, breaks = 
quantile(F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid, probs = c(seq(0, 0.95, 0.05), 0.995, 0.9999), 
na.rm=T), include.lowest = TRUE, labels = 1:21))) 
F2$STOCKbin2<-as.numeric(as.character(cut(F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid, breaks = 
quantile(F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid, probs = c(seq(0, 0.99, 0.01),0.995, 0.9999), 
na.rm=T), include.lowest = TRUE, labels = 1:101))) 
 
 
F2$PREV_STOCKINGmid <-F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid #Cbin # #STOCKbin  
#((F2$PREVcarbon1sum^0.3)/(max(F2$PREVcarbon1sum^0.3)))*100#  #calculated 
relative stocking by plot at initial survey 
F2$TPAsum[F2$TPAsum == -Inf] <- 0 #35 plots that end with 0 trees replace -
infinity with 0 for calcs.   
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F2$DIAmean[F2$DIAmean == -Inf] <- 0 #35 plots that end with 0 trees replace -
infinity with 0 for calcs.   
F2$PREV_TPAsum[F2$PREV_TPAsum == -Inf] <- 0 #35 plots that end with 0 trees 
replace -infinity with 0 for calcs.   
F2$PREV_DIAmean[F2$PREV_DIAmean == -Inf] <- 0 #35 plots that end with 0 trees 
replace -infinity with 0 for calcs.   
 
 #calculate change in Stem density and mean tree diameter for each plot 
F2$TPAchg <- F2$TPAsum-F2$PREV_TPAsum 
F2$DIAchg <- F2$DIAmean-F2$PREV_DIAmean 
F2$Cchgall<- ((F2$carbon1sum)-(F2$PREVcarbon1sum))/(F2$PREVcarbon1sum) 
 




F2$disturb <- (F2$fire+F2$weather+F2$insect+F2$disease+F2$animal) #  
 
F2$PFTstock<- (F2$PREVEHstocksum + F2$PREVEvergreenstocksum + 
F2$PREVHydricstocksum + F2$PREVLCstocksum+ F2$PREVLHstocksum + 
F2$PREVMCstocksum + F2$PREVNMHstocksum + F2$PREVNPstocksum + F2$PREVSMHstocksum 
+ F2$PREVSPstocksum + F2$PREVCDstocksum ) 
F2$PREVmidstock<- (F2$PREVNMHstocksum + F2$PREVSMHstocksum) 
 
F2planted<-subset(F2, STDORGCD>0 ) 
F2con<-subset(F2, STDORGCD==0 ) #35 





lwddn <- NULL 
newplot<- 1 
dmax<- 12 




m <- 30  #2 
dmin <- 0 #8 
 
 F2a <- subset(F2) #, disturb==0) # ) #, TEMP5growchg>0) # 
if(d==1) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVEHstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
#if(d==1) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVCDstocksum+m) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==2) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & ( PREVMCstocksum*m2+ 
PREVEvergreenstocksum*m2) > PFTstock)}## PREVEvergreenstocksum + 
#if(d==3) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVEvergreenstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==3) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVHydricstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
#if(d==5) {F2n<-subset(F2con,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & ( PREVCDstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock )}## & SISP!=241 
if(d==4) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & ( PREVLCstocksum*m2 ) > 
PFTstock )}## & SISP!=241 #+ PREVCDstocksum*m2 
if(d==5) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVLHstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==6) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVNMHstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==7) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVNPstocksum*m2 + 
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PREVSPstocksum*m2) > PFTstock)}## 
if(d==8) {F2n<-subset(F2a,  DIAbeginmean> dmin  & (PREVSMHstocksum*m2) > 
PFTstock)}## 
if(d==9) {F2n<-subset(F2planted,  DIAbeginmean> dmin & (PREVSPstocksum*m2 + 
PREVNPstocksum*m2 ) > PFTstock)}## planted 
 
if(d==10) { 
 F2n<-subset(F2a, DIAbeginmean> dmin ) #& SISP!=241 
 newplot<- 1 
 }## 
if(d==11) {F2n<-subset(F2a, DIAbeginmean> dmin  & disturb==0 )}## planted 




F2noverall<-subset(F2n,  PREVSTOCKING5mid>35 & !(is.na(TPAchg)==T | 
is.na(DIAchg)==T)) #3 
F2n<-subset(F2n, PREVSTOCKING5mid>35 & !(is.na(TPAchg)==T | is.na(DIAchg)==T)) 
#33 
 
 palette(c(colorRampPalette(c("tomato", "pink", "burlywood", 
"yellowgreen",  "slateblue1", "royalblue" , "cyan"))( 9 ), 
"grey35","yellowgreen","brown"))  
labd<-c("Early hardwood","Spruce/Fir/Evergreen",  "Hydric", "Late conifer", 
"Late hardwood", "N. mid hardwood", "Pine", "S. mid hardwood", "Planted pine", 
"Average", "Undisturbed", "Disturbed") #"Evergreen hardwood", 
print(c(labd[d], sum(F2n$PLT_CN>0))) 
 
cold<-c( 1:14, 11,11,11,11) 
#line with based on sample size bins 
nlwd<- length(F2n$PLT_CN) 
nlwd[nlwd<500]<-1.75 
nlwd[nlwd>=500 & nlwd< 1500 ]<-2 
nlwd[nlwd>1500]<-4 
lwdd<-c(rep(nlwd, dmax)) #2.5 
lwddn <-c(lwddn, nlwd) 
ltyd<- c(1,3,1,3,1,1,3,1, 3, 1,1,1) #rep(1, dmax)) 
#errd<-ifelse(nlwd==4, 1, 0) 
errd<- c(rep(1,9), 1, 1, 1) #c(1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,0) 
arrowsd<-c(rep(0,9), 1, 0, 0) 
spand<- c(rep(1, 9), 0.75, 0.75, 0.75)  #(0.25, 1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.25, 1, 0.25, 
0.25, 1, 0.25 ) #   rep(0.25,10)) 
celln<- 1-((length(F2n$PLT_CN)*2)/(length(F2$PLT_CN))) 
celld<- c(rep(0.75, 9), 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)  #(0.1, 1, 1, 0.5, 0.5, 0.1, 0.5, 1 , 
1, 1 ) #celln 
maxCd<- 1 
pointsd<- c(rep(0,12), 1, 1,1) 
overall<- 0 
 
if (sum(F2n$PLT_CN > 0) < 100 ) {next} 
lw2T<-loess(TPAchg~PREVSTOCKING5mid, data= F2n, span=spand[d], cell=celld[d], 
family="gaussian" ) #control = loess.control(surface = "interpolate")) #, 
weights=s1$n) 
lw2D<-loess(DIAchg~PREVSTOCKING5mid, data= F2n, span=spand[d], cell=celld[d],  




predT<- predict(lw2T, stock, se=T) 
predD<- predict(lw2D, stock, se=T) 
TSEpct<- (predT$se.fit/predT$fit) 





if(newplot==1){    #%in% breaks){ 
#dev.new(width=4.8, height=5) 
dev.new(width=6.5, height=6.5) #7,7 
plot(F2$TPAchg ~F2$PREVSTOCKING5mid, col="grey", xlim=c(48, 118), ylim=c(-2.6, 
0.75), type="n",xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE)  
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75, at=c(50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 
110)) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75 ) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7, labels=c(50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110), 
at=c(50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110)) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
mtext(side=1, "Relative resource limitation (%)", line=1.2) 
mtext(side=2, expression(Thinning~constraint~(italic(b[transient]))) , 
line=1.2) 
lines(c(0, 90), c(0,0), col="black", lwd=0.5) 
lines(c(0,150), c(-1, -1), col="black", lwd=0.25) 
lines(c(0,150), c(-1.5, -1.5), col="black", lwd=0.25) 
lines(c(0,150), c(-2, -2), col="black", lwd=0.25) 
text(y=-1.58, x=47,"-3/2 self-thinning rule", pos=4,  cex=0.85, col ="grey") 
text(y=-2.08, x=47,"Metabolic scaling", pos=4, cex=0.85, col ="grey") 
#legend("topright", lwd=lwdd, lty=ltyd, col = cold, legend = labd, bty="n", 
bg=NULL, box.col="white",  cex=0.9)  
newplot <- 0 
} #end plot if 
 
 
pres1<- c(1) #,6) #,5) #1:12 # 
if(d %in% pres1){ 
if(errd[d]==1){  #error on if == 1 
lw2err<-((((TSEpct^2 + DSEpct^2)^0.5)*TDslope)) #*(1.96)) 
#TDslope2<- na.omit(TDslope) 
NAmax<- length(TDslope) #TDslope2 
if(d==1){NAmax <- 117} 
polygon((c(35:NAmax, NAmax:35)), c((TDslope[35:NAmax])- 
abs(lw2err[35:NAmax]),rev((TDslope[35:NAmax])+ abs(lw2err[35:NAmax]))), 




if(lwdd[d]==4 & ltyd[d]==1){lines(1:120, (TDslope), col= "#00000050", lwd= 4.5, 
lty=ltyd[d])} 








arrx<-aggregate(F2n$STOCKING5mid, list(F2n$STOCKbin), mean) 
 
arr.predT<- predict(lw2T, arrx$x) 
arr.predD<- predict(lw2D, arrx$x) 
arr.TDslope<-(arr.predT/arr.predD) 
arrows(arrx$x-arr$x, arr.TDslope, arrx$x, arr.TDslope, col="white", 
length=0.058, angle=28,lwd=4) 
arrows(arrx$x-arr$x, arr.TDslope, arrx$x, arr.TDslope, col="black", 
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length=0.058, angle=28,lwd=2) 








arr<-aggregate(F2noverall$Cchgall*100, list(F2noverall$STOCKbin), mean) 
arrx<-aggregate(F2noverall$STOCKING5mid, list(F2noverall$STOCKbin), mean) 
 
arr.predT<- predict(lw2T, arrx$x) 
arr.predD<- predict(lw2D, arrx$x) 
arr.TDslope<-(arr.predT/arr.predD) 











0.9), select=c(TPAchg, DIAchg)) 





#PREV_STOCKINGmid>100 ) #& ingrowth2>0) 
Cchg2<- c(mean(arr.TDslope2[maxTD]), mean(F2noverall$endsumTPA, na.rm=T),  d,  
bmaxSE,  (mean(F2noverall$NPP, na.rm=T)-mean(F2noverall$PREVNPP, 
na.rm=T))/mean(F2noverall$PREVNPP, na.rm=T), mean(F2noverall$ingrowth2, 
na.rm=T), mean(F2noverall$disturb, na.rm=T)) #,  mean(F2noverall$unknowndamage, 
na.rm=T)+ mean(F2noverall$vegetation, na.rm=T) , mean(F2noverall$insect, 






if(pointsd[d]==1) ##point averages 
{ 
arr.TPA<-aggregate(F2n$TPAchg, list(F2n$STOCKbin), mean) 
arr.DIA<-aggregate(F2n$DIAchg, list(F2n$STOCKbin), mean) 
arr.slope<- arr.TPA$x/arr.DIA$x 
arrx2<-aggregate(F2n$STOCKING5mid, list(F2n$STOCKbin), mean) 




if(d==9){legend("topright", lwd=c(lwddn[1:9]), lty=ltyd[1:9], col = cold[1:9], 
legend = labd[1:9], bty="n", bg=NULL, box.col="white",  cex=0.9)}  
box() 
if(d==10){legend("topright", lwd=4, lty=c(1,1,1), col = cold[10:12], legend = 
labd[10:12], bty="n", bg=NULL, box.col="white",  cex=0.9)}  
} #end d loop 
 









palette(rev(colorRampPalette(c("brown", "tomato",  "yellowgreen", 
"greenyellow"))( 29 ))) 
dev.new(width=6, height=6) 
 
plot(maxC[,1], maxC[,2], col=((maxC[,7]+0.1)*10), type="n", pch=c(rep(16,10), 
1, 16, 16),xlab=NA, ylab=NA, axes=FALSE, xlim=c(-2.7, 0), cex=1.3)  
#segments(maxC[,1]+maxC[,4]*1.96, maxC[,2], maxC[,1]-maxC[,4]*1.96,  maxC[,2]) 
 
axis(side=1, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75) 
axis(side=2, tck=-0.01, labels=NA, lwd=0.75 ) 
axis(side=1, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
axis(side=2, lwd=0, line= -0.7) 
mtext(side=2, expression(paste("Stem density (ha"^"-1","; maximum RRL)")), 
line=1.5) 
mtext(side=1, expression(italic(b[transient])~maximum~RRL) , line=1.5) 
box() 
#text(maxC[,1], maxC[,2], label=round(maxC[,8], 1), pos=3, cex=0.5) #, xlim=c(-
3, 2), ylim=c(-5, 25)) 
 
group1<- c(1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 12) 
group2<- c( 4, 5, 6, 8, 11) 
 
abline(lm(maxC[,2]~maxC[,1], subset=maxC[,3] %in% group1), col="grey35")  
text(-2.2, 310, label="Density-independent", pos=4, srt=46, col="grey") 
 
abline(lm(maxC[,2]~maxC[,1], subset=maxC[,3] %in% group2), col="grey35")  




 summary(lm(maxC[,2]~maxC[,1], subset=maxC[,3] %in% group1)) 
  summary(lm(maxC[,2]~maxC[,1], subset=maxC[,3] %in% group2)) 
  
 #plot(maxC[,1], maxC[,11], col=(maxC[,4]*2), type="p", pch=16, 
main="deadcarbon5sum") # , xlim=c(0, 3)) #, ylim=c(-5, 25))  #cold[maxC[,3]] 
   
#text(maxC[,1], maxC[,2], label=round(maxC[,7], 2), pos=3, cex=0.5) #, xlim=c(-
3, 2), ylim=c(-5, 25)) 
pchd<-c(18, 18, 18, 16, 16, 16, 18, 16, 18, 17, 16, 18) 
 
points(maxC[,1], maxC[,2], col=("black"), pch=pchd, cex=1.4)  
points(maxC[,1], maxC[,2], col=((maxC[,7]+0.1)*10), pch=pchd, cex=1.3)  
text(maxC[,1], maxC[,2], label=labd[maxC[,3]], pos= c(1,1,1,1,1,4,1,2,1,3,4,1), 
cex=0.75) #, xlim=c(-3, 2), ylim=c(-5, 25)) 
 
 
y<- cbind( 0:23)# 
colorbar.plot( -2.6, max(maxC[,2]-49), y, strip.width=0.03, strip.length=0.183, 
col= c("grey"),  horizontal=F) 
colorbar.plot( -2.6, max(maxC[,2]-48), y, strip.width=0.025, strip.length=0.18, 
col= c(29:0), horizontal=F) 
text( -2.73, max(maxC[,2]-50), labels=c("Avg. disturbance\n(mortality/plot)\n     
0     \n \n     1.5     \n  \n     3.0     "), cex=0.9, pos=4) 
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################################################################# 
# End CHAPTER 3 R-code 
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